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PREFACE 

The origins of this volume go back to January 1995, when war broke out 

unexpectedly between Ecuador and Peru. Each of us had been following 

developments in both countries for some time and had spent extended 

periods in each conducting research and participating in conferences 

and programs, among other activities, during repeated visits. Over the 

course of our academic careers, we had written extensively on internal 

political and security issues in each country and in the wider region. One 

result of our long acquaintance with both countries, as well as our work 

on U.S. foreign policy issues, was that we already knew a number of the 

people who were or would become involved in the dispute as it slowly 

worked its way toward resolution. Working separately, starting within 

days of the outbreak of hostilities, each of us set out to try to understand 

what had happened and why.  

After our field research led to several single-authored publications, 

we began discussing the possibility of a joint project, realizing that our 

individual work on the subject was complementary in multiple ways. Our 

first concerted work together occurred while Mares was on sabbatical at 

Harvard's Center for International Affairs and continued over the course 

of several years, with meetings at academic conferences and holing up 

for a few days at a time at each other's homes in Boston and San Diego to 

work through various parts of the manuscript. Almost inevitably, our ef-
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forts were interrupted at various junctures by other commitments. One of 
the unanticipated but positive outcomes of such delays, however, was to 
see how both parties' ability to forge a peaceful resolution to the conflict, 
after more than three years of difficult interactions, played out over the 
following decade.  

As our work developed we found that the interplay of considerations 
of power, institutional relationships, and qualities of leadership among 
the multiple actors involved were the key factors that explained both the 
decision to go to war and the decision to make peace. Given the large 
number of ongoing land and sea boundary disputes that continue to 
involve most countries in the Western Hemisphere, we believe that our 
study provides insights into how such issues might be successfully ad
dressed at the point when their particular dynamics have "ripened." 

We gratefully acknowledge the assistance provided by the many in
dividuals who met with us over the years we have been working on this 
project. They helped us in multiple ways to understand the complexities 
involved in working through the process of finding a solution to the hemi
sphere's longest standing boundary dispute. Many of these conversa
tions also allowed us to appreciate the importance of both domestic and 
regional considerations that impinged on the dispute and on its eventual 
resolution.  

While our debt to these individuals is acknowledged in the cita
tions sprinkled throughout the chapters, we want to note our particular 
gratitude to Luigi Einaudi, U.S. representative to the guarantors under 
the Rio Protocol; to Ecuadorean diplomat and scholar Francisco Carri6n 
Mena, participant in many of the discussions throughout the process 
and author of a detailed study of its denouement; to the Peruvian and 
Ecuadorean ambassadors to the United States, Ricardo Luna and Edgar 
Terin, who shared their insights and numerous official documents; to 
Gen. Franciso "Paco" Moncayo, who led Ecuadorean forces in the war, and 
to Gen. Jose Williams, commander of Peruvian Special Forces during the 
hostilities; and to former president of Ecuador Jamil Mahuad, who gave 
generously of his time to flesh out the fascinating details of "getting to 
yes" during the critical final weeks. Many others should be acknowledged 
as well, including military and diplomatic officials of Ecuador, Peru, and 
the United States, some named in the citations and others who requested 
anonymity. Each gave us additional perspectives and insights that added 
important details to our analysis.  

Our acknowledgment of the contributions made to our final study 
by others would not be complete without recognizing the important role
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played by academic conferences and their organizers. Then University 

of Miami's North-South Center visiting scholar Tommie Sue Montgom

ery's 1997 invitation to academics and practitioners to discuss cases of 

peacemaking and peacekeeping in Latin America gave Palmer an early 

opportunity to present his research to that point on the Peru-Ecuador 

conflict and to receive valuable feedback. Another important gathering, 

at FLACSO (Facultad Latinoamericana de Ciencias Sociales)-Ecuador in 

Quito, this time related entirely to the Ecuador-Peru conflict, was orga

nized by Dr. Adrian Bonilla in October 1998. We presented separate pa

pers, as did several other leading Peruvian and Ecuadorean scholars, 

along with some key participants in the negotiations. With the unexpect

ed announcement that the parties had reached a final peace settlement 

as our conference was concluding, the occasion took on a very emotional 

dimension.  

Along the way, Palmer also benefited from a Fulbright Senior Re

search Professor award to visit Peru in 1998. This enabled him to observe 

at close hand developments there that threatened peace negotiations in 

their final stages and to conduct additional interviews. In addition, he 

would like to express his gratitude for invitations from Dr. Adrian Bo

nilla and Dr. Carlos de la Torre to teach month-long courses at FLACSO

Ecuador in 2006 and 2008. These extended stays in Quito provided op

portunities to conduct various interviews to flesh out both civilian and 

military retrospectives on the conflict and its resolution.  

David Mares would like to thank the Naval Postgraduate School at 

Monterey for an invitation to consider the implications for deterrence 

theory of the Ecuador-Peru war immediately after its termination. Adrian 

Bonilla facilitated three summers of fieldwork as a visiting scholar at 

FLACSO-Ecuador. Mares was also fortunate to offer a course on conflict 

and conflict resolution at the Diplomatic Academy of the Ecuadorean 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Quito; the feedback from these young dip

lomats, as well as from the officers at a symposium that Mares presented 

at the Instituto Nacional de Guerra, was fundamental in gaining perspec

tive on Ecuador's position in the dispute. Andres Mejia Acosta provided 

invaluable guidance through the public opinion data and thinking about 

the incentives facing Ecuadorean legislators. Jorge Dominguez's invita

tion to spend a sabbatical at Harvard's Center for International Affairs 

provided important time for the manuscript to germinate. At University 

of California, San Diego, the Academic Senate's Committee on Research 

provided funds for graduate student research support. Octavio Amorim 

Neto and Lydia Tiede provided excellent research assistance, and Jaime
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Arredondo and Emilia Garcia came through with important last-minute 
editing.  

At the end of our long journey, Theresa May of the University of Texas 
Press offered enthusiasm, guidance, and expertise for the launching of 
the book.  

The book's cover design was inspired by longtime philatelist, schol
ar, and friend Jack Child (d. 2011) and his book, Miniature Messages: The 
Semiotics and Politics of Latin American Postage Stamps (Duke, 2008).  

In spite of our best efforts, this study no doubt contains some er
rors of commission or omission, for which we take full responsibility.  
Whatever the limitations, we feel that our study provides an important 
perspective on conflict and conflict resolution and the forces involved.  
We would like to dedicate our book to those Ecuadoreans and Peruvians 
who have worked so hard to overcome the centuries of distrust and con
flict which divided them and who were able, in the face of multiple chal
lenges, to find a way to a full and peaceful resolution.



1 INTRODUCTION 
Explaining Interstate Conflict and Boundary Disputes 
in Post-Cold War Latin America 

In January 1995 fighting broke out between Ecuadorean and Peruvian 
military forces in a remote section of the Amazon that ultimately cost 
hundreds and perhaps even more than a thousand lives.' Ecuador re
fused to abandon outposts constructed in territory it disputed with Peru.  
As the fighting quickly escalated before becoming bogged down for some 
thirty-four days, first dismay and then determination gripped the West
ern Hemisphere. How could fighter bombers, helicopters, land mines, 
surface-to-air missiles, and thousands of troops be converging rapidly 
on a far-off section of the jungle? How could tanks, warships, and thou
sands more troops be mobilized in reserve, guarding sea lanes and poten
tially vulnerable points along a 2,000-kilometer border? Was there any 
way in which the international community could contribute to end the 
fighting and establish a lasting peace? 

Some observers and policy analysts viewed this event as an anomaly 
in the "new" Latin America of dramatically lowered levels of overt ideo
logical conflict, redemocratization, and economic integration.2 After the 
U.S. "victory" in the Cold War and its undisputed influence in the Western 
Hemisphere in the 1990s, some were surprised that such violence could 
even be contemplated by Latin American states.3 Other analysts inter
pret interstate violence as the result of some internal flaw in the political 
system: nondemocratic politics, "immature" democratic institutions, and
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populist leadership may contribute to diversionary war in times of politi
cal and economic stress.4 These views do not explain the violence in 1995, 
however. Nor do they offer insights on how to minimize the likelihood of 
its future outbreak in a hemisphere still rife with disputed territorial and 
maritime boundaries, competition over natural resources, illegal flows of 

people and products across borders, and increasing arms purchases. One 
recent example is the military incursion by Colombia against a guerrilla 

camp on the territory of its neighbor Ecuador in 2008.  

In the "new" democratic Latin America which emerged from the late 

1970s through the early 1990s, sovereign jurisdiction disputes over land, 

territorial seas, and airspace continue to trouble the region (see the sec

tion "Disputes in the Western Hemisphere" below). In spite of presumed 

U.S. post-Cold War influence, in the 1990s military force was verbally 

threatened, displayed, and used at least fifty times in Latin America. 5 Nor 

should we believe that the few wars that have occurred in Latin America 

make it a uniquely peaceful region; a comparison of the number of wars 

after World War II puts the region in the middle of the pack.6 In the spe
cific case of Ecuador and Peru, the return and routinization of democratic 
practice were insufficient to overcome the long history of a festering bor

der dispute between the two countries. Ecuador's political leaders and 

citizenry alike came to believe that war was a legitimate means to pro

duce a "just" settlement. As fighting broke out in the midst of an electoral 

campaign for president in Peru, the leading opposition candidate, former 

United Nations (UN) secretary general Javier P6rez de Cuellar, advocated 

a much tougher response than the economic carrot and personal diplo

macy approach that had been pursued up to that point by incumbent can
didate Alberto Fujimori.  

The use of large-scale military force over a sustained period clearly 

implies a decision by central government authorities. Not all disputes 

lead to violence, and not all violence escalates to war. In fact, most dis

putes imply neither war nor violence, even at low levels. In the case of 

the Peru-Ecuador border dispute, someone made a decision in the period 

from December 1994 to January 1995 that produced war and someone 

made another decision between August and October 1998 that brought 

peace. If we can explain who did what and why at both points, it may help 
us better understand the roles of power, institutions, and individuals in 

making war and peace and provide lessons that can be applied here and 

elsewhere in order to defuse a future threat more quickly.  

The decision to make war or peace is influenced by both domestic 

and international factors. In each arena, power and institutions mediate 

interests and historical memories and shape the context in which choices
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will be made. Yet individuals are not mere captives of power and institu

tions-leadership matters. Its display can make a decisive difference in 

sorting out how options are articulated, perceived, and ultimately select

ed. Both the historical analysis of the politics of war and peace between 

Ecuador and Peru and the extended discussion of the relationship of this 

case to larger issues of conflict and its resolution illuminate the details 

of these interrelationships among power, institutions, and leadership in 

both domestic and international arenas.  

This opening chapter has five sections. The first section discusses 

interstate disputes in the region. The data indicate that such disputes 

are neither rare in Latin America nor confined to the past. Thus thinking 

about how disputes become militarized, how they escalate to war, how 

the fighting stops, and how a dispute gets resolved has great relevance 

for the Western Hemisphere today. Subsequent sections examine our key 
variables: institutions, power, and leadership. The second and third sec

tions analyze the argument that institutions are important determinants 

of international behavior, including war and peace. Domestic institu

tions are the subject of the second section, highlighting the importance 

of electoral incentives for politicians, bureaucratic politics, and military 

interests. The third section focuses on international institutions as facil

itators of interstate cooperation. It points out the insufficiency of inter

national institutions by documenting the widespread and elaborate in

stitutional structure in the region at the outbreak of the war in 1995. The 

fourth section proposes ways to think about the relationship between 

power and institutions. We argue that power is relational and composed 

of a number of factors and thus is best understood in terms of a "strate

gic balance" among rivals. The fifth section discusses the importance of 

political leadership and proposes two characteristics that will determine 

to what degree leaders are constrained by the institutional context and 

power relations within which they operate. We develop hypotheses about 

the ability and willingness of political leaders to be innovative and take 

risks in dealing with international disputes.  

Subsequent chapters deal with the core themes of external develop

ments, domestic institutions, and individual leadership and statecraft.  

Chapter 2 presents the extensive historical background and details of the 

conflict itself. Chapter 3 discusses the domestic institutional elements in 

Peru and Ecuador that bear on our understanding of the dispute. Chapter 

4 deals with the forces and factors that led to war. Chapter 5 considers 

the domestic bases for resolution of the conflict, while Chapter 6 offers 

a parallel analysis of the most relevant international elements. Chapter 

7 discusses the lessons learned from the Ecuador-Peru dispute and how
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they might assist in dealing with and resolving the numerous ongoing 
disputes in the Americas.  

In sum, this book presents a detailed analysis of the Ecuador-Peru 
border conflict and its resolution, but frames it within core themes from 
the literature on conflict resolution and draws lessons from this case for 
consideration in other ongoing disputes among nations.  

Disputes in the Western Hemisphere 

A significant number of interstate disputes continue to be present in the 
Western Hemisphere. These range from territorial and maritime disputes 
to the illegal flow of people and products across international boundar
ies. Some are quite active, others fester below a veneer of civility, and still 
others are consciously kept off the diplomatic table by all parties. The 
Ecuador-Peru experience, however, counsels us to avoid taking the non
violence or limited violence of these disputes for granted.  

Of the thirty-five members of the Organization of American States 
(OAS), only three have not been involved in international boundary dis
putes (Bahamas, Jamaica, Paraguay), while thirty-two member nations 
(Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, Barbados, Belize, Bolivia, Brazil, Can
ada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominica, Dominican Republic, 
Ecuador, El Salvador, Granada, Guatemala, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, 
Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, 
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Suriname, Trinidad and Tobago, the 
United States, Uruguay, and Venezuela) have had at least one such dispute 
during this period, in addition to disputes between French Guiana and 
Suriname and Great Britain and Argentina. 7 Counting disputes in Latin 
America has unfortunately been unsystematic and plagued by errors.  
For example, though Beth A. Simmons lists territorial disputes between 
Argentina and Chile as resolved in 1995,8 they have not demarcated the 
Hielos Continentales (Southern Patagonian Ice Field). Chile issued a dip
lomatic protest in 2006 when Argentina produced a map with demarca
tions.9 Nor has the El Salvador/Honduras dispute been resolved as she 
states: the 1992 International Court of Justice (ICJ) ruling on one aspect 
of the dispute ignored the Isla de Conejo, so the countries continue to 
have a boundary dispute. 0 Simmons lists the Bolivia/Chile dispute over 
Bolivia's outlet to the sea as settled in 1996, but that is clearly incorrect.  
The two countries have not even had ambassador-level relations since 
1978. She also mistakenly claims that Argentina's dispute with Great 
Britain over the Malvinas/Falklands Islands was resolved in 1996," but 

it is still ongoing as well.
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Although a number of dependencies of European states are found in the 

Caribbean Sea, only in South America are they involved in boundary dis
putes (French Guiana with Suriname and Great Britain with Argentina 
over South Atlantic islands, including the Malvinas/Falkiands). From the 
list we can see that 91.4 percent (thirty-two of thirty-five) of the inde

pendent nations in the Western Hemisphere continue to have boundary 

disagreements of some type. Clearly, such disputes span the hemisphere.
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Table 1.1. Boundary Settlements in the Western Hemisphere, 2000-2011 

Countries and Year Issue 

Costa Rica/Colombia 2000 settlement of maritime boundaries in Pacific Ocean 

Peru/Chile 2000 final implementation of 1929 agreement that provided Peru 
with a port in territory seized by Chile in the War of the Pacific 
(1879-1883) 

Honduras/El Salvador 2003 reaffirmation of 1992 decision resolving land and maritime 
boundaries by ICJ 

Trinidad and Tobago/Barbados 2006 maritime boundaries set by ICJ 

Nicaragua/Honduras 2007 settlement of maritime boundary by ICJ 

Venezuela/Trinidad and Tobago 2007 settlement of maritime boundaries 

Nicaragua/Costa Rica 2009 judgment on San Juan River navigational rights by ICJ 

Ecuador/Peru 2011 settlement of maritime boundaries by bilateral treaty 

Source: "Peru Takes Possession of Chilean Port Terminal: Access to Arica Promised Since 1929." 

Table 1.1 lists the boundary disputes that have been resolved within 

the last decade. Note that all eleven countries in Table 1.1 appear in the 
list of OAS member nations involved in disputes above, indicating that 

countries often have multiple boundary disputes. Disputes can be set

tled anywhere in the Western Hemisphere: three of the settlements came 
in Central America, one in the Caribbean, two in South America, one in
volved a Caribbean and South American country, and one involved a Cen

tral American and South American nation. Finally, by demonstrating that 
eight boundary disputes have been resolved in the first decade of the new 

millenium, Table 1.1 suggests that progress can be made in diminishing 

the number of outstanding disputes over time.  

Tables 1.2 and 1.3 present the outstanding boundary disputes in the 

hemisphere. The disputes in Table 1.2 are actively contested. Notice the 

broad geographical distribution of these disputes: of the twelve that are 

active, six are in South America, three in Central America, and three in the 

Caribbean.  

Table 1.3 lists disputes that are not currently active. Unfortunately, we 

lack the information to distinguish between disputes that are inactive be

cause neither side wants to discuss the issue and those in which one side 

refuses to negotiate while the other is unwilling to resort to the unilateral 

use of force. Bolivia's desire for a sovereign outlet to the Pacific is an ex
ample of the latter. The United States is probably overly represented as a
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Table 1.2. Active Contemporary Boundary Disputes in the Western Hemisphere

Countries Disputed Issues

Argentina/Great Britain 

Bolivia/Chile 

El Salvador/Honduras/Nicaragua 

Grenada/Trinidad and Tobago 

Guatemala/Belize 

Guyana/Suriname 

Guyana/Venezuela 

Honduras/Cuba 

Nicaragua/Colombia 

Nicaragua/Costa Rica 

Peru/Chile 

Venezuela/Colombia

Malvinas/Falklands, South Georgias, and South Sandwich Islands, 
including oil exploration in area 

Bolivia seeks outlet to the sea; Rio Lauca water rights 

maritime boundary in the Golfo de Fonseca; ICJ advises that some 
tripartite resolution is required 

maritime boundaries (currently being negotiated) 

territory in Belize claimed by Guatemala; awaiting national referenda 
in both countries to submit to ICJ, but in OAS mediation 

claims area in Guyana between New (Upper Courantyne) and Cou
rantyne/Koetari (Kutari) Rivers (all headwaters of the Courantyne) 

entire area west of the Essequibo River claimed by Venezuela 

maritime delimitation (treaty awaiting Honduran delimitation with 
Nicaragua) 

waters around Archipelago de San Andrds y Providencia and Quita
sueflo Bank (at the ICJ) 

San Juan River dredging 

maritime delimitation (at the ICJ) 

maritime boundary dispute with Venezuela in the Gulf of Venezuela

Sources: CIA, The World Foctbook 2010; U.S. Department of Defense, Maritime Claims Reference Manual, June 2008; Inter
national Boundary Research Unit; "Grenada, Trinidad Goveroments to Discuss Proposed Single Maritime Boundary," Caribbean 
Net News, March 15, 2010, http://www.caribbeannewsnow.com/caribnet/archivelist.php?aryeor=2010&arcmonth=3&ar 
cday=15&pageaction=shownews (accessed April 12, 2010); "Foreign Affairs Minister to Table Belize-Guatemala Settlement 
Proposal to Cabinet," September 4, 2009, St. John's College, Belizean Studies Resource Center, http://www.sic.edu.bz/ 
belizeanstudies/newsmodule/view/section/6/id/8/src/@random4aa175eecb74c./ (accessed April 12, 2010); Nicky 
Pear and Alexandra Reed, "Dredging Up an Old Issue: An Analysis of the Long-standing Dispute between Costa Rica and Nicara
gua over the San Juan River." 

disputant, because it was easy to locate U.S. disputes. Other OAS coun

tries undoubtedly have these sovereignty disputes with Western Hemi
sphere countries other than the United States, but they fail to show up 
in the sources consulted because they cover maritime and airspace dis
agreements which have not produced tensions. Consequently, we should 
take the thirty-one disputes listed in Table 1.3 as a minimum number. The 
inactivity of these disputes suggests a low level of primacy for the states 
involved. Any efforts to activate these disputes, even in order to try to re-
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solve them, need to consider the risks that increasing the saliency of the 

issue might involve for the parties. Once again, with the exception of the 

United States, no region in the hemisphere stands. out in this table.  

As Table 1.3 indicates, the United States maintains boundary dis

agreements with twenty-two of the thirty-five members of the OAS. A 

number of these issues involve claims that foreign warships and planes 

must solicit permission to transit territorial seas and airspace. Although 

these types of disputes are unlikely to escalate to severe conflicts, it is 

U.S. military might that limits them, rather than something inherent in 

maritime and aerial sovereignty issues. In fact, the United States has 

actually engaged in provocative behavior in these cases by conducting 

"operational assertions" of its rights to go wherever it wishes without 

prior permission. Therefore we cannot assume that the response would 

be similarly peaceful if a Latin American nation were to engage in simi

lar operational assertions. In the 1987 Caldas incident, for example, the 

presence of a Colombian warship in waters disputed by Venezuela pro

duced military mobilizations and a two-week crisis. 2 

One of the interesting aspects of these boundary disputes, aside 

from their ubiquity, is that they can involve the closest of allies and be 

resolved even by the worst of enemies. To illustrate: the United States 

and Canada maintain numerous boundary disputes, while the United 

States and Cuba negotiated a treaty agreement over maritime boundaries 

in 1977. Although this treaty still has not been ratified, the parties have 

continuously exchanged diplomatic notes extending it.'3 

Migrations, contraband (including illicit drugs), guerrillas, and even 

disagreements about implementing treaties ratified by all sides can lead 

to severe conflict, including military action. Certainly, the U.S. invasion 

of Panama in 1989, in which over twenty thousand U.S. Marines captured 

Manuel Noriega at the cost of approximately five hundred lives in the 

name of democracy and the drug war, is a dramatic instance. But Latin 

Americans themselves have been willing to use force against their neigh

bors for reasons having little to do with territory or boundaries, as the 

1937 massacre of twelve thousand to thirty thousand Haitian migrants 

by Dominican police forces demonstrates. In the 1969 war between Hon

duras and El Salvador that cost over three thousand lives, the border 

dispute was secondary to the migration issue. Venezuela and Colombia 

have seen their relations deteriorate in recent years over guerrilla, con

traband, and migration issues rather than because of their boundary 

disagreements."
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Table 1.3. Currently Inactive Contemporary Boundary Disputes in the Western Hemisphere

Countries Disputed Issue

Antarctic Treaty: Argentina, 
Australia, Chile, France, New 
lealand, Norway, and the 
United Kingdom 

Brazil/Uruguay 

Costa Rica/Colombia 

Guatemala/Honduras 

Honduras/El Salvador/ 
Nicaragua 

Honduras/El Salvador 

Saint Vincent and the 
Grenadines/Trinidad 
and Tobago 

Suriname/French Guiana 

United States/Antigua 
and Barbuda 

United States/Argentina 

United States/Barbados 

United States/Brazil 

United States/Canada 

United States/Chile 

United States/Colombia

defers claims, some overlapping, of parties to the treaty; the United States 
and most other nations do not recognize these territorial claims and have made 
no claims themselves (although the United States reserves the right to do so); 
no formal claims have been made in the sector between 90 degrees west and 
150 degrees west 

Arroio Invernada (Arroyo de la Invernada) area of Rio Cuareim (Rio Quarai) 
and islands at confluence with Uruguay River 

Costa Rica waits to ratify Treaty for Caribbean delimitation pending Nicaraguan 
claims; has asked to join ICJ proceedings on Nicaragua/Colombia dispute 

delimitation of Rio Montagua 

ICJ ruling on Golfo de Fonseca; advises that some tripartite resolution is 
required 

status of Isla de Conejo 

maritime boundaries 

area between Riviere litani and Riviere Marouini (both headwaters of the 
lawa) 

1982 Antigua and Barbuda Territorial Waters Act requiring prior permission for 
foreign warships to enter territorial sea/United States conducted "operational 
assertion" 1987 

1961 limits of Rio de la Plato claimed by Argentina as historic rights; 1967 
Argentine territorial sea claim in excess of 12 nautical miles (nm) and not 
closing lines established for San Matias, Nuevo, and San Jorge Bays 

1977 Barbadian Territorial Waters Act requiring foreign warships to obtain per
mission prior to transiting territorial sea/United States conducted "operational 
assertions" 1982, 1985, 1987 

military exercises within the EEL require consent of the coastal state; United 
States protested 1983 and 1988 

1906 Canadian claim of Hudson Bay as historic waters; 1967 straight baseline 
claims around Labrador and Newfoundland; 1969 straight baseline claims 
around Nova Scotia, Vancouver Island, Queen Charlotte Islands; 1986 straight 
baseline claims around Canadian Arctic Islands 

1985 Chilean claim of 350 nm from Easter Island and Sala y G6mez Island 

1984 Colombian establishment of straight baselines/operational assertions 
1988 and 1996
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United States/Costa Rica 

United States/Cuba 

United States/Dominican 
Republic 

United States/Ecuador 

United States/Grenada 

United States/Guyana 

United States/Haiti 

United States/Honduras 

United States/Mexico 

United States/Nicaragua 

United States/Panama 

United States/Peru 

United States/Saint Vincent 
and the Grenadines

1978 Costa Rican law requiring foreign fishing vessels transiting EEL to provide 
notification; 1988 Costa Rican establishment of straight baselines along its 
Pacific Ocean coastline; 1991 decree for foreign flag fishing to get permit 
before transiting Costa Rican waters 
1977 Cuban decree establishing straight baselines/U.S. "operational asser
tions" 1985-1987; U.S. Naval Base at Guantanamo Bay 
1967 Dominican Republic straight baseline claims; claimed Escocesa and 
Santo Domingo Bays as historic bays; also enclosed Yuma, Andres, Ocoa, and 
Ensenada de los Aguilas Bays; U.S. operational assertions 1987, 1991, 1992 
1966 Ecuadorean claim to 200 nm territorial sea/U.S. operational assertions 
1979, 1980, 1985-1987, 1989-1994; 1971 Ecuador straight baseline 
claims; 1985 Ecuadorean extension of continental shelf to undersea Carnegie 
Mountain range, the Galapagos Archipelago 
1978 Grenada requirement that foreign warships give notification before enter
ing 12 nm territorial sea/U.S. operational assertion 1988; "certain aspects" 
of 1978 claim to 200 nm in EEL 

1977 Guyanese requirement that foreign warships give notification before 
entering 12 nm territorial sea/U.S. operational assertion 1988 
1972 Haitian straight baseline claims/U.S. operational assertions 1986, 
1987, 1991; 1977 Haitian claim to security jurisdiction in 24 nm contiguous 
zone; 1988 Haitian prohibition of entry "into ports, territorial waters and the 
EEL if ... transporting wastes, refuse, residues or any other material likely to 
endanger the health of the country's population and to pollute the marine, air 
and land environment"; Navassa Island; Haiti tried to activate prohibition of 
entry in 1998, United States rejected 

straight baseline claims 

1968 Mexican decree of straight baselines in Gulf of California; 1986 Mexican 
claim of northern Gulf of California as internal waters; 1999 exclusion of 
nuclear-powered and nuclear-armed ships from Mexican waters and ports 
1979 act subjecting merchant ships transiting 200 nm territorial sea to 
internal laws of Nicaragua and international agreements; 1981 Nicaraguan 
requirement for clearance by aircraft and vessel transit of territorial sea; 1983 
Nicaraguan decree of a 25 nm security zone requiring 15 days' notice for 
warships/military aircraft and 7 days' notice for civilian transit; United States 
conducted regular operational assertions from 1982 to 1993, 1998, and 1999 

1956 claim of Gulf of Panama as historic bay 

1947 Peruvian decree of 200 nm as territorial sea/United States operational 
assertions 1980, 1985-1988, 1990-1994 

1983 Saint Vincent and the Grenadines act demanding prior permission for 
foreign warships to transit its 12 nm and the Grenadines territorial sea
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United States/Uruguay 

United States/Venezuela 

Venezuela/Dominica, Saint 
Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, 
and Saint Vincent and the 
Grenadines

1961 limits of Rio de la Plata claimed by Uruguay as historic rights; 1969 
Uruguayan claim to 200 nm as territorial sea; 1982 restrictions on military 
exercises within EEL 
1968 Venezuelan straight baselines claims; 1989 Venezuelan claim for 15 nm 
security jurisdiction in territorial sea; in 2000 Venezuela challenged U.S. ves
sels performing counterdrug ops in the Gulf of Venezuela; appears to indicate 
a de factor claimed historic bay status and/or enclosing straight baselines; U.S.  
protest against challenge of U.S. ships in the gulf in 2000 
Exclusive Economic Lone (EE)/continental shelf extending over eastern 
Caribbean Sea

Sources: CIA, The WorldFoctbook 2010; Department of Defense, Maritime Claims Reference Manual, June 2008; International 
Boundary Research Unit; Stephen Kangal, "T&T Must Expedite Maritime Border with Grenada," August 27, 2008, http:// 
www.trinidadandtobagonews.com/blog/?p=587 (accessed April 12, 2010).  

Domestic Institutions 

Institutions are humanly devised constraints that shape human interac
tion by prescribing acceptable forms of behavior and proscribing unac
ceptable ones.These rules may be explicit and embodied in organization
al structures or implicit and informal.' 5 Institutions are more formalized 
in domestic politics because the structure of a polity reflects them. At the 
international level institutions are not as numerous; they may be more 
informal (as in the case of diplomatic conventions) and provide weaker 
incentives to guide international behavior.  

Institutions are important factors in explaining both domestic and 
international behavior because political competition threatens to be
come violent whenever participants worry about their vulnerability to 
the misbehavior of other actors. At the domestic level such a situation 
may produce a collapse in domestic order, perhaps even leading to civil 
war. Internationally, the analog is interstate tension that can lead to war.  

The danger of a breakdown in cooperation is diminished when insti
tutions accomplish three tasks: (1) provide information concerning the 
likely behavior of others, (2) reduce transaction costs in collecting and 
evaluating that information, and (3) provide transparency in the actual 
behavior of others.The combination of these three elements enhances the 
credibility of the actors' commitment to cooperate, thereby reducing the 
danger of falling prey to partners who go back on their word.
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The mere existence of institutions, however, does not automatically 

accomplish cooperation at either the domestic or the international level.  

(Clearly, democratic institutions have collapsed with depressing regular

ity in Latin America, and the United States has ignored the OAS on vari

ous issues of importance to Latin American governments.) The ability of 

institutions to have a significant impact is enhanced if three conditions 

are present. First, the relevant actors must expect to be around in the fu

ture to play the game again so that today's losses might be reasonably ex

pected to even out over time. Second, the institutions must be able to cre

ate links across issue areas, thereby allowing actors to be compensated 

for losses in one area by gains in another. Third, the most powerful actors 

must support the institutions, even when they are constrained from pur

suing their immediate short-run interests by the rules of those entities.  

Democratic domestic institutions are by far the best for enhancing 

cooperation.1 6 This type of institutional structure provides for greater 

accountability by leaders to a broader (though still not complete) spec

trum of the citizenry and greater information and transparency through 

the concomitant presence of a free press. While most democracies do not 

function with total effectiveness, they can usually be expected to perform 

in a more satisfactory manner in these areas than their authoritarian 

counterparts.  

Edward Mansfield and Jack Snyder argue that during the first de

cade of "new" democracies, two factors produce dramatically increased 

risks of war." The first is that certain "imperfections" in the composition 

of political parties and functioning of the electoral system may allow 

democratic politics to become "hijacked" by special interests. These in

terests will seek private benefits and distribute their costs to the country 

at large. The second factor lies in the nature of these powerful special 

interests. If they are nationalists they are likely to use external threats 

to build broader support at home. Consequently, they are more likely to 

push foreign adventures that produce war.  

This study looks closely at Ecuador and Peru to see if these demo

cratic imperfections are present and if they played an important role on 

the road to war. That is not a self-evident claim. Ecuador's political sys

tem is not easily hijacked by special interests because the barriers for 

entry to congress and the presidency are low-parties can be easily or

ganized and win high office. It is plausible to argue that Alberto Fujimori 

hijacked Peruvian politics in 1992-1993 with his autogolpe (self-coup) 

before the country returned to democratic forms in 1993-1994; however,
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Central America and the Caribbean. Courtesy of the Office of the Geographer, U.S. Department of State.  

his international strategy was not an aggressive military one. Rather 
than being a case of special interests hijacking politics, the imperfection 
that may matter most is the peculiarly Latin American tradition of "del
egative democracy," in which leaders are given great leeway to undertake 
initiatives that promise, at least rhetorically, to solve the nation's most 
pressing problems. 0 

One of the lacunae in Mansfield's and Snyder's view of the behavioral 
implications of "new" democracies is that it provides no insights into why 
the same institutions that provide incentives for war can also produce 
peace and perhaps even a definitive resolution of the conflict. This omis
sion would not be important if we could assume that the institutions of 
those who do not gain military victory will both change and move toward 
greater democracy as a result of war. However, there is no justification 
for making such an assumption. In the case at hand, both Ecuadorean 
and Peruvian democratic institutions began to weaken in 1997 after the 
Ecuadorean legislative coup against President Abdald Bucaram and as 
President Alberto Fujimori started to restrict democratic practices and 
procedures in Peru in order to ensure continuance in power. Even in the
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context of weakened democratic institutions, however, the peace treaty 

was signed in 1998.  

We argue that it is more fruitful to unpack the democratic institu

tional constraints themselves rather than focus on imperfections in their 

structure or on interest groups. Three factors in Latin American democ

racies help us understand how international behavior is affected by the 
institutional constraints of democratic politics: electoral incentives, bu

reaucratic politics, and military interests.  

Electoral Incentives 

In democratic polities, politicians face important constraints arising 

from the need to stand for periodic elections. The logic underlying this 

argument assumes that a politician's interest can be usefully condensed 

to winning elections. The claim is not that politicians have no other inter

ests, but that they first need to be elected in order to accomplish whatev

er their goals are in politics. The politician thus needs to offer the voters 

what they want in order to be elected or reelected.19 

To undertake a specific case analysis, we need a realistic model of 

electoral politics in that nation (see Table 1.4). This means examining the 

electoral system (regulations on running for office) and the party system, 

as well as public opinion on the relevant issue.  

Term limits affect the electoral constraints on politicians in a democ

racy. Officeholders who wish to retain their position must be cognizant 

of voter preferences on policy issues. Presidents and members of con

gress who cannot run for reelection cannot be directly sanctioned via the 

ballot box. Ceteris paribus, presidents will face incentive structures that 

favor their pursuit of a personal policy agenda. The constraint on mem

bers of congress is still operative, however, in that they can seek election 

to other offices, whereas presidents rarely seek lower-level elective of

fices after their terms. 20 

Party strength should also affect electoral constraints on the execu

tive. In political systems with strong parties, executives who cannot be 

reelected will feel constrained by the desire for their party's candidate to 

win next time. If the president is significantly constrained by the legisla

ture, and party discipline is strong, even a president facing no reelection 

possibilities may feel constrained by voter preferences.  

The strength of party systems varies across Latin America in terms 

of their level of institutionalization (stability in interparty competition, 

established roots in society, legitimacy among the populace, and stabil

ity of their organizational structure and rules). 2
1 In general, weak party
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Table 1.4. Electoral Incentives of Leaders and Hypothesized Institutional Constraints on Leaders 

Term Limits Party Strength Hypothesized Institutional Constraints 

Yes Weak Very loose 

Yes Strong Loose 

No Weak Moderate 

No Strong High 

systems have negative implications for countries. Presidents are less 
likely to get support in the legislature because weak parties are not able 

to control congresses or lack the internal discipline necessary to sustain 
political coalitions to pass specific policy initiatives.  

Such disadvantages for policy making may be mitigated to a degree 
in weak party systems because the presidents are not constrained by 

their need to support their parties in congress or to prepare them for 
the next presidential elections (see Table 1.4). Presidents in these circum
stances can try to make policy on its intrinsic merits by appealing direct
ly to the public for support. Going to the people, nevertheless, presents 

its own challenges, as demonstrated when Ecuadorean president Sixto 
Duran Ball6n lost the referendum for economic reforms in 1995.  

This discussion of domestic institutional context gives us a means 

to understand the role of history, a factor often simply alluded to as all
powerful until change actually happens. History and historical context 
may also play a significant role in given sets of circumstances. History is 
vast and complicated; what matters for politics is how history is inter

preted and by whom. One way of thinking about how history matters is 
to associate different historical interpretations of an event with interest 
groups or the society at large. The weight of history on a particular issue 
will thus be influenced by the institutional constraints on the leader. The 

more highly constrained a leader is by his or her constituency, the more 
weight the corresponding interpretation of history carries.  

The "weight of history" has implications for conflict resolution. The 
way in which history is interpreted will influence the nature of the side 

payments that are necessary for concessions on particularly tough is
sues. As this case demonstrates, the sense of insult and abandonment 
that Ecuadoreans and their military felt after the war of 1941 meant more 
than actual sovereignty over disputed territory. Understanding how that 
history was interpreted raised the possibility that resolution without ac
tually modifying borders could be a viable option.
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Bureaucratic Politics 

The impact of bureaucracies on policy depends on how the decision

making unit is structured as well as the degree of the bureaucratic lead

ership's independence from the chief executive. 22 Although a foreign 
ministry might be assumed to have a significant impact on all foreign 

policies, policy making can be structured in such a way as to exclude or 

minimize the foreign ministry's influence. If the president selects min

isters because of their professional qualifications rather than their per

sonal ties to the chief executive, the bureaucracy will be more likely to 
influence policy.  

The diplomatic corps in the United States and in many Latin Ameri

can countries is very professional and capable. Yet a diplomat has very 
little independent bargaining power to use at home; the international 
reputation of a country is not a powerful tool in domestic politics. It is 
not in the interests of career diplomats in the foreign ministry, as agents 

of the president and subject to censure by the congress simply for policy 
disagreements, to blaze an independent path around new options to re
solve issues as protracted and nettlesome as border disputes.  

The diplomatic corps of a country, however, may play a fundamental 

role in proposing and developing options for other countries. Such an 

effort can help the national leadership of disputing nations to get some

thing on the negotiating table that they themselves cannot offer directly.  
As the experience of the U.S. guarantor of the 1942 Rio Protocol, Luigi 

Einaudi, demonstrates in this case, innovative and skillful diplomats can 

have a major impact on helping rival nations find a mutually acceptable 
path to resolution.  

Military Interests 

The military is an agent of the government, but its firepower and reputa

tion among particular segments of the population can render its sub

ordination to government leaders problematic. Even well-established 

democracies find civilian control of the military to be incomplete.23 Un

fortunately, Latin America's history indicates that the issue of military 

subordination to democratic civilian control has not yet been settled.  

Thus military leaders have at least a de facto independent influence over 

policy making in areas they consider relevant to their role in national 

defense.  

Because the military is a player on national security issues, we need 

to consider military interests when discussing interstate conflict in Latin
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America. It is commonplace in the study of Latin American politics to 
perceive the military as xenophobic, antidemocratic, and focused on the 
short-term needs of its organization (arms, people, and pensions). But as 
the New Institutionalism paradigm demonstrates, the way in which self

interest is pursued varies by institutional context. In the current context 
of democratic politics, Latin American militaries are recognizing that 
professionalization and modernization of their force structure requires 

that they cede day-to-day operations of government to civilians and focus 
on their task of defending the nation. Democracy itself is thus not ques
tioned, and the military's focus narrows to resources and nationalism.  

What are the implications of the military's professionalization on 

the process through which border issues are negotiated? One might hy
pothesize that the military is unlikely to play the leading role in resolv
ing a border dispute because of its intense nationalism, fears of terri

torial vulnerability, and concern over its budget and prerogatives. Two 
factors, however, suggest that the militaries may not be complete ob
stacles to peaceful resolutions of international disputes. Latin American 
militaries are not anxious for large-scale wars, because they can actually 

undermine the institution of the military. In war the outcome is often un
certain on the battlefield as well as at the peace table. Even military vic
tory is no guarantee of "winning the peace."The economic costs of a ma
jor war to the country would likely be disastrous; with many basic needs 
of most Latin American populations unmet, governments might decide 
to cut the military budget and accept defeat. A comparison of the Argen
tine military's decision not to fight Chile in 1978 and its decision to fight 
Great Britain in 1982 shows that militaries can be very rational when 
it comes to war and still get it wrong, resulting in huge costs to the in
stitution.24 Consequently, in some conditions the military's professional 
interests turn it into a supporter of a comprehensive package resolving a 

border dispute.  
If domestic institutions matter for interstate relations, should we be 

concerned about potential conflict in Latin America? The weakening of 

democratic practice in Latin America, while retaining democratic forms, 
is disappointing for many reasons. Paradoxically, however, the end of the 
Ecuador-Peru conflict as democracy was eroding in both countries is ac
tually an encouraging sign. It suggests that peace and conflict resolution 
are possible even with very imperfect, even deteriorating domestic politi
cal institutions. To understand such an unexpected outcome more fully, 
we need to explore the role of international institutions in the process of 

peaceful settlement of disputes.
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International Institutions 

The institutional architecture of the Western Hemisphere is quite de
veloped. The governments of Latin America, especially, have long viewed 
subregional, regional, and international bodies as important vehicles 
to accomplish their own foreign policy objectives while simultaneously 
serving to limit those of others. The Pan American Union (PAU, now the 
OAS) dates from the 1880s as a regional forum for working through vari
ous multilateral issues from the mundane (as in setting postage rates and 
procedures) to the significant (as in dealing with the principle of nonin
tervention). Ad hoc groups of states were often formed at the request of 
contending parties in the early to mid-twentieth century to help resolve 
disputes, from borders to wars. One such initiative was the establish
ment of a four-country guarantor mechanism (involving Brazil, Argen
tina, Chile, and the United States) within the Rio Protocol of 1942 that 
ended the 1941 Ecuador-Peru War.  

The OAS succeeded the PAU in 1948 with a much broader mandate, 
including cultural exchanges, health programs, and dispute resolution 
among member states. While for many years it served more as a regional 

debating forum for official representatives, at moments of crisis foreign 
minister meetings sometimes assisted with the peaceful resolution of 
conflicts,25 sanctions against members (for example, Cuba in 1962), or 

even authorizations for the use of force (as in the Dominican Republic in 
1965). Too frequently, however, the OAS served more as an instrument of 
U.S. policy in the region than as a truly representative entity, often merit
ing Fidel Castro's reference to the OAS as the United States' "Ministry of 
Colonies."26 

Nevertheless, due to a historic conjuncture of international, region
al, and domestic factors in the 1980s, the OAS began to take on new and 
more autonomous responsibilities in Latin America. So, too, did other 

multilateral organizations, from the United Nations and new ad hoc 
groups of states with shared concerns to subregional free-trade areas.27 

The most important of these historic conjunctures included the following 

developments: 

1. the winding down and end of the Cold War between 1985 and 1991, 

2. the progressive democratization of Latin America beginning in 1978 and 

including fifteen countries by 1991, 
3. the Iran-Contra scandal of 1986 in the midst of major U.S. unilateral in

volvement in Nicaragua,
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4. Cuba's withdrawal of support for the government of Nicaragua and the 
rebels in El Salvador and Guatemala between 1988 and 1991, and 

5. the election of an experienced internationalist (George Herbert Walker 
Bush) as president of the United States in November 1988, which pro

duced significant new support for multilateral solutions to both inter

national and internal conflict.  

The overall result of such a felicitous combination of overlapping devel

opments in the space of a few years was the strengthening of existing 
regional and subregional organizations and the creation of a number of 
new initiatives. With the Santiago Agreement of June 1991 (Resolution 

1080), the OAS for the first time adopted a mechanism for consultation 

and response to internal threats to democracy in member countries. This 

mechanism was invoked, with considerable success, in response to au

togolpes in Peru in 1992 and Guatemala in 1993 and to a civil-military 

standoff in Paraguay in 1994. Sometimes it was less successful, as in 

Haiti in 1991 after the military coup there. Resolution 1080 was strength

ened in 2001 with the Democratic Charter, also known as the Declara

tion of Lima, which firmly established the protection of democracy in the 

hemisphere as a multilateral responsibility.  

The Iran-Contra scandal, which involved illegal payments to the Ni

caraguan rebels by White House officials at a time when the U.S. Congress 

had suspended government funding, both discredited the U.S. approach 

in Central America and served to immobilize the aggressive and unilater

al policy. The controversy surrounding U.S. initiatives in Nicaragua since 

late 1981 had already produced an ad hoc regional response with the for

mation of the so-called Contadora Group, made up of Mexico, Panama, 

Colombia, and Venezuela, to serve as a moderating intermediary. Over 

time, four other South American countries that had recently returned to 

democracy-Peru, Argentina, Uruguay, and Brazil-complemented this 

ad hoc entity and came to be known as the Contadora Support Group.  

In response to the perceived untoward meddling by both the United 

States and the Contadora Groups, the five Central American countries 

(for the first time in their history under elected governments at the same 

time) joined forces at the initiative of Costa Rican president Oscar Arias 

to produce their own peace plan in the Esquipulas Accords of 1986-1987 

(also known as the San Jose Agreement or the Arias Peace Plan). In sum, 

multilateral regional groups made up of elected governments emerged 

out of the Central American conflicts to work together toward some de-
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finitive resolution that would end the violence. Their efforts were aided 

by changes in policies by key external actors-the blunting of U.S. policy 

due to Iran-Contra as well as the subsequent decision by Cuba to with

draw material support for the government of Nicaragua and the rebels in 

both El Salvador and Guatemala.  

Under President George Herbert Walker Bush (1989-1993), U.S. policy 

shifted significantly toward support for multilateral initiatives to help 

restore peace in the region. Beyond further legitimization and reinforce

ment of OAS mechanisms to support democracy through resolutions, for

eign minister meetings, and election observer missions, both the United 

States and its Latin American counterparts turned to the United Nations 

to secure support for peacekeeping initiatives in the region. While the 

UN had provided peacekeeping missions to other parts of the world for 

many years, it had never done so in the Western Hemisphere. With the 

assistance and direct involvement of the UN's first secretary general 

from Latin America, Javier P6rez de Cuellar of Peru, and of his successor, 

Boutros Boutros Ghali, this international body approved the establish

ment of four conflict resolution missions and one electoral observer mis

sion to Central America and the Caribbean between 1989 and 1994. The 

UN Nicaragua 1990 Election Observation Mission was the first election 

oversight body under United Nations auspices. During the same period, 

the OAS also became much more involved, establishing twenty-four elec

tion observation missions between 1990 and 1994.  

In each case, the role of international institutions has made a sig

nificant difference in the ability of the regional governments involved to 

establish and then maintain internal peace under inclusive democratic 

governments, even though problems remain, as in Guatemala and par

ticularly in Haiti. Even with some difficulties, the era of multilateral re

sponses to conflicts and electoral oversight undoubtedly was finally at 

hand. Such an array of domestic and international institutions can be ex

pected to influence interstate behavior, but only in conjunction with the 

relative distribution of power among the rivals and the goals and skills 

of political leaders in specific situations, as illustrated by the failure to 

resolve the "coup" in Honduras in 2009.  

The progressive development of such a web of international institu

tions should produce dramatically enhanced credibility of the signals 

being sent among rivals. This will undoubtedly be an asset when the par

ties are attempting to negotiate a solution. Yet we must also explain why 

the proliferation of such institutions in various parts of the region in the
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early 1990s did not prevent the Peru-Ecuador conflict from erupting into 
war in 1995 but did assist the parties over their almost four-year effort to 
achieve a definitive peaceful resolution of their dispute.  

Power and Institutions 

Institutions reflect power because the powerful can set the parameters 
for negotiating the creation of institutions. Once those institutions are 
developed, the powerful must find it in their interests to abide by those 
institutions if they are to influence behavior beyond what power itself 
can determine. Even in this situation, however, we cannot speak of insti
tutions eliminating differences in power between competitors. Instead, 
as Peru's experience in this case demonstrates, institutions mediate pow
er so that the powerful make concessions and pay a bit more for what 
they might well have gotten anyway.  

If we think about institutions as setting contexts and providing in
centives for certain behaviors and choices, then we have to think about 
power in terms of influencing what institutions might come into play 
in specific disputes as well as providing incentives for the institutions 
themselves to change the way they have defined an issue. Different fo
rums may privilege different types of resources or choices. Ecuador 
tried to steer the dispute into institutions in which the issue could be 
discussed in terms of just settlements to war (for example, the UN), but 
Peru successfully kept the dispute in an institutional context defined by 
the Rio Protocol of 1942, even though this position ensured that the issue 
was not reopened for decades. Ecuador could not affect the way in which 
such a multilateral institution structured Peru's choices until it created a 
situation in which behavior (war) might escalate far beyond the abilities 

of the reigning international institution to manage.  
Consequently, we need to think about power in terms of military, dip

lomatic, and economic resources. Power is relative, so we should think 
about how the distribution of these resources produces a "strategic bal
ance" that determines how the costs and benefits of choices within that 
institutional context are distributed.  

The strategic balance is a relative measure that includes but is not 
limited to the military balance. We use it here to refer to the factors which 
influence the likely costs produced by the strategies that each actor can 
use in particular disputes, rather than in its more narrow military sense 
(as in "strategic nuclear weapons"). As numerous studies of the conflict 
behavior of small states have demonstrated, a focus on the absolute
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capability of a nation, even incorporating nonmilitary factors, is inad

equate for analyzing interstate conflict dynamics.28 

The appropriateness of a measure of the strategic balance depends 

upon the particular political-military strategy being utilized and the 

political-military strategy being confronted. The strategic balance is de

fined by the resources that are relevant to those strategies and thus helps 

us understand the bargaining situation between the actors. While others 

have made this point by using variations in military strategy, risk assess

ments, and time frames, 29 we add diplomatic and economic factors to the 

range of relevant resources. Because of incomplete information, however, 

the strategic balance is never entirely clear to either party.  

The military balance is a traditional concept for investigating power 

relations among states and includes the quality and quantity of person

nel, the type and quantity of armaments, and doctrines for utilizing those 

resources. Studies of the foreign policy of great powers tend to empha

size the quantitative aspect of such resources because the social and eco

nomic disparities that underlie qualitative differences among great pow

ers are not large. But the experiences of Iraq in the Gulf War, Israel in the 

Middle East, and Chile in South America demonstrate the importance of 

quality differentials where they exist.  

Ultimately, military power might render institutions irrelevant by 

presenting all parties with a fait accompli. Institutions would simply re

flect the terms of the course of the war. Yet military power may also be 

used to influence choices within a specific institutional context. If insti

tutions matter, we need to think of military power not simply in terms of 

winning a war but also in terms of influencing the distribution of costs 

and benefits that accompany each policy choice.  

The relevant diplomatic resources revolve around the ability to gar

ner external support for, and blunt external criticism of, one's strategy in 

the dispute. This is affected not just by the skill of the diplomatic corps 

but also by the standing which one's position on the disputed issue has in 

the international political order of the era. Great powers may claim that 

their interests and values are universal, use force in the defense of those 

interests, and face little international sanction. Smaller powers, however, 

must couch the defense of their interests within the context set by the 

reigning political order of the great powers or be prepared to face inter

national sanctions.  

When smaller states can link their actions to the interests of great 

powers, new opportunities for advancing their interests arise. It may be 

possible to gain support for the use of force, aid in defending against a
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rival's use of force, or perhaps even increase international pressure on 
the rival to negotiate the previously nonnegotiable. Alternatively, when a 
small state has interests that are of minor consequence to the great pow
ers, its rival's diplomacy might serve to convince the great powers that 
any benefits they might garner from becoming involved in the dispute 
would be outweighed by the associated costs.  

Economic resources include both those that can be used in a non
military way to influence behavior by a rival and those for building up 
national capacity to use military force. When economic leverage is suffi
cient to gain one's goals at acceptable costs, force is unlikely to be used.30 

But when that economic leverage is deemed insufficient, the way in which 
economic resources affect a state's ability to mobilize, use, and resupply 
military forces becomes paramount.  

A state's economic infrastructure (railroads, highways, and airports) 

can dramatically affect the logistical costs of using force. The ability to 
raise revenue for defense can be an important consideration, because it 
highlights the domestic opportunity costs involved in using force, there

by making it more likely that opposition to its use will form. For example, 
the inability of a state to tax the wealthy in a poor country imposes a se
vere constraint on state expenditures. Military expenditures thus come 
more openly at the cost of expenditures on economic and social welfare.  
When domestic elites are focused on moderating the polarization of soci
ety, they are unlikely to support a leader who wishes to spend the govern
ment's meager resources in militarized bargaining with a neighbor.  

Honduras in the 1960s and 1970s provides a good example of this 
economic constraint on the use of force and helps explain why El Salva
dor believed it could quickly defeat Honduras with a blitz in 1969. Hon
duras also illustrates how diplomacy might overcome this constraint.  
After the 1979 victory by the Sandinistas in neighboring Nicaragua, the 
United States flooded Honduras with both economic and military aid.  
Economic constraints on the military capabilities of Honduras were thus 
overcome until the United States perceived that the Sandinistas were de
feated and thus lost interest. 3 ' 

While institutions and power influence choices, ultimately such choic
es are made by people, not by institutions or resources. So it is also neces
sary to consider the role of key leaders in dealing with conflict situations.  

Political Leadership and Statecraft 

Political leaders and diplomats respond to the incentives embodied in the 
political institutions within which they interact. As already noted, the ma-
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jor institutional factors facing presidents in Latin America will be those 

that influence elections, the existence of entrenched bureaucracies, and 

the military's willingness to abide by the particular political structures 

of authority reigning at the moment. Within these constraints, a leader's 

communication and organizational skills, as well as vision in creating 

opportunities for cooperation, can have a dramatic impact on conflict.32 

In short, it is clear to us that political leaders, constrained as they 

may be, retain important discretion and an ability to make a fundamental 

difference. Those who do are often heralded as "political entrepreneurs." 

It is imperative for the analyst of international affairs to understand this 

factor in as systematic a way as possible.  

The leadership qualities that should matter can be usefully summa

rized as follows: 

1. The ability to innovate. Innovation is important because when war oc

curs it means that a dispute has festered: other strategies for resolution 

have been attempted, but failed. The absence of new ideas on how to 

think about or distribute the benefits at stake suggests a continuation of 

diplomatic failure and the possibility of violence to break the stalemate.  

2. The willingness to take risks. Risk acceptance is important for two 

reasons. If a leader has new ideas but is timid about putting them on 

the agenda, the institutional constraints will determine whether or not 

he or she does so. Only under very loose constraints will a risk-averse 

leader propose new ideas that do not have the possibility of immediate 

support. In contrast, a leader who is risk acceptant and has new ideas 

will be quite willing to seek to create the political conditions that miti

gate the institutional constraints at least on this issue.  

Table 1.5 presents the hypotheses that are relevant for the Ecuadorean 

and Peruvian cases from 1995 to 1998. We determine whether leaders are 

innovative.or risk acceptant by analyzing their behavior in prior crises 

on matters other than the border dispute. The contentious economic and 

political history of Latin America provides us with two excellent issues 

by which we can gauge the relevant personal characteristics of Peruvian 

and Ecuadorian presidents: the democratization process and economic 

reforms.  

How do these incentive structures and personal characteristics af

fect policy making in the Ecuador-Peru case? With no reelection and a 

weak party system in Ecuador, we should expect innovative and risk

acceptant presidents to promote policies that they believe are correct and 

will strengthen their place in history, even at the expense of short-term
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Table 1.5. Hypotheses Relating Leader Characteristics and Institutional Constraints 

Risk Taker/Innovative Risk Taker/ Innovator/ Innovator/Risk Averse 
Not Innovative Risk Acceptant 

Pushes new ideas while Takes full advantage Pushes new ideas if Reacts to events by stick
seeking to alter institu- of institutional institutional context is ing to traditional policy 
tional constraints permissiveness to put permissive positions; strong hand of 

issue on agenda but history 
pushes old ideas 

costs. Under these circumstances, presidents will be more susceptible 
to breaking with tradition if medium-term benefits are likely. But if the 
president is too cautious or lacks vision, the "strong hand of history" will 
make it unlikely that the obstacles to resolution will be overcome.  

When reelection of a president is permitted, some of the incentives 
for a president change: the payoff from a risky policy would need to oc
cur by the time of the next election for which the president is eligible 
(nonconsecutive terms in Peru until 1993, consecutive once until 2001; 
one nonconsecutive term in Ecuador after the 1998 reforms). Since the 
risk to the president is increased, the payoffs need to be proportionately 
greater than they were before. President Fujimori had incentives to settle 
the border dispute, given his desire to secure re-reelection on the basis of 
a dubious interpretation of the 1993 Constitution. An Ecuadorean presi
dent after 1998 who was innovative and risk acceptant could push for a 
historic solution'if the payoffs were expected to materialize by the time 
the president could run again.  

Conclusion 

It is our perception that the war, subsequent peace, and ultimate resolu
tion of the conflict between Ecuador and Peru are best understood as a 
rational process in which both domestic and international factors played 
fundamental roles at every step. We did not find that entrenched bureau
cracies constituted a major influence on policy making, and our previous 
work indicates that the military was not a major autonomous factor in 
decision making on the border after the return to democracy. President 
Fujimori had few institutional constraints after his reelection in April 
1995, with a weak party system, a largely re-created bureaucracy in the 
aftermath of hyperinflation, and a subservient military weakened by 
civil war, presidential favoritism, and massive retirements due to earlier
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economic distress. Ecuador's heads of state were very much limited in 

their ability to act by a multiparty congress, a diffuse bureaucracy, and a 

strong military, so they needed to consult regularly with these key actors 

to ensure consensus.  

Among the critical factors that we have identified are the multiple 

developments beyond either country's borders in the late 1980s and 

early 1990s. In combination, they generated a dramatic increase in both 

the number of new multilateral organizations operating in the Western 

Hemisphere and the scope of activity and responsibility of existing mul

tilateral bodies. While many important foreign policy relationships re

mained within more traditional bilateral frameworks, the multilateral 

arena offered new opportunities and alternatives for individual states 

(including Ecuador and Peru) as well as an emerging new diplomatic 

ethos further legitimating interaction among states to accomplish im

portant foreign policy objectives.  

Given the significant number of internal and external disputes, it is 

understandable that individual governments (and contenders for power 

as well) would find that multilateral mechanisms would be legitimate 

instruments to help them resolve these issues. In their moment of crisis, 

even as the 1995 war was breaking out, both Ecuador and Peru turned to 

the long-standing but also long-eschewed multilateral instrument of the 

guarantor mechanism within the Rio Protocol to try to find a solution to 

the dispute that had eluded them for decades, even centuries.  

Another key factor that we have identified for conflict resolution is 

the operation and effectiveness of domestic institutions. At the moment 

the outbreak of hostilities between Ecuador and Peru occurred, both 

countries had functioning if imperfect democracies. Ecuador's had been 

operating since the transition from military to elected civilian rule in 

1979. Peru had been democratic since 1980 with a brief but significant 

interruption in 1992 due to President Fujimori's autogolpe; by the end of 

1993 it had been put back on track, with a new constitution and demo

cratic procedures after intense OAS pressure through Resolution 1080.  

In both countries, the chief executive took on the responsibility of 

trying to find an outcome that would satisfy national objectives. In Ec

uador, with power more fragmented and dispersed, this meant constant 

consultation by the executive with key domestic actors, including con

gress, the military, business, and the media. In Peru, in contrast, with 

power concentrated in the presidency and with a majority in congress, 

consultation took place within a very restricted circle that included only 

a very small number of key officials in the executive branch. In a dra-
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matic display of delegative democracy at a critical moment, both heads 
of state took the initiative to break through a final and apparently insur
mountable impasse, as we shall see.  

A third key factor is the exercise of individual leadership and state
craft within the inevitable constraints of domestic and international in
stitutions. In the denouement of the Peru-Ecuador dispute and its reso
lution, Ecuador's President Duran Ball6n made a critical decision at the 
outset of hostilities in January 1995 by once again accepting for his coun
try (after a 35-year hiatus) the Rio Protocol as the instrument to serve 
as the foundation for negotiation. His successor, President Bucaram, 
committed Ecuador to a definitive resolution, gave up Ecuador's historic 
claim to "sovereign" access to the Amazon, and made the first state visit to 
Peru in his country's history. Jamil Mahuad, who succeeded Bucaram as 
president, took a bold personal initiative and accepted a final resolution 
that gave his country only symbolic access to hitherto disputed territory.  

For his part, President Fujimori overcame great internal resistance to 
any negotiation with Ecuador at all by admitting that there was a prob
lem in the first place. In addition, he met with the successive heads of 
state of his northern neighbor to bring a personal dimension to the pro
cess. At a crucial moment, he thwarted his military commander in chief's 
plan to reinitiate hostilities unilaterally at the border. With the process 
at its final impasse, he sacrificed his foreign minister and accepted the 
symbolic territorial concession that permitted a definitive resolution.  

Within the multilateral mechanism of the guarantors, U.S. repre
sentative ambassador Luigi Einaudi served as the key actor. He devoted 
his full time and energies to coordination among his counterparts from 
Brazil, Argentina, and Chile, finding imaginative solutions to various im
passes and serving as a constant and constructive presence even when 
there seemed to be no possible way to reconcile the differences between 
the parties.  

All parties were constrained by deep-seated historical memories, 
physical limitations, the uncertain realities within their own countries, 
and the procedures imposed by international treaty. At critical junctures, 
however, each of these key figures exercised leadership that made impor
tant, even vital contributions to an eventual settlement.  

These three core themes are developed in the chapters that follow. We 
turn first to a consideration of the background and details of the conflict 
itself, then consider the domestic institutional elements in each country, 
the factors leading to war, and the domestic bases for conflict resolution.  
We end with a parallel analysis of the relevant international elements.



TWO NATIONS IN CONFLICT 

Like any pair of countries, particularly two that share a common bor

der, Ecuador and Peru have had both converging and conflicting inter

ests throughout their historical relationship. In this chapter we situate 

one particular conflict, the border war of 1995, in its historical context to 

help understand why the conflict characteristics loomed so large in this 

relationship. That context has three important components: one internal 

to each country, one bilateral, and a third regional in nature. With the 

1995 war placed within these broader historical dynamics, the second 

part of this chapter explains why this war broke out between two elected 

governments and the elements that contributed to a final resolution. It is 

important to provide such a description of events over the decades to lay 

out the larger context that enables us to analyze the most important fac

tors that ultimately combined to make possible a definitive resolution of 

the dispute.  

Historical Context 

The origins of this border dispute go back to the Spanish colonial admin

istrative boundary designations, first between audiencias of the Viceroy

alty of Peru and then (under the Bourbon Reforms of the 1700s) between 

this established viceroyalty and the new Viceroyalty of Nueva Granada
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carved out of its northern territories. At the time, administrative bound
aries co-existed with distinct ecclesiastical and military jurisdictions 
without creating major problems for the Crown. With few exceptions, the 
borders of Spanish colonial districts passed through sparsely inhabited 
and/or jungle areas largely beyond the effective reach of authorities lo
cated in the capital cities. For decades, if not centuries, the exact location 
of these borders was not of great import-they were all within the Span
ish colonial domain, after all, and the areas had no significant resources 
of value to the Crown to be extracted. As a result, precise boundary delin
eation appeared unnecessary and was not undertaken.  

Independence created a new context in which borders suddenly mat
tered very much. During the wars of liberation, some areas ostensibly 
controlled by Quito joined the Peruvian armies, rather than those fighting 
farther north.' Peruvian authorities claimed that such acts represented 
self-determination to constitute a part of Peru. After independence, Peru 
attempted to seize further areas, including the major port city of Guaya
quil, but was defeated at Tarqui in 1829 by the forces of Gran Colombia 
(which at the time included Colombia, Venezuela, and Ecuador). Peru re
nounced some territorial claims in the Pedemonte-Mosquera Protocol of 
1830, but the Congress of Gran Colombia did not ratify it. Gran Colom
bia broke into three countries shortly thereafter, and Ecuador sought to 
make the protocol effective on its own. However, Peru rejected Ecuador's 
initiative and its claim to the boundaries of a now defunct state. The dis
pute was papered over by the 1832 Pando-Noboa Treaty, with both sides 
interpreting the phrase "present limits" according to their own interests.  

The area in dispute was remote, with no infrastructure and large
ly inhabited by indigenous peoples, yet it was perceived to have great 
economic potential. The Amazon River offered access to the potentially 
rich Amazon basin and a trade route to the Atlantic for South American 
countries on the Pacific coast. In 1860 Ecuador attempted to compensate 
European creditors with land in the Amazon. Peru attacked, forcing one 
defeated leader to recognize Peruvian claims, but other Ecuadorean lead
ers repudiated the 1860 Treaty of Mapasingue. Interestingly, although 
Chile sought Ecuadorean assistance during its two wars with Peru (1837 
and 1879), Ecuador maintained strict neutrality.2 Chile won both wars, so 
Ecuador may have lost an important opportunity to resolve the territo
rial issue in its favor.  

Ecuador attempted to cede Amazonian land for debts again in 1887.  
This time Peru (recently defeated by Chile in the War of the Pacific, 1879
1883) and Ecuador agreed to negotiate their differences; unresolved is-
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sues were submitted to the king of Spain for binding arbitration. In 1890 

the Peruvian executive granted Ecuador access to the Maran6n River and 

the Ecuadorean congress quickly ratified the Garcia-Herrera Treaty, but 

Peru's congress demanded a renegotiation. Between 1900 and 1904 a se

ries of military clashes occurred in the region due to the expansion of 

rubber and gold exploitation and Peru's increasing integration of the re

gion into the national economy. Diplomatic relations between Ecuador 

and Peru were severed for a time.3 In 1905 Ecuador signed a secret treaty 

with another of Peru's territorial rivals, Colombia, in which each guaran

teed the other's territorial integrity.4 There was also an informal under

standing in both Ecuador and Peru that Chile might help Ecuador in any 

conflict with Peru.5 

In an effort to avoid war, the parties again turned to the king of Spain.  

In 1910 rumors that the king's advisors found Peruvian legal arguments 

compelling produced riots in Ecuador.6 President Gen. Eloy Alfaro re

jected the arbitration, called for new bilateral negotiations, and declared 

Ecuador's willingness to fight to preserve its Amazonian character. Both 

countries mobilized troops, and an arms buildup ensued. Argentina, Bra

zil, and the United States mediated, suggesting that the dispute be taken 

to the Permanent Court of Arbitration at The Hague. Peru accepted, but 

Ecuador called for direct negotiations. 7 

Although the king of Spain did not render a judgment, the basic out

line of his view now defined the issue. Any juridical examination would 

most likely reproduce the king's view. Peru adopted arbitration as a fall

back position if direct negotiations failed, while Ecuador sought to avoid 

juridical settlement. Of course, Peru would have no incentive to concede 

anything in bilateral negotiations, preferring the status quo (in which it 

occupied large sections of the disputed territory). Ecuador kept the level 

of tension on the border high in hopes that other Latin American states 

and the United States would insist that Peru accommodate Ecuador (in 

the twenty years before 1910 only three militarized disputes occurred; 

during the next eight years, they were constant). 8 

Despairing, Ecuador modified its strategy in 1916: it settled a dis

pute with Colombia in the Amazon to solidify a potential alliance against 

Peru. New attention centered on the United States in the wake of World 

War I. Both Ecuador and Peru hoped that the United States could obtain 

a "just" settlement in territorial conflicts in which they were the weaker 

party (meaning a settlement that would give the weaker party a more sat

isfactory outcome than could be garnered in bilateral negotiations be

tween Ecuador and Peru and Peru and Chile). Because the United States
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consistently advocated peaceful resolution of conflict (even to the point 
of using its own military might to impose peace on Central America and 
the Caribbean),' Peru and Ecuador avoided militarized disputes through 
the 1920s.  

The promise of diplomacy proved ephemeral. Peru, facing a new war 
scare with its powerful nemesis Chile, enticed Colombia to abandon Ec
uador with a better deal in 1922: sovereignty in the disputed area north of 
the Amazon river in exchange for the territory previously ceded by Ecua
dor to Colombia. As a result, Ecuador severed relations with Colombia.10 

In 1932, however, Peru escalated a minor border incident in the Leti
cia region into a major conflict with Colombia." Colombia's military suc
cess encouraged Ecuadorean diplomatic and military posturing. As an 
"Amazonian" nation, Ecuador tried inserting itself into the Leticia cease
fire negotiations, but Peru blocked it. Military confrontations between 
Ecuador and Peru revived in 1932. Ecuador and Peru resumed diplomatic 
negotiations in 1933 and appealed to Washington for assistance, begin
ning in 1936, but increased border clashes in 1938 ended negotiations.  

Ecuador's internal political situation continued to be unstable in 
the 1930s, and its military languished in domestic political struggles.  
In contrast, Peru began to climb out of the era of dictatorship. Peruvian 
officers blamed the politicization of their institution during the days of 
authoritarianism for the Colombian defeat. They resolved to profession
alize themselves for their proper mission: the defense of national ter
ritory. This asymmetry in political development would have dramatic 

consequences.12 

The 1941 War, the Rio Protocol, and Stalemate 

In the late 1930s the Peruvian military saw an opportunity to resolve a 
territorial issue and end a history of defeat in regional conflicts. Ecuador 
was cognizant of its own relative weakness and responded by establish

ing small frontier outposts in the disputed territory to serve as tripwires, 
hoping to trigger international intervention.  

In 1941 Peruvian troops, tanks, and planes swept across the disput
ed regions, penetrating deeply into Ecuador itself.'3 Ecuador appealed 
for diplomatic aid but encountered a United States and Latin America 
preoccupied with the wars in Europe and the Pacific. Peru threatened to 
occupy the entire territory it had seized until Ecuador recognized Peruvi
an claims in the Amazon. Bowing to pressure for inter-American solidar
ity, in January 1942 Ecuador accepted the Protocol of Peace, Friendship,
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and Boundaries of Rio de Janeiro, signed by both parties at the Third 

Consultative Meeting of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the Ameri

can Republics in Brazil and ratified by their congresses the following 

month."4 Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and the United States were designated 

as "guarantors" of the treaty, which denied Ecuador sovereign access to 

the Amazon River.15 

The subsequent territorial adjustments of the Rio Protocol of 1942 

were very modest from Peru's perspective because they were quite close 

to those accepted by both sides as the status quo during the previous 

diplomatic negotiations (see the historical time line at the end of this 

chapter).1 6 From an Ecuadorean perspective, however, the status quo line 

of 1936 merely recognized that Peruvians had penetrated deeper into dis

puted territory, not the legality of that de facto possession. Thus Ecuador 

had proposed in 1937 that "[ilf Peru refused arbitration by President Roo

sevelt, an agreement be made on the line of the Garcia-Herrera Treaty [of 

1890]."'" This treaty, negotiated between the two executives and ratified 

by the Ecuadorean but not the Peruvian congress, would have given Ec

uador sovereign access to the Maran6n and significantly more territory 

along the Napo River.  

The main reason the dispute had not been resolved is that the parties 

took very divergent positions, which had less to do with any specific stra

tegic or economic value associated with the areas in question than with a 

strong streak of nationalism. Ecuador believed that it continued to have 

sovereign rights to an area that Peru considered to be part of its own na

tional territory. From the Peruvian perspective, any such rights were de

finitively terminated after the 1941 war by the January 1942 treaty. Peru 

also held that Ecuador's rights were further circumscribed by the 1945 

Captain Braz Dias de Aguiar arbitral award accepted by both parties.18 

Ecuador based its claim on a combination of historical precedents (most 

particularly, the concept of utipossidetis),'9 treaty signing under duress, 

and treaty inapplicability due to geographical anomalies (see below).  

Most specialists considered Ecuador's position to be the weaker one un

der international law, because the 1942 protocol is a binding treaty under 

international law and postdates the early nineteenth century application 

of uti possidetis to the frontiers of the newly independent states of Span

ish America.  

The Rio Protocol, written and signed as World War II was beginning 

to reach the shores of the Western Hemisphere, provided for guarantor 

responsibilities that appeared at the time to be rather modest-to help 

the parties to the conflict get a boundary laid out and marked and if nec-
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essary to assist in addressing any disputes which might arise. The word
ing of the 1942 treaty is quite specific on this matter: "[Activity of the 
United States, Argentina, Brazil, and Chile shall continue until the defini
tive demarcation of frontiers between Peru and Ecuador has been com
pleted" (article 5). It also specifies navigation rights for Ecuador, "on the 
Amazon and its northern tributaries, the same concessions which Brazil 
and Colombia enjoy, in addition to those which may be agreed upon in a 
Treaty of Commerce and Navigation" (article 6). Furthermore, "any doubt 
or disagreement which may arise in the execution of this protocol shall 
be settled by the parties concerned with the assistance of the represen
tatives of the United States, Argentina, Brazil, and Chile in the shortest 
possible time" (article 7). It adds that "the parties may, however, when the 
line is being laid out on the ground, grant such reciprocal concessions as 
they may consider advisable in order to adjust the aforesaid line to geo
graphical realities" (article 9). The document goes on to state that "these 
rectifications shall be made with the collaboration of the representatives 
of the United States of America, the Argentine Republic, Brazil, and Chile" 
(article 9).20 

These citations make it clear that the Rio Protocol allowed for the 
uncertainty of incompletely mapped terrain to permit adjustments in 
specific geographical situations (and anomalies) that might be found on 
the ground as demarcation proceeded as well as for navigation conces
sions on the Amazon and its northern tributaries, plus other possibilities 
within an additional bilateral treaty of commerce and navigation. As the 
parties to the conflict, Peru and Ecuador are denoted as the powers ulti
mately responsible for its resolution, but the obligation of the guarantors 
to assist is also explicit.The protocol, in sum, contains the necessary legal 
provisions for a solution to which both countries could ultimately agree.  

Between 1942 and 1948, in fact, the Ecuador-Peru Boundary Com
mission, with guarantor help at several important junctures, was able to 
create a definitive demarcation of over 95 percent of the border without 
incident in accordance with the protocol's stipulations. Various "techni
cal problems" which arose in the process were referred to the guarantors 
as specified in the treaty. Brazil, as guarantor coordinator, responded ef
fectively and quickly in the six cases which came up, producing solutions 
that were accepted by the parties in five of them, including the area of the 
Cordillera del C6ndor between the Zamora and Santiago Rivers under the 
Braz Dias de Aguiar arbitral award of July 1945.21 

An anomaly not foreseen in the treaty arose, however, after U.S. Army 
Air Corps mapping of the region was completed in 1946 and the surveys
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were turned over to authorities of both countries in February 1947.22 This 

was the revelation by the aerial survey that the height of land which was 

to determine the border was not where the agreement had stipulated in 

one small section due to the presence of a previously uncharted river and 

mountain spur. As a result, this section of the border was not marked, 

and in 1948 the newly elected Ecuadorean government of Galo Plaza Las

so (1948-1952) ordered its demarcation team to cease activities. This area 

of the Cordillera del C6ndor and Cenepa River (totaling about 78 kilome

ters or 48 miles) of the Zamora-Santiago-Yaupi Rivers segment specified 

in the Rio Protocol was the primary focus of tension and the main locus 

of periodic outbreaks of hostilities until 1998.  

Another interpretation of the dynamic between the parties, however, 

suggests a slowly changing position on the part of Ecuador with regard 

to a final and complete marking of the boundary.23 This account draws 

from the George McBride reports in situ to note that Ecuador was quite 

aware of the existence of the Cenepa River as early as 1943, when a joint 

party of the Ecuador-Peru Boundary Commission followed it to its head

waters.24 Subsequently, the account continues, Ecuadorean officials pro

ceeded to secure a number of delays in the commission's work, which 

appear, with hindsight, possibly to have been designed to find some way 

to keep open Ecuador's chances for access to the Amazon in this sector.25 

Ecuador rejected Peru's proposed solution and began building its le

gal case for the inapplicability of the protocol in the Cordillera del C6n

dor region, as well as developing a diplomatic offensive for international 

support. In 1950 President Plaza Lasso withdrew Ecuador from the bor

der demarcation commission. At the 1951 OAS meeting to consider the 

hemispheric response to extracontinental aggression, Ecuador's foreign 

minister raised the issue of intracontinental aggression to no avail.26 The 

1959 OAS conference of foreign ministers, scheduled for Quito, was post

poned when Peru refused to attend because the host country included the 

dispute on the agenda. The return to international diplomacy was also 

accompanied by renewed border clashes.  

In 1960 president-elect Jos6 Maria Velasco Ibarra (1934-1935, 1944

1947, 1952-1956, 1960-1961, 1968-1972) responded to Ecuador's inabil

ity to create an international coalition around the idea of inapplicabil

ity by raising the stakes further; he declared that, in addition to being 

inapplicable, the protocol was null because it was the result of Peruvian 

military aggression. Ecuador attempted to build a coalition around this 

idea in both the OAS (1959, 1965, 1980, and 1981) and the United Nations 

(1976, 1980, and 1991) but failed completely. By questioning a treaty ne-
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gotiated after a war, the Ecuadoreans touched a sensitive nerve in the 
international community, which reacted by asserting the sanctity of in
ternational treaties. In response,Velasco Ibarra in his next term declared 
that "an honorable transaction" (sovereign access somewhere to the Ama
zon) could allow Ecuador to accept the protocol. 27 

Despite the unsettled issue, by the 1960s Ecuador had joined Peru 
as allies in regional foreign policy matters. The Andean Pact, created in 
1969, seemed an ideal forum in which to replace concerns about terri
torial divisions with economic integration. Relations between the two 
countries improved markedly, and trade expanded.28 Between 1970 and 
1975 Ecuador and Peru signed a number of economic cooperation agree
ments, and economic cooperation accelerated after 1985. Alberto Fuji
mori (1990-2000) became the first Peruvian head of state to travel to Ec
uador, offering various economic development proposals as well as the 
possibility of a free port for Ecuador on the Peruvian Amazon.29 

Ecuador, however, entertained the idea that economic cooperation 
could be separated from its territorial claims. 30 It was not just the po
litical elite that made this distinction between economic and territorial 
sovereignty issues. A public opinion poll conducted before the 1995 war 
demonstrated that Ecuadoreans could appreciate the need for greater 
economic relations with Peruvians but still distrusted them (49% of re
spondents believed that Peru was an "enemy" country and only 39% per
ceived it as friendly; see Appendix B).  

Peru also refused to let economic cooperation affect its position on 
Amazonian sovereignty. Although the Andean Pact began to lose momen
tum in 1976 (partly because the less-developed Ecuador and Bolivia did 
not receive the benefits they hoped for), Peru rejected Ecuador's conten
tion that progress on the border could provide the impetus for renewed 
progress among pact members.3 ' Brazil's initiative for Amazonian coop
eration and development seemed to offer Ecuador an opportunity to in
crease its de facto presence in the Amazon, but Peru short-circuited this 
effort in the final treaty signed with Brazil in 1978.32 

In short, international diplomacy and economic cooperation did lit
tle to resolve Ecuador's Amazon problem. This failure led to a renewal 
of militarized clashes in 1977, just as democracy was in the process of 
returning to both countries-in Ecuador in 1979 and Peru in 1980. Dur
ing the course of 1980 the stakes were raised, as Ecuador deployed forc
es into areas within that small section of disputed boundaries claimed 
by Peru. In January 1981 serious incidents occurred in what came to be 
called the Paquisha conflict, and Ecuadorean forces were quickly driven
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out of their outposts in the disputed area. Given its position on the Rio 

Protocol at the time, Ecuador called on the OAS to assist, while Peru re

curred to the protocol guarantors.  

The diplomatic solution that was worked out on this occasion, con

sidering Ecuador's objections, was to use the OAS as the international 

mediating instrument with "friendly country" members (the four protocol 

guarantors) as its agents. These "friendly countries" oversaw a settlement 

in which the military forces of both parties moved to positions that they 

both recognized as being within the other's territory. Even though the 

protocol guarantors did succeed in restoring the peace under the OAS 

rubric, they were not successful in helping the parties to resolve the dis

pute itself, because Ecuador's diplomatic position did not permit the 

guarantors to have recourse to the provisions of the 1942 treaty.33 

By the early 1990s internal political dynamics came to favor Ecua

dor, historically the weaker party in the border dispute. At that time Peru 

was undergoing the most profound domestic crisis in its modern history.  

Successive elected governments had failed to deal effectively with the 

multiple challenges of high foreign debt repayment obligations, internal 

economic problems, and a serious Maoist guerrilla threat from Shining 

Path.34 The president of Peru elected in 1990, untested political neophyte 

Alberto Fujimori, inherited a country in crisis. He came to power amid a 

totally bankrupt bureaucracy, a cumulative inflation of more than 2 mil

lion percent over the five-year course of the first Alan Garcia Perez gov

ernment (1985-1990, 2006-2011), which had impoverished much of the 

population, and an ongoing guerrilla war which was destroying Peru's in

frastructure and killing thousands of its citizens. By the end of 1990 it had 

caused over $10 billion of direct damages-in a $40 billion economy-and 

ongoing political violence which had cost more than 23,000 lives. 35 While 

Ecuador was experiencing its own political and economic problems at the 

time, they were quite minor indeed by comparison with Peru's.  

Given these domestic challenges, the Fujimori government from the 

outset pursued a regional diplomatic offensive designed to reduce the 

possibility of border problem flare-ups in order to be able to concentrate 

on internal concerns. The initiative included state visits and multiple 

conversations with presidents and high officials of Ecuador, Bolivia, and 

Chile in 1991 and 1992. The most important was Ecuador, given the con

tinuing boundary disagreement. After another minor military infiltration 

within the disputed area at Pachacutec in 1991, this time by Peru, Peru's 

foreign minister, Eduardo Torres yTorres Lara, and his Ecuadorean coun

terpart, Diego Cordovez, attempted to fashion a "gentlemen's agreement"
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to establish a common security zone in the region.36 Even though this 
effort foundered, others did not, including a state visit by President Fu
jimori to Ecuador, the first ever by a Peruvian chief executive. With the 
resulting reduction of tensions along this border, Peru could redeploy a 
significant portion of its military forces closer to centers of guerrilla ac
tivities in its pursuit of the counterinsurgency campaign against Shining 
Path, which was ultimately quite successful. 37 

The 1995 War 

The precipitant of war in 1995 was the gradual redeployment of Ecua
dorean military units into the disputed territory east of the Cordillera 
del C6ndor along the Cenepa River, beginning in 1991. These units con
structed three heavily fortified bases on high ground in the area at Ti
wintza, Cueva de los Tayos, and Base Sur, complete with significant artil
lery emplacements and protected by thousands of land mines. Although 

it seems to be the case that Peru became aware of this redeployment, no 
effort was made to respond to the Ecuadorean initiative until mid- to late 
1994, when local Peruvian patrols on "friendly" visits to the Ecuadorean 
outposts issued warnings that they should withdraw.38 Unlike the de
nouement of previous incidents, on this occasion little diplomatic activ
ity took place before the outbreak of large-scale hostilities. This suggests 

a more significant role by the militaries of both countries in the 1995 
developments and a corresponding marginalization of their diplomatic 

communities.  

When Ecuadorean forces did not respond to this "friendly" warning, 

as one account has it, local Peruvian forces took matters into their own 
hands, first by probing (in December 1994 and early January 1995) and 

then by rushing into a jungle confrontation for which they turned out 
to be ill prepared.40 Outmanned and outgunned, they suffered casualties 
and were forced to withdraw (January 26, 1995). At this point the military 
forces of Peru mobilized and began to confront the already mobilized 
Ecuadorean military. However, they limited their fighting quite specifi

cally to the disputed area in the Upper Cenepa valley. Over the course of 
the next five weeks, according to published reports, one hundred to three 
hundred casualties were inflicted, Peru lost nine aircraft, and in all the 

two governments expended an estimated $500 million.4 ' As best we can 
tell, Ecuador remained firmly in control of at least the Tiwintza forward 
outpost in spite of published official announcements in Peru that "there 
was not an Ecuadorean soldier left on Peruvian soil."42
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From a military standpoint, Peru suffered from significant disadvan

tages. Its supply lines were long and crossed over remote and difficult 

jungle terrain, which made moving troops and supplies to the frontier ex

ceedingly difficult. Ecuador, in contrast, benefited from superior location, 

higher levels of military preparedness, and greater ease of resupply of its 

military outposts.43 Unable to win militarily or to force a military stale

mate, Peru went on the diplomatic offensive to remove Ecuador's forces 

through the Rio Protocol guarantor countries by declaring a "unilateral" 

cease-fire on February 13 and once again invoking their good offices.44 

Even so, Peru broke this cease-fire almost immediately: its military forc

es persisted in their attempts to get Ecuador out of the bases that its 

forces occupied. In fact, most of the casualties in the conflict occurred 

during the last two weeks of February. By the end of the month, however, 

skirmishes between the opposing forces had wound down for the most 

part. Although sporadic incidents continued for several months (with at 

least twenty recorded between May and September), the peacekeeping 

process under the Rio Protocol began to move forward.45 

Postwar Peacekeeping under the Rio Protocol 

Rapid recourse to the Rio Protocol and the assistance of the guarantors 

was quite unexpected, given Ecuador's long-standing opposition to its 

validity. It was made possible by the public request for an emergency 

meeting of the Rio Protocol guarantors by Ecuador's president Sixto 

Duran Ball6n (1994-1998), to "inform them of the most recent border inci

dents ...[and to ask] these countries for help in resolving [them]."46 

President Durin Ball6n and his civilian advisors were believed to 

have made the decision to invoke the good offices of the guarantors out of 

fear that Peru had the military capacity to push Ecuador's forces out of 

their forward positions once again, as in 1981, and perhaps take advan

tage of the situation to invade. 47 Ecuador's foreign minister Galo Leoro 

Franco confirmed his government's position that the protocol was indeed 

in effect but added that its "shortcomings" had caused incidents.48 Ecua

dor's renewed willingness to work within the treaty's parameters was a 

significant shift back to a diplomatic position held during the 1950s

that the Ecuadorean government recognizes the existence (vigencia) of 

the protocol without accepting its validity (validez), due to the inability 

to execute (inejecutibilidad) one of its provisions. 49 

Peru immediately "acknowledge[d] and welcome[d]" Ecuador's decla

ration and also requested a convening of the guarantor countries to ask
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for their cooperation. 50 Guarantor country representatives accepted the 
request in an emergency meeting in Brasilia and soon issued statements 
urging cessation of provocations and separation of forces and noting a 
willingness to set up a mission to cooperate with Peru and Ecuador to 
find a solution to the situation.51 

Beginning with the January 1995 Brasilia meeting, the peacekeeping 
process may be divided into three stages: (1) stabilizing the military situ
ation on the frontier; (2) assisting the parties to articulate and specify the 
outstanding points of disagreement; and (3) assisting with negotiations 
between the parties to resolve the dispute. The guarantor representatives 
articulated five central principles: (1) unity of purpose, (2) military sup
port for diplomacy, (3) a lead role for the parties, (4) legal recourse only, (5) 

setting their sights high.52 

The basic document that provided the framework for pursuing guar
antor objectives and observing these principles was the Itamaraty Peace 
Declaration, signed by the parties and the guarantors in Brasilia on Feb
ruary 17, 1995. Five of its six provisions were related to the military as
pects of the conflict, including the establishment of a guarantor military 
observer mission to oversee implementation of the agreement. The sixth 
was diplomatic: "initiation of discussions between Peru and Ecuador to 
find a solution to the problems once compliance with [the other five] had 
reestablished sufficient mutual confidence." 53 

Ending the Fighting 

Even though both parties and representatives of the guarantors had 
signed a peace agreement, serious armed confrontations continued in an 
area of the disputed section of the border. It proved necessary for the par
ties to reaffirm their commitment in Montevideo on February 28, when 
representatives of all the countries involved had gathered for the inau
guration of the president of Uruguay. Only after this declaration did the 
hostilities cease, which then permitted the guarantors' proposed Ecua
dor-Peru Military Observer Mission (MOMEP) to be organized and to be
gin to carry out its duties.54 

The next steps toward completion of the military stage of the peace
keeping process could now begin. This involved the separation of forces, 
withdrawal from the disputed area, and the establishment of a demili
tarized zone. Over the next several months the MOMEP field mission 
was able to carry out these tasks, in spite of encountering several seri
ous problems along the way.55 The separation of Ecuadorean and Peru-
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vian forces from the border areas began by the end of March; withdrawal 

of military units from the disputed area was completed, with MOMEP 

verification, by mid-May; and a meticulously drawn demilitarized zone 

of 528 square kilometers entered into effect in early August 1995.56 By 

October diplomatic representatives of the parties and the guarantors and 

of Peru's and Ecuador's military representatives with MOMEP meeting 

in Brasilia could express "particular satisfaction" with the progress that 

had been made.57 

Resolving the Conflict 

Talks were initially hindered by Ecuadorean domestic politics. President 

Duran Ball6n was in the last few months of his term and facing serious 

domestic opposition because of alleged corruption in his cabinet and a 

severe economic crisis. Interviews with Peruvian and Ecuadorean ana

lysts suggest that the Fujimori government perceived that it had no one 

with whom to negotiate at the time. More importantly, all major social 

forces in Ecuadorean society advocated accepting nothing less than sov

ereign access to the Amazon. As a result, the dispute remained highly vis

ible, with much political and diplomatic posturing.  

In December 1995 Peru mobilized 6,000 troops on the border in re

sponse to Ecuador's purchase of four Kfir fighter bombers from Israel 

(with U.S. consent). Although military confidence-building measures oc

curred in the disputed sector during January and February 1996, the Pe

ruvian negotiator arrived in Quito with copies of his book supporting 

Peru's interpretation of the 1947 negotiations. 58 

Negotiations stalled over a variety of issues, including Ecuadorean 

insistence on sovereign access to the Amazon, the need for its represen

tatives to consult with Quito at every step in the process, national elec

tions and internal political turmoil, and guarantor efforts to help build 

confidence and solid bases for resolution by the parties. Only after troop 

mobilizations in August 1998 produced another war crisis were the two 

countries able to make the concessions necessary for resolution. But 

they still could not tackle this most sensitive issue directly and asked the 

guarantors to propose a solution.59 

The guarantors insisted that before taking up the task both con

gresses had to agree to abide by their decision. Within a week of getting 

such approval, the guarantors had their decision, along with a sweetener: 

a pledge of $3 billion in development aid from international financial in

stitutions. Peru achieved a major aim: a technical commission named by
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the guarantors determined that the border lay along the height of land 
of the Cordillera del C6ndor. Yet Peru also had to make a difficult conces
sion in exchange. Under the guarantor arrangement, Ecuador was grant
ed perpetual use of a square kilometer of Peruvian territory at Tiwintza, 
the outpost that came to symbolize the 1995 war, to build a monument 
to its soldiers. And in a separate navigation treaty contemplated in the 
Rio Protocol, Ecuador also gained access to Peruvian waterways and to 
permanent port facilities on the Amazon River. As part of the agreement, 
Peru would build roads at its expense, connecting those facilities to the 
Ecuadorean rather than the Peruvian Pacific coast.  

The Peruvian foreign minister, Eduardo Ferrero Costa, who had pur
sued a hard-line approach in the negotiations, resigned as soon as he 
learned that these were the terms to be offered by the guarantors.60 After 
these terms were made public, riots broke out in Iquitos, the chief Peruvi
an city in the Amazon. Fujimori stood his ground, however. Ecuadoreans 
accepted the trade of a sovereign outlet to the Amazon that they had nev
er possessed for guaranteed access, the promise of development aid, and 
the satisfaction that Ecuador had forced Peru to negotiate at least some
thing in exchange for the military's battlefield success in the Cenepa.  

Conclusion 

As this summary description of the historical context, the 1995 war, and 
its eventual resolution makes clear, the differences between Ecuador and 
Peru over the boundary between the two countries were of long standing 
and deeply ingrained. They were resolved only after a brief but intense 
war in the disputed area and more than three years of on-and-off ne
gotiations between the parties and the intense efforts by outside actors 
invoking the provisions of an international treaty agreement. In the next 
four chapters, we analyze the key factors that help to explain both why 
war broke out in 1995 and why resolution of the dispute could eventually 

be achieved. They revolve around considerations of power, domestic in
stitutions, and leadership in each country, plus the critical role of hemi
spheric diplomacy that gradually brought the parties to a point where 
political and military leaders on each side could accept a solution.
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Historical Time Line, Ecuador-Peru Border Dispute 

1542 Francisco de Orellana Expedition tothe Mouth of the Amazon from Cuzco and Muti 
via the Napo River.  

1717 Separation of Viceroyalty of Nueva Granada (which included Audiencia of Quito) 
from Viceroyalty of Peru (voided in 1723 and reestablished in 1739).  

1802 Cdulo (edict) of the king of Spain separating most of the trans-Andean territory 
from the Viceroyalty of Nueva Granada and the province of Quito and transferring 
it to the Viceroyalty of Peru.  

1822 Battle of Pichincha (May 22), securing independence of Ecuador (as part of Gran 
Colombia).  

1823 Conclusion of boundary treaty with Peru by Joaquin Mosquera, commissioned by 
Sim6n Bolivar, establishing borders on the basis of uti possedetis as of 1809; but 
not ratified by congress of Gran Colombia.  

1824 Battle of Ayacucho (December 9), securing independence of Peru.  
1827 First request for United States mediation by Peru's foreign minister accepted, but 

belated arrival of U.S. representative (1829!) renders it moot.  
1829 Battle of Tarqui: forces of Gran Colombia defeat Peru and rights to Guayaquil are 

reaffirmed.  
1829 Treaty of Guayaquil, establishing borders as "the same as the former Viceroyalties 

of Nueva Granada and Peru before their independence"; not executed due to sepa
ration of Ecuador from Gran Colombia on May 13, 1830.  

1830 Pedemonte-Mosquera Protocol, establishing the Maran6n as the boundary be
tween Ecuador and Peru, but never ratified by congresses.  

1832 Pando-Noboa Treaty, recognizing present boundaries "until an agreement fixing 
the boundaries is concluded"; ratified by both parties.  

1859 Peruvian occupation of Guayaquil in war with Ecuador.  
1860 Treaty of Mapasingue, by which Ecuador recognizes territorial claims of Peru under 

the C6dula of 1802, but canceled by congresses of both countries in 1861.  
1887 Bonifaz-Espinoza Treaty, by which Ecuador and Peru agree to submit their bound

ary dispute to the arbitration of the king of Spain, ultimately unsuccessfully.  
1890 Garcia-Herrera Treaty, which reaches a compromise on the borders by drawing 

a boundary approximating territories traditionally under the jurisdiction of each 
country; ratified by Ecuador but not by Peru; Ecuador revoked in 1894.  

1904 Valverde-Cornejo Protocol, reviving the option of arbitration by the Spanish king, 
which produces recommendations provoking popular protests in both countries and 
a shift from arbitration to mediation and from Spain to the United States.  

1910 U.S. mediation efforts, expanded to include Argentina and Brazil, which ultimately 
propose an Arbitration Tribunal at the Hague; Peru accepts, but Ecuador does not.
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1924 Ponce-Castro Oyanguren Protocol, by which parties to meet in Washington to ne
gotiate, submitting remaining differences to the U.S. president for arbitration; de
layed, accepted by President Franklin Delano Roosevelt in 1934, and pursued be
ginning in 1936.  

1936 Act of limo, reaffirming commitment to 1924 agreement, maintaining boundary 
status quo "without recognition of territorial rights" in the meantime.  

1936-1938 Inconclusive negotiations between parties in Washington, with good offices of the 
United States and efforts to expand to multilateral good offices by the Chaco War 
mediators.  

1941 Peru-Ecuador War (July-September), resulting in a decisive defeat for Ecuador.  
1942 Rio Protocol (January 29): treaty of "peace, friendship, and boundaries," signed 

by Peru and Ecuador, with the United States, Argentina, Brazil, and Chile signing 
as "guarantor" countries, approved by the congresses of Peru and Ecuador on Feb
ruary 26.  

1942 Binational Ecuador-Peru Boundary Commission formed (June) and deployed to the 
field to place the border markers; technical differences submitted to guarantors for 
resolution in 1944 and 1945 and western boundary differences resolved.  

1945 Arbitral decision on eastern boundary differences submitted by Braz Dias de 
Aguiar.  

1947 Aerial mapping survey by U.S. Army Air Force, which turns over maps to the parties 
(February).  

1948 Order from the Ecuador Foreign Ministry (September) to its members on the De
marcation Commission to stop work in the Cordillera del C6ndor, "since the map 
showed that there was no single watershed." 

1960 Ecuadorean president Jose Maria Velasco Ibarra's declaration that "the Rio Treaty 
is null" (August).  

1981 Outbreak of hostilities between Ecuador and Peru (January) in the disputed Cor
dillera del C6ndor area, mediated through the OAS by "friendly countries" (the 
guarantors).  

1991 New border incidents which produce the "gentlemen's agreement" between the 
foreign ministers of Ecuador and Peru, quickly disavowed by Peru.  

1992 First official visit ever to Quito by a Peruvian head of state by President Fujimori 
(January), followed by two more trips during the year.  

1995 Major outbreak of hostilities in the disputed border area (January), producing a 
call by both parties for the good offices of the guarantor countries under the Rio 
Protocol.  

1996-1998 Four formal meetings of Ecuador and Peru Foreign Ministers (January 1996-Janu
ary 1998).  

1998 Negotiations by commissions in guarantor capitals (February-July).
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1998 Submission of guarantor-sponsored technical commission report that determines 
the border to be the Cordillera del C6ndor height of land as stipulated in the 1942 
protocol (May).  

1998 Active involvement of presidents Mahuad and Fujimori in seeking to resolve final 
obstacles (July-October).  

1998 Final solution offered by guarantors; Peace Agreements signed by presidents Ma
huad and Fujimori in Brasilia (October 26).  

Source: Events through 1981 from Krieg, &uadorean-Peruvian Rivalry in the Upper Amazon; subsequent 
developments from newspaper accounts.  

1995 Hostilities Time Line, Ecuador-Peru Border Dispute 

January 9-11 Exchange of fire between Peruvian and Ecuadoean military patrols.  
January 24 Ecuador recognizes Rio Protocol and asks guarantors for assistance.  
January 26 Peru welcomes Ecuador's declaration and also asks aid of guarantors. Serious out

breaks of hostilities commence.  
January 31 Guarantors meet in Brazil, invite Peru and Ecuador to participate, and both accept.  
February 5 Peru accepts guarantor cease-fire proposal, Ecuador does not.  

February 13 Peru declares unilateral cease-fire, which Ecuador accepts.  
February 17 Parties sign Peace Accord of Itamaraty along with guarantors, but fighting 

continues.  
February 28 Hostilities formally end with acceptance of both parties of the Montevideo Declara

tion, reaffirming validity of Itamaraty Accord.  
March 10 Agreement on procedures signed in Brasilia by guarantors and parties.  
March 30 Separation of Peruvian and Ecuadorean forces begins.  
April 30 Forces of both sides largely withdrawn from disputed area (90 percent).  

May 3-13 Withdrawal of all units from disputed area, with MOMEP verification, except for 
designated concentration points.  

July 25 Establishment of a demilitarized zone by MOMEP, "without affecting the territorial 
rights of the parties to the conflict." 

August 4 Entry into effect of a 528 square kilometer demilitarized zone.  
October 5-6 Meeting in Brasilia of guarantor country officials with vice ministers of foreign rela

tions of Peru and Ecuador, expressing particular satisfaction with progress.  
November 17 MOMEP declaration noting satisfaction with progress in achieving a security accord 

for direct coordination between Peruvian and Ecuadorean military forces and with 
the absence of incidents.  

December 27 Brief border incursion by Ecuador's forces, protested by Peru.
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January 2, 1996 Peru expresses opposition to Ecuador's plan to acquire planes from Israel (Kfirs), 
with approval by a guarantor country, the United States, because of U.S.-made 
engines.  

January 17-18 lima meeting of Peru and Ecuador, with presence of guarantor representatives, to 
cover procedures for continuing search for a peaceful solution.  

February 22-23 Quito meeting of Ecuador and Peru, with guarantors, to advance the process, in
cluding agreement to submit list of remaining substantive differences in achieving 
an accord.  

March 6 Public release of the lists of remaining differences. Peru wants final drawing of the 
boundary line; Ecuador continues to note the inapplicability of the protocol to one 
area and requests sovereign access to the Maran6n-Amazon. Parties agree to con
tinue discussions in the near future, under the auspices of the guarantors.  

June 18-19 Buenos Aires meeting of Ecuador and Peru to continue procedural discussions, with 
the presence of guarantor representatives.  

October 28-29 Santiago meeting of Ecuador and Peru to complete procedural discussions, with 
the presence of guarantor representatives. Plan to meet in Brazil to begin substan
tive talks on December 20, 1996, postponed-first by the hostage crisis in lima 
in mid-December and then by the replacement of Ecuador's president by the con
gress on February 6, 1997.  

April 15, 1997 Official negotiating commissions designated by Peru and Ecuador meet with guar
antor representatives in Brasilia to implement the Santiago Agreement of October 
29 by beginning substantive discussions on remaining impasses.  

1998 Ecuador's vice minister of foreign affairs omits reference to "sovereign" access to 
the Amazon (January).  

1998 Commissions negotiate in guarantor capitals (February-July).  
1998 Guarantor-sponsored technical commission report submitted that determines the 

boundary to be the Cordillera del C6ndor height of land as stipulated in the 1942 
protocol (May).  

1998 Presidents Mahuad and Fujimori become actively involved in seeking to resolve 
final obstacles (July-October).  

October 26, 1998 Guarantors offer final solution and presidents Mahuad and Fujimori sign peace 
agreements in Brasilia.  

Sources: Gabriel Marcella, War and Peace in the Amazon: Strategic Implications for the United States and 
Latin America of the 1995 Ecuador-Peru War; Col. Glenn R. Weidner, "Peacekeeping in the Upper Cenepa 
Valley: A Regional Response to Crisis"; newspaper accounts; and Francisco Carri6n Mena, La paz par 
dentro, Ecuador-Peru: Testimonio de una negociacion.
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Institutions constrain political leaders' behavior and policy choices.  
By establishing precedents and constitutional guarantees, institutions 
lend legitimacy to certain themes while denying it to others. They also 

affect, directly and indirectly, who can participate in the.domestic po
litical game as well as how.' The institutional context is not determining, 
but it does affect which interests matter and what leaders need to do in 

order to maintain the support of their policy constituencies. The leaders' 

skill in devising new responses to their constituencies' interests (inno
vativeness) and their willingness to try them out (risk acceptance) help 

us understand the degree to which leaders are likely to maneuver and 
make policy on the margins of those institutional constraints. The task 

of this chapter is to analyze the relevant constraints upon Ecuadorean 

and Peruvian leaders and categorize the leadership characteristics of the 

five presidents (Sixto Duran Ball n, Abdala Bucaram, Fabian Alarcon, and 

Jamil Mahuad in Ecuador, Alberto Fujimori in Peru), to establish the con

text within which the policies that produced war in 1995 and peace in 

1998 can be understood. 2 

The distinction between democratic and nondemocratic institutions 

is not sufficient to capture the variation in these important constraints 

upon decision making. Ecuador democratized in 1979, Peru in 1980; both
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countries were democracies at the time of the major conflict in 1981 and 
when full-scale war broke out in 1995. If anything, one might postulate 
that democracy was weaker in both countries in 1998 when peace was 
negotiated than earlier when war developed. 3 In order to understand this 
counterintuitive result,4 we have to delve more deeply into the way in 
which these democratic institutions actually functioned.  

The first section of this chapter analyzes electoral accountability 
and the party system in Ecuador and Peru. Political parties constitute 
the chief means by which citizens aggregate their votes in representative 
democracies; thus it is fundamental to understand the ability of Ecua
dorean and Peruvian parties to link citizens and political institutions.  

The second section examines the executive's relationship with the 
legislature and Supreme Court, which are expected to constitute institu
tional constraints on the executive. These relationships provide us with 
an appreciation of the actual space available to the Ecuadorean and Pe
ruvian presidents to make policy decisions on their own terms.  

The third section discusses civil-military relations in the two coun
tries, in recognition of the active and often legitimate though still mainly 
informal role that the military has historically played in both countries.  
Because military coups are virtually never undertaken without signifi
cant civilian support,5 we are interested in discovering the extent and 
limitations of military influence in policy making in each of the two 
countries.  

The fourth section deduces the innovative and risk acceptance char
acteristics of the five leaders involved in the war and subsequent peace.  
The conclusion summarizes our argument about the institutional con

straints and leadership characteristics that operated when war broke 
out in 1995 and peace was signed in 1998.  

Electoral Sanctions and the Party System, 1995-1998 

The link between voters and their political representatives is a funda
mental determinant of government policy. The electoral rules and party 
system are the key characteristics of the voter-politician link that we 
must understand. Among electoral rules are the ballot procedures and 
term limits; each affects the accountability of elected politicians to their 
constituencies. There are important trade-offs between accountability 
and representativeness, and the number of parties affects this relation
ship. More parties mean more diversity of opinion in the legislature and
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thus increased representativeness. However, more parties also make it 

more likely that legislators will become less accountable to the electorate 

because they can blame other parties for policy failures, thus distancing 

themselves from the most obvious criterion that their constituencies can 

use to evaluate their performance.6 Party strength also impacts both leg

islative behavior and accountability to the electorate.  

Ecuador 

Ecuador's democratic polity in the 1990s was a presidential system with 

a unicameral legislative assembly that functioned under three different 

constitutions passed in 1979, 1996, and 1998. The president was elected 

every four years in national elections under a runoff system: a second 

round was held with the top two vote getters if no one received at least 50 

percent in the first round. The eighty-two assembly members were elect

ed through two processes: twelve via a national list (four-year terms), and 

seventy through provincial lists (two-year terms). Seats were allocated on 

a proportional representation basis. Voters chose among "closed lists," 

selecting parties rather than the candidates themselves; ceteris paribus, 

this procedure should have strengthened parties but diminished the link 

between legislators and the electorate. Reelection was not permitted for 

the legislature or the presidency, further limiting accountability of the 

government to the electorate.  

In 1994 the electorate began to gain more influence over politicians.  

The constitution was amended in that year to allow presidential reelec

tion once, but not consecutively, as well as unlimited congressional re

election; the first reelections were held in 1996. Legislative elections were 

concurrent with the first round of a presidential election, with midterm 

elections for members elected on provincial lists, thereby providing some 

ability for voters to signal their views about the president's performance 

by voting for or against parties supporting the chief executive.  

When constituencies have very little influence over their elected rep

resentatives, politicians are free to vote with their parties (a "partisan" 

vote) or in line with their individual policy preferences (a "personal" vote).  

A legislature dominated by personal voting makes it difficult for contro

versial legislation to pass because of "buck-passing." Legislators do not 

want to assume responsibility for taking a controversial position and are 

not punished for failing to adopt legislation to deal with the controver

sial issues. Strong parties could overcome this policy-making problem by 

imposing discipline on their members.
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Table 3.1. Party Switching Rates in Ecuador (1979-1998)

Legislature 

s' Legislature (elected in April 1979) 

April 1979-August 1979 transition 

August 1979-August 1980 

August 1980-August 1981 

August 1981-August 1982 

August 1982-August 1983 

2nd Legislature (elected in January 1984) 

January 1984-August 1984 transition 

August 1984-August 1985 

3rd Legislature (elected in June 1986) 

June 1986-August 1986 transition 

August 1986-August 1987 

4'h Legislature (elected in January 1988) 

January 1988-August 1988 transition 

August 1988-August 1989 

5'h Legislature (elected in June 1990) 

June 1990-August 1990 transition 

August 1990-August 1991 

6 'h Legislature (elected in May 1992) 

May 1992-August 1992 transition 

August 1992-August 1993 

August 1993-September 1993 

7'h Legislature (elected in May 1994) 

May 1994-August 1994 transition 

August 1994-August 1995

Party Switching Rate (%) 

0 

28 

16 

10 

14 

8 

8 

10 

0 

10

Independent legislators (%) 

0 

3 

14 

7 

3 

8 

11 

10 

0 

10

3 

18 

9 

0 

21

1 

18 

27

3 

17
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8'h legislature (1996) 

1996 18 13 

9'h legislature (1998) 

1998 18 9 

Sources: 1979-1994: Proyecto CORDES Gobernobilidad (Quito: CORDES, 1997); 1996 and 1998: Andres Melia Acosta, "La 
reeleccion legislative en Ecuador: ConeXidn electoral, carreras legislotivas y partidos politicos (1973-2003)," Ecuador Debute 
62 (2004), 251-269; 1996 and 1998: Andlisis Semanal (Quito).  

Party behavior in Ecuador, however, has been plagued by a lack of 

discipline and factionalism. The inchoate Ecuadorean party system re

sulted from several factors: the multiplicity of parties due to low voting 

threshold requirements for legal status, the presence of midterm elec

tions from provincial lists, the weakness of party label identification by 

the electorate, an antiparty mentality fostered by politicians themselves, 

and term limits until 1996.' 

A good indicator of the lack of party discipline is party switching on 

the part of legislators, a phenomenon known in Ecuador as cambio de 

camisetas. Corporacion de Estudios para el Desarrollo (CORDES) calcu

lated the percentage of legislators who bolted their parties during con

gressional transitions (that is, the period between the date a legislative 

election is held and the date a newly elected legislature is inaugurated) 

and one-year legislative periods.8 Table 3.1 displays party switching 

rates and the percentage of independent legislators in Ecuador in the 

1979-1998 period. The existence of independent legislators complicates 

legislative bargaining because their votes require negotiations at the in

dividual rather than group level. When combined with party switching 

rates these two indicators provide strong support for the view of Ecua

dor's party system as dominated by "floating" politicians.0 

Party switching does not just weaken parties; it can also cause them 

to proliferate. Another criterion that can help us understand the con

gress's ability to function effectively and be accountable to the electorate 

is the effective number of parties. Not all parties are relevant, and, as we 

have seen, many seats are often held by independents. Consequently, we 

cannot just count the parties represented in the legislature. Appendix A 

elaborates on the methodology that we use to arrive at the effective num

ber of parties. Since high rates of party switching in Ecuador affect leg

islative fragmentation by inflating some parties and deflating others in a
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single legislature, we calculate the effective number of legislative parties 
per year rather than per legislature.  

The average effective number of parties for 1979-1998 was 6.42.  
Ecuador ranked among the most fragmented legislatures in the world, 
together with Belgium, Brazil, Poland, and Russia. The standard devia
tion was also high (1.45), but the most striking feature of the Ecuador
ean experience is that the highest numbers were obtained in the middle 
of legislatures, not after elections. This pattern indicates that fragmen
tation was mostly determined by elite decisions rather than by voters' 
preferences, which confirms the inability of voters to hold their legisla
tors accountable. Moreover, variation in fragmentation in a single leg
islature-owing to high rates of party switching-indicates that voters 

did not determine the composition of the congress, let alone the compo
sition of governing majorities. Three midterm elections were held (1986, 
1990, and 1994); the one scheduled for 1998 became a presidential elec
tion to replace interim president Fabian Alarc6n, who had taken office 
after president Abdali Bucaram and vice president Rosalia Arteaga were 
forced from office in 1997. But the party switching phenomenon persists, 
thereby diminishing the ability of midterm elections to serve as a means 
of holding legislators accountable.  

Peru 

Since redemocratization Peru has had two constitutions, one in 1979 dur
ing the transition from military to civilian rule and another in 1993 after 
President Fujimori closed congress in 1992 and a constituent assembly 
was elected. Under both constitutions, elections for the legislature follow 
the d'Hondt formula of proportional representation (PR) with an open 
list. Of the multiple PR systems, d'Hondt is the "least proportional and 
systematically favors] the larger parties."10 Reelection to the legislature 
was permitted. The open list format and the possibility of reelection in

crease the legislators' accountability to their constituencies. Under the 
1979 Constitution, the legislature was bicameral, but the 1993 Constitu
tion responded to popular sentiment and made it unicameral." 

The constitutions differed with respect to reelection of the president.  
Under the earlier constitution a president could be reelected multiple 
times, but only after sitting out a term, while the 1993 Constitution per
mitted an immediate reelection, but the incumbent then had to sit out a 
term before running again.' 2 The 1979 Constitution made outgoing presi
dents senators for life (senadores vitalicios). In general, presidents who 
will be seeking reelection should be highly accountable to the electorate;
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Table 3.2. Effective Number of Parties: Peru 

Year Chamber Effective Number of Parties 

1980 Senate 3.43 

1980 Deputies 2.50 

1985 Senate 2.60 

1985 Deputies 2.18 

1990 Senate 4.04 

1990 Deputies 4.14 

1995 Unicameral 2.92 

2000 Unicameral 3.78 

Source: Calculations by Lydia Tiede based on data from IFES election guide 2000 (www.electionguide.org/results 
.php?ID=650/, accessed July 19, 2001), using the formula in Appendix A.  

the one-term layoff required under the old constitution would have di

minished but not eliminated that accountability if the incumbent had 

hopes of running again in the future. Because the new constitution abol

ished the "senator for life" provision and permitted immediate reelection, 

electoral constraints on the Peruvian president increased after 1993. Like 

the Constitution of 1979, however, its 1993 counterpart did not provide 

for midterm elections, thereby continuing to offer no opportunity for the 

electorate to judge the performance of the incumbent administration un

til the end of its term.  

Peru's party system instability rivals that of Ecuador. Among the 

twelve Latin American countries studied by Scott Mainwaring and Timo

thy Scully, Peru experienced by far the greatest levels of congressional 

electoral volatility ("net change in the seat shares of all parties from one 

election to the next"), while Ecuador was fourth highest.'3 Peru's effec

tive number of parties was significantly lower than Ecuador's average of 

6.42, however, though it spiked upward in the crisis context of 1990 (see 

Table 3.2).  

In summary, the electorate confronted serious obstacles in both Ec

uador and Peru in holding their national elected officials accountable.  

But both the 1993 Constitution in Peru and the 1994 constitutional re

forms in Ecuador increased electoral accountability on the eve of the 

1995 war. By the time the peace treaty was ratified in 1998, electoral ac

countability was in the process of weakening in both Peru and Ecuador.  

In Peru some citizens showed their displeasure by protests and riots,
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particularly in the jungle city of Iquitos. In Ecuador congress had re
moved an elected president in 1997, giving way to an interim government 
until new presidential elections in mid-1998.  

Executive Relations with Legislative and Judicial Branches 

Party system attributes, while necessary to our analysis, are insufficient 
to provide a useful understanding of the dynamics of a democratic pol
ity, particularly of presidential systems like Ecuador and Peru. As Scott 
Mainwaring and Matthew Shugart stress,'4 the key to a proper under
standing of Latin American presidential regimes is to be found in the in
teraction between the institutional design of the system of government 
and the party system.  

Ecuador 

In Ecuador's political system,'5 presidents had both proactive and reac
tive powers in their relationship with the legislature. Chief executives 
could propose legislation to congress for consideration; if they declared 
it "urgent" (economic legislation only), congress had up to fifteen days 
to act on it before it automatically became law. This provision is akin 
to presidential decree power if the legislature is fragmented and cannot 
agree on what to do about the issue on which the president has proposed 
legislation.16 Moreover, the president could call national referenda on 
questions, "which, in his judgment, are of great importance to the state," 
in particular on constitutional amendments and on the ratification of in
ternational agreements that have been rejected by congress." 

The high levels of fragmentation in a single legislature (owing to par
ty switching and a large number of effective parties) suggest that party 
elites rather than voters were more important in determining the compo
sition of the congress as well as the composition of governing majorities.  
One result was that the president's party never dominated congress: leg
islation required a coalition among parties to be enacted.  

Additionally, the chief executive could appoint and remove cabinet 
ministers without restriction. Members of the presidential cabinet, how
ever, could be censured by a majority of congress for loosely defined "vio
lations committed in the fulfillment of their office." From 1979 to 1998 
almost 10 percent of ministers were censored."' A minister censured 
by congress could not serve in any governmental role during the rest of 
that presidential term. The president could declare a state of emergency, 
which congress might revoke but need not act to uphold, in case of for-
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eign invasion or internal disturbance. The chief executive could also de

cree the collection of taxes in advance, impose censorship, and suspend 

constitutional guarantees in cases of declared national emergency. In 

addition, the president managed a "reserve fund" which was not subject 

to congressional authorization or oversight, except in the case of allega

tions of corruption.  

The president did not have a veto on the budget, but on all nonbud

getary legislation the legislature could not reconsider any bill vetoed by 

the president for one year. Congress could, however, call for a binding 

national referendum on the vetoed bills. If the president's objection re

lated only to a specific part of a bill, congress could either rectify the 

section (resulting in promulgation of the bill) or override the veto by a 

two-thirds vote.  

Congress also demonstrated that it was willing to make cynical use 

of constitutional provisions to drive out the president; in February 1997 

congress voted to remove controversial President Abdala Bucaram on 

grounds of "mental incompetence" despite never having subjected him 

to any medical tests. The Supreme Court subsequently ordered his arrest 

for corruption, the military considered trying him for treason, and con

gress banned him from running for public office, an action ratified by a 

national referendum.19 

Members of the Supreme Court were appointed by congress for six

year terms and were eligible for reelection. Judgeships on the Supreme 

Court and Tribunal Courts were parceled out to the political parties in 

proportion to their representation in congress. 20 In actual practice, how

ever, when congress was elected and the distribution of party strength 

changed every two years, the Supreme Court was "renewed" by replacing 

a few judges. A major change occurred every four years when a new presi

dent was elected and supporters in congress sought to provide a more 

compliant court. A 1997 plebiscite indicated that the public did not want 

congress to "politicize"the Supreme Court, so congress removed all thirty

one judges and appointed new ones. 2 1 The attorney general was also ap

pointed by congress, and all judicial appointees were subject to possible 

congressional censure. Under the 1998 Constitution, Supreme Court jus

tices finally achieved lifetime tenure. Appointment of new judges was lim

ited to those with a judicial career and required a two-thirds vote of the 

existing court.22 These two provisions produced a significantly more in

dependent Supreme Court in Ecuador than had been the case before 1998.  

Constitutional amendments could be proposed by legislators, by the 

president, by the Supreme Court, or by referendum. Approval of amend-
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ments required the consent of two-thirds of deputies in two separate 
rounds. A president who totally or partially rejected an amendment ap
proved by congress could submit it to a referendum. The president could 
also call a referendum if a proposed amendment had been partially or 

totally rejected by congress.  

Peru 

The Constitutions of 1979 and 1993 strengthened presidential power, be

cause stalemates between the legislative and executive branches of gov
ernment were perceived by the respective constituent assemblies to have 
been a major cause of the coups of 1968 and 1992.23 Nevertheless, formal 
legislative constraints on the executive continued to be important, so the 
1993 Constitution should be seen as reinforcing a trend rather than as a 

break with the past.  

Congress could censure a minister for noncriminal reasons. A min
ister who was censured was obliged to resign. Under the 1979 Constitu

tion, if congress censured three ministers the president could close the 
lower chamber and call for new elections within thirty days; under the 
electoral rules operative at the time, this threat of dissolution provided 

a mechanism to keep congress from the indiscriminate use of censure.  
Dissolution could not be invoked in the last year of a president's term or 
during a state of siege (during a foreign or civil war). If elections were not 
held within the allotted time, the dissolved chamber reconstituted itself 

and dismissed the president's cabinet; no member was able to resume 
a cabinet position during that presidential term. The senate, however, 

could not be dissolved under any circumstance.24 

Similar constraints on the executive during the process of congres

sional dissolution prevailed in the Constitution of 1993. Congress elected 

a permanent commission, made up of members of the parties represent

ed in the legislature in proportion to their numbers. The permanent com
mission had the power of impeachment, with congress functioning as 
the jury. The senate was eliminated in the new constitution in favor of a 
single legislative body; now it was the permanent commission that could 
not be dissolved. The permanent commission and the new congress were 

empowered to examine any decrees issued by the executive during the 
intervening period.25 Under both constitutions, a simple majority could 

overturn a presidential veto of legislation.26 

The decree power of the executive was strengthened somewhat in 
1993, although earlier presidents Fernando Belannde Terry and Alan Gar
cia Perez had both utilized their decree powers extensively (issuing 2,086
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and 2,290 decrees, respectively). 27 Both constitutions stipulated that con

gress could delegate decree power to the president for specified matters 

and periods and that congress could overturn a decree.28 After 1993 the 

executive could decree a state of emergency or siege, but not on matters 

that "the permanent commission cannot delegate." States of emergency 

(during periods of internal disorder) only required notification of con

gress and could not exceed sixty days without a new decree. States of 

siege (during wars) could not exceed forty-five days; congress had the 

right to convene, and any extension of the state of siege required congres

sional approval.29 

The further expansion of executive powers in the Constitution of 

1993 strengthened President Fujimori's hand in pursuing his policy 

objectives, but he was also aided substantially by gaining a legisla

tive majority of his supporters in both the 1993 and 1995 congressional 

elections. The combination made it virtually impossible for opposition 

parties to impede President Fujimori's progressive usurpation of demo

cratic procedures in the late 1990s, culminating in the fraudulent elec

tion of 2000.  
Given decree powers, the structure of political parties, and the pro

scription against immediate reelection, presidents Belaunde and Garcia 

may have acted under fewer institutionalized constraints than President 

Fujimori under the new constitution. Even though President Belannde's 

coalition of center-right parties controlled congress, he pursued his 

agenda via decrees. He also knew that at his age (seventy-eight at the 

time of the relevant election) reelection after an intervening term was out 

of the question. President Garcia's party also had a majority in congress, 

yet he also still made extensive use of his decree powers. Neither presi

dent made important changes in his governing program even in the face 

of precipitous declines in approval ratings. President Belaunde ended his 

term with a rating in the low twenties and Garcia with a rating in the 

teens. President Fujimori began to experience a fall in his own popular 

approval ratings in 1998; given the plan for mounting a reelection cam

paign in 2000, this may well have been a major factor in his government's 

efforts to manipulate the democratic process in his favor. An additional 

source of concern was the high approval ratings at the time of the mayor 

of Lima, his most likely rival at that point for the 2000 elections.  

Institutional constraints had proven utterly unable to prevent Presi

dent Fujimori from closing congress and purging the judiciary in 1992.  

His ability to override these constitutional constraints was fundamen

tally a result of the decline in the legitimacy of both congress and the
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judiciary in the eyes of the public, the willingness of the military to sup
port the autogolpe, and the public's preoccupation with hyperinflation 
and Shining Path's guerrilla war. Immediately after the coup, 71 percent 
of those polled approved of closing congress, 89 percent approved of re
structuring the judiciary, and 86 percent believed that Fujimori should 
remain president. 30 

Nevertheless, President Fujimori was constrained by the immedi
ate response to his suspension of democracy when the Organization of 
American States (OAS) met in emergency session in Nassau, Bahamas, un
der the provisions of the 1991 Santiago Resolution (OAS Resolution 1080) 
to request the restoration of democratic procedures. He agreed to do so 
within a year and soon called for the election of a constituent assembly 
(Congreso Constituyente Democritico) to write a new constitution and 
then serve as Peru's legislative body until the next scheduled elections 
in 1995. Given his public support at the time (enhanced by the dramatic 
capture of Shining Path's leader, Abimael Guzman Reynoso, in September 
1992), it came as no surprise that his supporters captured an absolute 
majority in the November 1992 election (forty-four of eighty seats). The 
new constitution, which increased the chief executive's public policy pre
rogatives among other significant changes, was narrowly approved in a 
referendum a year later. The restoration of democratic procedures under 
the Constitution of 1993 had the additional effect of increasing President 
Fujimori's domestic institutional constraints as well as those derived 
from his need to respond to his constituencies. His coalition also won a 
narrow majority in the 1995 congressional elections in the context of suc
cess against Shining Path, the taming of hyperinflation, and the restora
tion of economic growth, so he continued to have the support he needed 
in congress to pursue his ongoing policy agenda. And that time the oppo
sition to Fujimori had popular support. In short, in 1995 Fujimori would 
have found it difficult to justify to the country his overthrowing of the 
constitutional system when terrorism and hyperinflation had both been 
defeated, his party controlled Congress, and he was behind his rival in 
some polls.  

Civil-Military Relations 

During periods of great social, political, or economic change, institution
al rules help determine whether civilians support the military's demand 
for the restriction of the political rights of those who question the path
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on which the nation finds itself. Restrictions on civilian dissent imply an 

increase in the police power of the state, which directly affects the posi

tion of the military in society.31 
Ecuador and Peru carried out their transitions to democracy during 

the 1980s with a civil-military relationship best characterized as paral

lel spheres of action.32 Politicians were charged with developing national 

wealth and internal stability. The military, in turn, legitimately monopo

lized every issue related to security, because such a division of labor was 

incorporated into the terms of the transition.  

Ecuador 

The Ecuadorean military crafted the transition to democracy in the 

1970s in numerous ways to moderate civilian conflict (including pro

scribing the candidacy of populist Assad Bucaram, uncle of the subse

quently impeached President Abdala Bucaram), strengthen the civilian 

government's ability to govern, and limit civilian "meddling" in the mili

tary organization.33 Civil-military relations in Ecuador provided the mil

itary with considerable formal and informal autonomy. The Constitution 

of 1979 gave the military a role in the social and economic development 

of the country, linking these to national security. Congress had the re

sponsibility to exercise oversight on defense policy; but civilians lacked 

expertise on defense matters, thereby making it difficult for effective 

oversight to occur. The military was guaranteed a share of revenue from 

petroleum exports, thus further reducing civilian control of the military 

budget. It was a treasonable act to defame the armed forces.  

The armed forces were the most respected institution in the coun

try during this period, far outdistancing congress and the presidency.34 

The weight of such popular support further increased the influence of 

the military in politics. Some elements on the right of the political spec

trum repeatedly called for military intervention against center-left gov

ernments. When it appeared that Abdala Bucaram might win the 1988 

presidential elections, opinion polls demonstrated majority support for 

a military coup to prevent him from assuming office. Some civilian senti

ment for such a move still existed when Bucaram won the 1996 elections.  

President Le6n Febres Cordero (1984-1988), in particular, sought to use 

the military in his disputes with congress and numerous social forces.  

In spite of high levels of popular support, however, the military did 

not dominate the government. Ecuador is led by civilians, and the mili

tary prefers it that way. In the nineteen years of democracy preceding the
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1998 peace agreement, only one military coup was attempted (by the air 
force high command against Febres Cordero in 1986), and it was quashed 
by the army itself. The army even stood by when congress acted on the 
margins of the constitution and impeached Bucaram in 1997, bypassed 
the vice president, and installed its own leader in the presidency.35 Dem
onstrators' demand for the military to oust Mahuad in 2000 and the gen
eral public's acceptance of his forced replacement even when the coup 
against him failed illustrate that the 1997 episode of civilian recurrence 
to unconstitutional means of unseating leaders cannot be dismissed by 
citing the peculiarities of President Bucaram. As this event demonstrates, 
the military had sufficient popular backing to weigh in on a dispute and 
affect the outcome on the margins.  

Peru 

The Peruvian president has the initiative on national security policy, but 
operational control is largely in the hands of the military. In 1981 Be
ladnde first tried to use special police forces (Sinchis) to deal with the 
Shining Path guerrillas in Ayacucho, but they were withdrawn after sev
eral months due to a number of incidents of bad behavior that outraged 
the local population. As the guerrilla threat increased in 1982, Beladnde 
(with congressional approval) declared seven provinces in the Ayacucho 
area to be an Emergency Zone, which suspended some constitutional 
guarantees there and put the affected region under the political control 
of the local military base's commanding general. President Garcia ini
tially attempted to strengthen civilian control over the armed forces by 
creating a Ministry of Defense and developing his own paramilitary and 
intelligence agents operating out of the Interior Ministry. But his deci
sion to rely on the army and the Republican Guard to put down a prison 
revolt by Shining Path inmates in 1986 and his attempt to promote Alian
za Popular Revolucionaria Americana (APRA, American Revolutionary 
Popular Alliance) sympathizers within the officer corps short-circuited 

that effort. 36 

Under President Fujimori, the Peruvian civil-military relationship 
evolved into a dominant-subordinate relationship in which Fujimori, a 
civilian, was dominant. In this type of relationship the dominant partner 
identifies threats and designs appropriate responses. These actions are 
based on the dominant partner's interests and perceptions. Fujimori's 
coup of 1992 resolved the problem of civilian disagreement about the ap
propriate role of the military in periods of political strife between the 
legislative and executive branches in favor of the president.
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President Fujimori made a bargain with one of the competing 

groups of officers to garner the institution's support for his govern

ment.37 Some analysts see the military as severely constraining Fujimo

ri, on the basis of his 1995 grant of blanket amnesty to the military for 

any human rights violations carried out in their fight against internal 

subversion or narcotrafficking as well as his 1992 announcement that 

military courts would have jurisdiction over trials of civilians accused 

of crimes against national security.38 However, Argentine President Car

los Menem, whose antimilitarist credentials are widely acknowledged, 39 

also extended an amnesty to the military in an effort to end what he 

saw as a corrosive human rights debate.40 In President Fujimori's case, 

he shifted responsibility for trials of alleged terrorists to the military 

courts because the civilian judicial system had completely broken down 

in the face of long delays and systematic threats and assassinations of 

judges by Shining Path.  

Furthermore, he kept his original choice of Gen. Nicolas Hermoza 

de Bari as chief of the Joint Command of the Armed Forces even after 

his retirement. This was not only unprecedented but was opposed by the 

military from the beginning because Hermoza did not meet the estab

lished merit requirements for the position. In addition, during the 1995 

war President Fujimori decided to go to Tiwintza, accompanied by the 

press, against military advice.4' He also removed Hermoza after the gen

eral claimed credit for the successful operation in April 1997 against the 

Movimiento Revolucionario Tuipac Amaru (MRTA, Tupac Amaru Revolu

tionary Movement) guerrillas who were holding the Japanese ambas

sador and others hostage and opposed the diplomatic settlement with 

Ecuador as it was emerging in August 1998. In short, President Fujimori 

retained the initiative with the military, made a clear distinction between 

operational and policy questions, and was willing to intervene in opera

tional questions when it affected his political program.42 

Leader Characteristics 

The personal qualities that chief executives bring to bear in the decision 

-making process can be and often are crucial in determining policy out

comes. Table 1.5 in Chapter 1 illustrates the relationship between innova

tion and risk acceptance and the institutional constraints under which 

leaders operate. As that table notes, the innovator pushes new ideas, 

while the risk taker tries to alter the institutional status quo. An inno

vator who is not a risk taker pushes new approaches only as far as the
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institutional context allows; for a risk taker who is not an innovator, in
stitutional adjustments are vehicles for old ideas. A chief executive who 
is neither sticks to traditional policies within existing institutions and 
procedures.  

In assessing the characteristics of Ecuador's and Peru's leaders, we 
cannot use the policy decisions relating to the 1995 war and the tortuous 
road to the 1998 peace to determine the degree to which those policies 
can be explained by their personal characteristics. The presidents of both 
Ecuador and Peru confronted major domestic political and economic 
challenges not related to the conflict and its resolution, however, so we 

can use their responses to ascertain whether they were innovators and 
risk takers.  

President Sixto Durn Ball6n (1992-1996: president during the 
1995 war) was a conservative and initially adopted standard conserva

tive policies to deal with the economic crisis: budget cuts, an increase in 
prices of government-provided goods (energy prices and petroleum de
rivatives), decreases in state employment levels, and exchange rate de
valuations. This was the decade of the Washington Consensus promoting 
market economies, so privatization, minimizing government regulation, 

and promoting free trade pacts with neighbors (but not with Peru) were 
also standard responses in the Durn Balln administration,43 although a 
number of its fiscal reforms were ahead of their time. In the Ecuadorean 
political context, creating a new political party (Partido Unido Repub
licano [PUR, United Republican Party]) to seek office is not particularly 
innovative (Bucaram and an indigenous group did so as well), and Duran 
Ball6n's privatization efforts were very cautious.  

Furthermore, even though Durin Ball6n's party had only 10 percent 
of congressional seats at the beginning of his term (which dropped to less 
than 5 percent after the midterm elections), congress still passed virtu
ally all of his reforms, even those he initiated under his executive powers.  
This provides another indication that Durn Ball6n was at best only a 
moderate innovator during his term." 

Abdali Bucaram (August 1996-February 1997) was mercurial in tem
perament; his administration, short as it was, was also extremely cor
rupt. During his electoral campaign, his competitors labeled him "El 
Loco" (the crazy one) because of his tendency to drink heavily, dance wild
ly, and sing boisterously; Bucaram gleefully accepted the nickname. Once 
in office, he advanced fiscal and monetary proposals that were rejected 
by congress because they "lack[ed] political and economic credibility."45 

Even though the parties in congress were all turning against him and
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calls for the military to oust him were increasing, Bucaram did not mod

erate his behavior. We can thus identify him as a recklessly innovative 

and risk-taking leader.  

Fabian Alarcon (interim president February 1997-August 1998) was 

very cautious and moderate during his brief term. While it was clear that 

he was in office only until new presidential elections could be held, Ecua

dor continued to experience serious economic and social challenges, in

cluding the rise of a new political party to represent the long ignored in

digenous population. An innovator and risk taker would have attempted 

to push the limits of his interim status to promote what he thought were 

much-needed changes; Alarc6n did not.  

Jamil Mahuad (August 1998-January 2000) began his administration 

with moderate fiscal and financial reforms that garnered the support of 

congress, where his party controlled only 35 percent of the seats. But 

as the economic crisis heightened and then spun out of control, particu

larly in the banking sector, Mahuad pushed harder on economic reforms.  

After a run on the banks, he initially responded by making the banks re

sponsible for the credits they had issued and then froze the accounts of 

depositors. Mahuad had sought support in congress from the right, but 

when that failed to materialize he successfully bargained with the left.  

However, massive and constant national protests continued through the 

second half of 1999.  

Convinced that radical measures were necessary, Mahuad began 

to dollarize the economy, provoking his overthrow in January 2000 by a 

coalition of indigenous groups and some military officers. Although the 

coup attempt was put down, Mahuad was forced to resign in favor of 

his vice president. On balance, Mahuad's short-lived presidency provides 

sufficient material to characterize him as innovative and risk acceptant.  

Turning to Peru, Alberto Fujimori (1990-November 2000) made a 

number of innovative and risky public policy decisions throughout his 

decade in the presidency. Upon taking office, he promoted a dramatic 

economic liberalization that caught his electoral supporters by surprise, 

angered many of them, and had little support in congress-but he went 

forward anyway. In 1992 President Fujimori responded to what he said 

was congressional opposition to his domestic policies by closing con

gress and suspending the 1979 Constitution. After being pressed by the 

international community to restore democracy, he was also intimately 

involved in writing a new constitution designed to legitimate market

oriented reform and neo-liberalism while also creating a unicameral leg

islature and enhancing some presidential powers.4 6
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Table 3.3. Characteristics of Peruvian and Ecuadorean Leaders 

Risk Taker/Innovator Risk Taker/ Innovator/ Not Risk Taker/ 
Not Innovator Not Risk Taker Not Innovator 

Mahuad and Fujimori None Durn Ballin moderately Alarc6n 
strongly so innovative 

Bucaram recklessly so 

On the border dispute, Fujimori seized upon a Militarized Interstate Dis
pute (MID) in 1991 to push for a definitive settlement, although he was 
criticized in congress for not dealing harshly with Ecuador.47 

Between 1991 and 1993 he offered Ecuador a package linking eco
nomic development projects, a free port on the Amazon, reciprocal secu
rity measures, and arms limitations along the border in exchange for a 
border demarcation specified by the 1942 protocol. His trip to Ecuador to 
offer details on the economic proposals represented the first such visit by 
a Peruvian president; he would go three times in all.  

Table 3.3 provides a summary of the leadership characteristics of 
these heads of state of Ecuador and Peru in terms of innovating and risk 

taking.  

Conclusion 

The institutional context of democracy has important similarities and 
differences in Ecuador and Peru. Politicians are voted out of office in both 
the legislative and executive branches of government, thus indicating 
that they are ultimately accountable to an electorate, though the degree 
of accountability varies between countries as well as over time within 

each country.  
Peru's democratic institutions provided for important constraints 

upon the president, but they depended upon the presence of a strong 
party system. While it is true that Fujimori contributed substantially to 
the weakening of the party system, it was already in decay by the time he 
took office in 1990. The judiciary was a weak constraint, not because of 
executive interference per se but rather because of its lack of indepen
dence historically and because it had been overwhelmed by the insur
gency crisis of the 1980s. Peru's institutional context, both formal and 
informal, provided the chief executive with a great deal of policy leeway 
once the president was elected and his party controlled congress.  

The operative institutional context within which Ecuador dealt with 
Peru was characterized by two key relationships; one between the leg-
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islative and executive branches and the other involving political elites, 

parties, and the electorate. In the legislative-executive relationship, con

gress held the upper hand. While the executive sought dramatic econom

ic changes (liberal reforms), congress demonstrated repeatedly that it 

could and would block those policies. Congress's reach into the Supreme 

Court and tribunal courts prevented the judicial system from effectively 

playing a mediating or authoritative role in distinguishing between func

tions of the two branches of government. Only the military could rein in 

the congress, but it would have had to go beyond its formal institutional 

role, thereby increasing the potential costs to itself of becoming more 

politically active. In addition, its fear of becoming drawn into the day-to

day politics of governing generally kept it on the sidelines.  

In terms of our hypotheses relating leader characteristics and insti

tutional constraints (Tables 1.5 and 3.3), President Fujimori was an inno

vator and a risk taker who was faced with different levels of institutional 

constraints in 1995 and 1998. In 1995 the border skirmishes escalated 

into war at precisely the time of the campaign for the first elections under 

the new Constitution of 1993; neither the domestic nor the international 

legitimacy of the newly reformed democratic polity he had created could 

survive if he attempted to suspend or dramatically modify those con

straints. Although Fujimori was a risk taker, he was not recklessly so. His 

risk aversion had to be high in 1995 because the credibility of his new po

litical regime was at stake; consequently, we hypothesize that he reacted 

to events "by sticking to traditional policy positions" and that the hand of 

history was strong. By 1998, however, Peruvian new democratic institu

tions had achieved a level of legitimacy both domestically and interna

tionally. With President Fujimori's party firmly in control of congress, he 

was in a position to act as an innovator and risk taker to push "new ideas 

while seeking to alter institutional constraints." 

Ecuador's President Durin Ball6n was a moderate innovator but very 

cautious. Thus we would expect him to be careful to take heed of the po

litical winds before responding to a new situation, such as the outbreak 

of war. Presidents Bucaram and Mahuad were also risk takers and inno

vators, but Bucaram's recklessness virtually guaranteed that he would 

fall victim to the institutional constraints he faced. We would expect in

terim president Fabian Alarc6n to play essentially an observer role, un

willing to push for any important policy changes even in the face of a 

deteriorating situation. President Mahuad, in contrast, was the Ecuador

ean leader most likely to bet on a new policy if he believed that it would 

succeed and bring the opposition around to his side.



DOMESTIC POLITICS AND THE PUSH TOWARD WAR 

This chapter analyzes the domestic political dynamics that produced 
war between Ecuador and Peru in 1995. Because the decision to respond 
to one of a series of minor border engagements by escalating to war was 
taken at the highest levels of government, we focus on the policy-making 
context in which the decision was made. While the broader context for 
the 1995 war includes both international and domestic factors, we argue 
that domestic considerations were determinant in producing the actual 
decision to fight. Therefore we focus our analysis largely on these factors.  

In his analysis of interstate militarized disputes in Latin America, 
Mares has highlighted the key factors that determine whether policy 
makers would find it in their interest to engage in foreign military ac
tivities.' The basic argument is that leaders use foreign policy to provide 
collective and private goods to their domestic constituencies. The key 
question for leaders is whether the use of military force will benefit their 
constituencies at a cost that they are willing to pay and whether they can 
survive their displeasure if the costs are high.  

The willingness of constituencies to pay costs varies with the value 
that they attach to the good in question, and their ability to constrain the 
leader varies with the institutional structure of accountability. The costs 
of using military force are influenced by the political-military strategy 
for the use of force, the strategic balance with the rival nation, and the
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characteristics of the military force used. A leader may choose to use 

force only when the costs produced by the combination of the political

military strategy chosen (S), the strategic balance (SB), and the character

istics of the force used (CF) are equal to or lower than the costs acceptable 

to the leader's constituency (CC), minus any slippage in accountability 

that is produced by the means of selecting leaders (A). Although force will 

not always be used when these conditions are met, force will certainly 

not be used in their absence. This dynamic may be expressed in the fol

lowing equation: 

S + SB + CF< CC - A may lead to the decision to use force 

S+SB+CF>CC-A no force will be used 

In the first section of this chapter we briefly recapitulate the positions 

of each country on the Amazon issue. The second section examines the 

factors affecting the costs associated with the potential use of force: S, 

SB, and CF. The third and fourth sections examine CC and A. The conclud

ing section considers how and why a public within one democracy can 

in some circumstances be a stimulus for the use of force, even against 

another democracy.  

Amazon Issue Foreign Policy 

Ecuador's long-standing civilian and military leadership's concern for 

the Amazon issue revolves around its historical role in forging a na

tional identity rather than serving economic or international political

strategic interests, which are minor at best.2 Ecuador was created by 

bringing together vastly different provinces (the sierra and the coast), 

with very poor communications connecting them and with a large, his

torically unintegrated indigenous population. The glue that held the 

nation together internally consisted of caudillo, cacique, and familial 

clientelism in combination with the external threat posed by Peruvian 

claims to territory in the Amazon basin and southern coast. As in the case 

of Europe,3 external threats played an important role in the creation of 

the Ecuadorean state and national identity. Occasional revolts against 

the traditional elites took the form of mass populism. 4 But the spasms 

of populism failed to create a new basis for Ecuador's national identity.5 

Ecuadorean presidents since 1947 have wanted to settle the dispute 

with Peru, but not at the expense of the country's claim to sovereignty 

in the Amazon. The consistent foreign policy good was not settlement
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per se but rather a sovereign outlet to the Amazon. Achieving this goal 

would enable the president to recover some of the national pride and 

self-respect that most Ecuadoreans believed Peru had trampled on with 

its "aggression" in 1941, reinforcing national identity in the process. It 
thus constituted a "public good." Ecuadorean leaders did not pursue any 

private goods in this rivalry.  

Peruvian presidents had a different foreign policy goal, reflecting 

that country's diplomatic and military advantages over Ecuador. Having 

won the 1941 war, Peru's leaders had to deliver its gains. Since virtually 
all Peruvians accepted the Rio Protocol, the 1942 treaty that formalized 

the peace and defined the border, defending it was a "public good." This 
meant that Peruvian leaders had to avoid getting caught in a diplomatic 

renegotiation that would give Ecuador sovereign access to the Amazon, in 

effect delivering a "public bad." 
When President Fujimori (1990-2000) embarked on his neo-liberal 

development program for Peru in 1990, the building of economic link

ages with neighboring countries became an important factor in Peruvian 

foreign policy. These potential economic links would constitute a public 
good to the degree that their benefits were widely distributed. If these 

economic benefits were limited to groups in the border area, however, 

they would be private goods. Fujimori certainly saw them in the broader 
context and hence as public goods.  

Expected Costs of Using Force 

Political-Military Strategy (S) 

Ecuador first challenged the protocol settlement in the diplomatic arena, 

declaring it "inapplicable" in 1950 and "null" in 1960. In the mid-1 970s the 
United States signaled that this strategy was appropriate when it said 

that Peru's position was too intransigent. The democratic governments 
after 1979 followed their predecessors' leads. Ecuador appealed to the 

UN in 1980 and 1991 and to the OAS in 1980 and 1981 to take up the issue; 
in 1991 Ecuador suggested the pope as a possible mediator.  

Ecuador's purely diplomatic strategy could not propel Peru to re

negotiate. International actors were reluctant to reopen issues that had 

been legitimated in an international treaty, and Ecuador did not have the 
capability by itself to pressure Peru into discussing the issue. In the face 

of Peru's rejection of third-party involvement outside the parameters of 

the Rio Protocol, Ecuador's democratic governments followed a strategy 

of using military force to keep the issue alive and to induce third parties
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to intervene. Ecuador did not attempt to seize and control the disputed 

territory.  

This strategy was predicated on not provoking Peru into escalating 

a conflict as long as Ecuador's armed forces were unable to hold out long 

enough for third parties to intervene diplomatically. The 1981 debacle, 

when Peru's forces quickly repulsed Ecuador's military incursions, dem

onstrated the continued weakness of the Ecuadorean armed forces. Over 

the next decade they developed their military capabilities and lulled the 

Peruvians with confidence-building measures among military personnel 

in the Cordillera del C6ndor zone. 7 

Ecuador's strategy after 1981 also took into account Peru's domes

tic institutional context. Ecuador's military command believed that the 

Peruvian military became demoralized and corrupted after a decade of 

fighting a civil war against both guerrillas and the drug trade (during 

which the institution was heavily criticized for human rights abuses and 

involvement in narcotics trafficking activities). Ecuadorean authorities 

also concluded that President Fujimori's interference with the military 

chain of command in order to assure personal loyalty further had dam

aged the institutional integrity of Peru's military.  

Given these negative developments, Ecuador expected that Peru 

would be surprised by its military's defensive capabilities, waste signifi

cant resources in trying to overwhelm them, and be unable to adjust its 

local strategy before the costs of the war forced it to escalate or negotiate 

a cease-fire. Faced with significant losses in the Amazon, aware that Ec

uador's navy had already left port, and observing the mobilized army in 

the south, Peru was expected to negotiate.8 

The Ecuadoreans patiently waited for the right moment. In 1987 they 

discovered a new Peruvian outpost, Paquisha, in territory recognized 

as Ecuadorean during the post-Rio Protocol demarcation in the 1940s.  

Rather than denounce it at the time, they waited until 1991 to make it an 

issue.9 During the 1991 controversy Ecuador did not back down; conflict 

was avoided by a gentlemen's agreement establishing a security zone and 

the mutual withdrawal of forces from two outposts. Neither side with

drew, however, producing a stalemate unchanged by minor Militarized 

Interstate Disputes (MIDs) in 1993 and 1994. These events suggest that 

Ecuador was ready to contest Peru militarily by 1991 but needed Peru to 

initiate the fighting.  

Peru's political-military strategy was based on the sanctity of in

ternational treaties and did not change with the return of democracy in 

1980. Peru argued that the Rio Protocol called for the four guarantors to
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resolve any disagreement within the parameters of the treaty. Under the 
terms of the treaty, Ecuador and Peru were to negotiate a separate instru
ment that would give Ecuador the right to transit Peruvian waters to the 
Amazon but not a sovereign outlet. Hence Peruvian leaders could ignore, 
if not explicitly reject, Ecuadorean calls for outside parties to intervene.  

Within this Peruvian strategy, the use of military force was guided 
by two goals. The first was to keep Ecuador from effectively establishing 
outposts in remote disputed areas. The second was to resolve any mil
itary confrontation quickly, so as to avoid international pressure for a 
new basis for settling the dispute.  

Diplomacy could produce economic benefits via increased coopera
tion. Both sides were aware that economic diplomacy might be a lever to 
induce the other side to make concessions. When the two countries were 
under military rule, Ecuador's attempt to tie the revival of the Andean 
Pact (an economic integration institution created in 1969) to a discussion 
of the territorial issue was quickly rejected by Peru. More than a decade 
after the return of democracy, when President Fujimori traveled to Ec
uador offering economic cooperation as a means of developing a new bi
lateral relationship, Ecuador's presidents refused to accept any linkages 
with the Amazonian dispute.10 

Strategic Balance (SB) 

The balance of capabilities between Ecuador and Peru became more 
complex after 1980. As long as the dispute remained bilateral and the 
potential for escalation was great, the military balance appeared to favor 
Peru. Ecuadorean decision makers understood the fundamental dispar
ity in military power." Propelled by its defeat in the 1941 war, Ecuador's 
military began to support democratization to free itself from domestic 
politics and professionalize. Detailed analyses of military perceptions 
and justifications for supporting or threatening Ecuadorean democrat
ic governments between 1948 and 1966 do not reveal intramilitary dis
agreements over how to proceed on the Amazonian issue as one of these 
factors.' 2 

However, Ecuador's leaders did not believe that the balance of diplo
matic capabilities favored Peru. First, Ecuador had demonstrated good 
faith in accepting the delimitation of over 95 percent of the border, as 
stipulated in the terms of the protocol. Second, Ecuador perceived that 
outside parties could recognize that the strong had trampled the weak 
in the 1941 conflict; with World War II over, however, the international 
community could remedy the injustice by insisting that Peru negotiate 
a relatively small (compared to what had been "lost") sovereign access to
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the Amazon. Although Peru repeatedly argued for the sanctity of interna

tional treaties, the declaration of inapplicability in 1950 did not question 

the treaty itself. Ecuador argued that the failure of the Rio Protocol to 

incorporate the real geographic situation made negotiations necessary.  

Ecuadorean leaders recognized that the principle of righting an in

justice would not by itself attract sufficient international attention, so 

they needed to keep the issue alive in order to persuade the internation

al community that the dispute was not simply going to disappear and 

therefore that it needed to exert diplomatic pressure on Peru. The mili

tary skirmishes, renewed beginning in 1950, thus were directed at the 

international community, not Peru. The United States raised Ecuador's 

expectations that the international community might favor a "just" solu

tion to the conflict in the mid-1970s when it critiqued Peru's position. The 

active role of the guarantors in terminating the 1981 miniwar, although 

carried out under the auspices of the OAS, indicated to Ecuador's leaders 

that they were on the right track if they could survive Peru's initial mili

tary response.  

Nevertheless, Peru enjoyed diplomatic successes for almost fifty 

years: the OAS, the UN, and even the pope would not agree to mediate the 

dispute, because the Rio Protocol gave this task to its four guarantors.  

The 1981 experience convinced Peruvian leaders that they continued to 

have the military and diplomatic advantage, both because of Peru's quick 

military victory and because they concluded that the guarantors had in

terpreted their role on this occasion as simply helping to evacuate the 

Ecuadoreans safely and restoring the status quo ante.  

Ecuador's armed forces' ability to resist Peruvian attacks in 1995 

shifted the diplomatic balance, however. This time the guarantors wor

ried that the conflict might escalate to large-scale war, especially as 

Peru kept committing more resources to the battleground in the Amazon.  

DurAn Ball6n, fearful that Peru could regroup and overwhelm Ecuador's 

positions, as in 1981, seized upon this new opportunity by convincing 

the international community that he had recognized the protocol and by 

committing the country to work with the guarantors for a resolution of 

the conflict.13 Nevertheless, Peru maintained an advantage in that the me

diators in the negotiations were the guarantors themselves, thus ensur

ing that the negotiations would not stray far from the 1942 Rio Protocol, 

which favored Peru.  

Characteristics of Force Used ((F) 

In the flare-up of the rivalry between the late 1970s and the 1990s, twelve 

minor MIDs (1977-1978, 1983, 1984, two in 1985, 1988, 1989, 1991, 1993,
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1994, 1995, and 1998) and two major ones (1981 and 1995) occurred. From 
the 1950s to the 1980s Ecuador structured its penetration of disputed 
territory with only small units in isolated jungle outposts. In 1981 Ecua
dor constructed outposts on the eastern side of the mountain range, with 
poor lines of communication to Ecuador in the west. This was a quick and 
cheap incursion into disputed territory. Any direct confrontations with 
Peruvian troops would produce quick retreats or at worst a low number 
of casualties. Ecuador did not expect a strong response by Peru, espe
cially not an invasion into Ecuador itself.  

After the 1981 defeat, however, Ecuador's military leaders redesigned 
their approach to the use of force, with a shift in emphasis to its more 
efficient and successful deployment. 4 They chose terrain that would lim
it the maneuverability of hostile aircraft (with mountains at their back 
and steep mountains on each side, Peruvian aircraft could only come 
from one direction). The triple canopy jungle made it difficult to detect Ec
uadorean defenses, thereby allowing soldiers to be hidden in trees with 
surface-to-air missiles. Planting cheap Chinese plastic antipersonnel 
mines made it difficult for Peruvian paratroopers to penetrate the area 
on foot. Weapons purchases seem to have been secret, ensuring that the 
Peruvian military would be unable to take effective countermeasures.' 5 

Effective lines of communication (a system of footpaths leading back to 
Ecuadorean base camps and villages) were developed. The Ecuadoreans 
also contracted Israeli and Chilean intelligence and communication ex
perts to create a system to intercept Peruvian communications. Finally, 
they prepared national defenses in case of escalation, including getting 
the navy out of port quickly.16 

In Peru's case, between 1981 and 1995 the force characteristics em
ployed for confronting Ecuador did not change. Peruvian military leaders 
continued to believe that they retained military superiority, with modern 
fighter-bombers, attack helicopters, and well-trained paratroopers able 
to inflict another quick and inexpensive defeat on any Ecuadorean incur
sions. They also felt that Peru could overcome any initial losses, if they 
occurred, due to high levels of equipment in reserve as a result of a mili
tary buildup in the 1970s in preparation for a possible war with Chile.17 

Because of the military power disparity and Ecuador's exposed posi
tions, in 1981 Peru's response had produced a quick and cheap victory.  
At that time Peru had enough confidence in its military superiority to 
threaten an invasion of Ecuador as well. But in 1995 Peru's miscalcula
tion of its opponent's improved military capacity and the difficulty its 
armed forces had in responding effectively to it contributed to the lead-
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ers' hesitation to attempt to pursue victory this time. However belatedly, 

Peru's recognition of these new CF realities indicates that it understood 

that the military costs of large-scale war were now significantly higher 

than before.  

Cost Summary 

MIDs were low-cost options for Peru as long as it could overwhelm Ec

uadorean outposts easily. The 1941 war had been cheap for Peru, as had 

the 1981 conflict. The potential military and diplomatic costs of renewed 

conflict had increased greatly by 1995, however, and even more so to the 

degree that the international community became involved. For Ecuador, 

MIDs were low-cost options as well, as long as Peru did not escalate. Ec

uador's defeat in 1981 had been expensive and had not advanced its po

litical-military strategy. By 1991 a defensive war looked possible, though 

still costly. From Ecuador's perspective, if members of the international 

community intervened quickly as a result of war, they would likely pres

sure Peru to make some concessions to resolve the dispute.  

Constituency Cost (CC) Acceptability for Ecuador and Peru 

Ecuador 

Democratic politicians after 1979 could draw on past experience to eval

uate what their constituencies wanted and what costs they were inclined 

to accept. Ecuador remained democratic throughout the 1948-1960 pe

riod, during which its strategy to challenge the 1941 settlement was con

ceived and implemented. The distinct constituencies of the three presi

dents elected over these years suggest that a foreign policy demanding 

recognition of Ecuador's sovereign access to the Amazon represented a 

broad national consensus.  

President Galo Plaza Lasso (1948-1952) was a moderate, with good 

relations with the United States. Jos6 Maria Velasco Ibarra (1952-1956) 

won the presidency behind a conservative and populist alliance, as did 

Camilo Ponce Enriquez (1956-1960) and Velasco Ibarra (1960-1963) a sec

ond time. President Plaza had little internal opposition when he declared 

the protocol "inapplicable." President Velasco Ibarra had just been elect

ed, with more votes than the combined total of all his opponents, when he 

declared the treaty "null" in 1960.  

After the country's poor performance on the battlefield and in the 

OAS during the miniwar of 1981, Ecuador's foreign ministry undertook 

a national opinion survey on the issue to update the government's evalu-
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ation of national sentiment. The diplomatic corps perceived Ecuador's 
strategy as fundamentally flawed because it contested the principle of 
the sanctity of treaties and sacrificed national development to a vague 
territorial issue. However, the opinion poll confirmed the popularity of 
the strategy of nullification and sovereign access.' 8 In 1983 the Ecuador
ean congress reiterated the country's claim that the protocol was null 
and void.19 

Another poll carried out in 1992 provided further evidence of Ecua
dorean feeling on the issue. The overwhelming majority of Ecuadoreans 
believed that the border issue obstructed development (79 percent yes, 15 
percent no), and a majority believed the country should have free trade 
with Peru (55 percent yes, 39 percent no). These data indicate that Ecua
doreans were well aware of the economic costs resulting from the dis
pute. Nevertheless, 49 percent believed Peru to be an "enemy" country, 

compared with only 39 percent who perceived it to be friendly, making it 
clear that Ecuadoreans expected Peru to make the concession that would 

improve relations. 20 

Ecuadoreans were not ignorant of the costs of continuing the con

flict: 53 percent of Quitefios and 38.5 percent of Guayaquil respondents in 

a 1996 poll believed that Ecuador was more affected economically by the 

war than was Peru, and an overwhelming 80 percent believed that armed 

confrontations would recur. In addition, while most believed that Ecua

dor had "won" in 1995 (55.0 percent in Quito and 74.3 percent in Guaya

quil), respondents were far more pessimistic regarding the country's 

ability to prevail in a new confrontation (39.5 percent in Quito and 52.0 

percent in Guayaquil). 21 

However, Ecuadorean presidents have military as well as civilian 

constituents. The military, while not interested in governing after 1976, 

was concerned about the territorial issue. Civilians wanted the military 

to professionalize, both in order to implement the country's political

military strategy on the border and to ensure the continuation of democ

racy. Since democracy's return in Ecuador in 1979, four elected presidents 

had overseen the expansion of their military institution's capability. As 

a result, military capacity increased substantially under democratic 

auspices through increased expenditures, even as the military's share of 

Gross National Product (GNP) declined. 22 Ecuador's military learned the 
lessons of its embarrassing defeat in 1981 and looked for the government 

to support its efforts to reverse future results.23 The Ecuadorean mili

tary was not anxious for a large-scale war, both because the outcome was
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uncertain at best and because the economic costs to the country would 

almost certainly be devastating.  

Peru 

Since returning to democracy in 1980, Peru had three elected presidents 

during the time frame under consideration: Fernando Belaunde Terry 

(1980-1985), Alan Garcia P6rez (1985-1990), and Alberto Fujimori Fujimo

ri (1990-2000). Fujimori was also the head of state during the authoritar

ian interlude between the dissolution of congress in April 1992 and the 

plebiscite in November 1993 confirming the new constitution.While each 

leader had distinct constituencies, none of the coalitions expressed any 

interest in resolving the dispute with Ecuador by renegotiating the Rio 

Protocol.  
Belaunde, elected by a broad national coalition, received 45 percent 

of the presidential vote, compared to the runner-up with 27 percent. This 

was the first elected government after the transition to democracy, so the 

military represented an indirect constituency as well. Belainde's elec

toral coalition would collapse in protest over economic and social policy 

as well as corruption.24 Yet there was no pressure to change policy toward 

Ecuador. The military leaders wanted a convincing response in 1981 to 

deter future incursions by its northern neighbor, and Belaunde worked 

closely with them.25 Lending support to this approach were strong expres

sions of public sentiment in favor of expelling Ecuador from the area.26 

Garcia's populist coalition of center-left parties controlled congress, 

with 105 of the 180 deputies and half of the 60 senators (the other half 

were distributed among fifteen other parties).27 The leading constitu

encies in this multiclass alliance were domestically oriented business, 

the middle class, and the urban working class. The promise of resources 

distributed by the state and a nationalist ideology brought the alliance 

together. An economic crisis after 1987, largely the result of the popu

list program itself, split the alliance and led to Garcia's dramatic fall in 

public approval ratings from over 90 percent at the beginning of his term 

to just over 10 percent at the end.28 Judging by the absence of the dispute 

in academic analyses on the period, the continued conflict with Ecuador 

seems not to have been a factor in Garcia's rise and fall or in his own 
views of the pressing issues facing the country.  

Fujimori's electoral coalition was not party based and did not con

trol congress from 1990 to 1992 but did have a majority in the Constitu

ent Congress (which wrote the Constitution of 1993) from 1992 to 1995
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and the regular congress after the 1995 elections.29 He won the 1990 elec
tions in the second round with 62.4 percent of the vote, despite being 
outspent by runner-up Mario Vargas Llosa by 60 to 1.30 The success of 
the Fujimori government's market liberalization reforms in controlling 
inflation and promoting growth, as well as its achievements in combat
ing guerrilla violence, made the president very popular both in Peru and 
abroad. 31 Because working toward a better economic relationship with 
Ecuador was important for the administration's development program, 
Fujimori initiated efforts to improve relations within the context of the 
1942 protocol. Pre-1995 efforts were limited to economic incentives, how
ever, and generated little opposition.  

In general Peruvians had a positive disposition toward Ecuador. In 
a poll conducted in January 1994, a year before the 1995 war, 63 percent 
of respondents perceived Ecuador as a "friendly country" and only 23 
percent as an "enemy." (Many Peruvians, however, do refer derogatorily 
to Ecuadoreans as monos [monkeys]. Combined with the territorial is
sue, this attitude may help explain why 49 percent of Ecuadoreans saw 
Peru as an enemy.) In an April 1994 poll, 41 percent of Peruvians believed 
that "no problem" existed between the two countries because the proto
col had resolved it. Of those who saw a problem, more than half believed 
that the guarantor countries of the protocol should arbitrate it. Fully 73 
percent believed that demarcation should proceed along the lines of the 
protocol.32 

Peruvians believed that Ecuador had been progressively intruding 
on Peruvian territory: 65 percent thought that the troops had been there 
before 1994, and another 16 percent that they had arrived in 1994. During 

the 1995 war, two opinion polls in February found overwhelming sup
port for the actions of the armed forces (86.5 percent and 88.4 percent), 

but a bare majority approved the behavior of the guarantor countries (54 
percent and 57 percent). Fujimori's military response during the war was 
supported by 59.2 percent; his chief rival, Javier Perez de Cuellar, who ad
vocated a more forceful response,33 received the approval of 46.6 percent.  
At the same time, many Peruvians were aware that this conflict would not 
be a repeat of the miniwar of 1981; just 34 percent thought that it would 
take one to two months to expel the invaders, while another 29 percent 
believed that it would take longer. The war was important enough to Pe
ruvians that 55 percent believed that presidential elections should be 
postponed if the war continued.34 In short, Peruvians supported the war 
effort, although they desired peace.
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Leaders' Accountability to Constituencies (A) in Ecuador and Peru 

Ecuador 

Ecuadorean civil society is well organized and willing to engage in pres

sure group activity independently from its representatives in congress.  

A group of indigenous communities that had begun to organize in the 

1980s, the Confederacion de Nacionalidades Indigenas del Ecuador 

(CONAIE, Confederation of Indigenous Nationalities of Ecuador), went on 

a national strike in 1991 to call attention to their economic and political 

plight. By 1996 they had become an important political party, Pachacutik.  

Student groups, business associations, and unions went on a national 

strike in 1997 to protest against President Bucaram's administration.  

Mass demonstrations in the main plaza of Ecuador's capital, Quito, be

came a common occurrence.  

Because of popular support for a sovereign access to the Amazon, 

presidents were unwilling to follow the foreign ministry's perception 

that the issue needed to be resolved under the available means (the Rio 

Protocol). Something had to change in a positive direction for Ecuador 

before the public could perceive that a resolution with sovereign access 

was acceptable, and no president could bring about those changes by 

himself.  

As noted in Chapter 3, the armed forces were the most respected in

stitution in the country during this period, far outdistancing either con

gress or the presidency.35 Popular support provided a major basis for mil

itary influence in politics, but the historical record does not suggest that 

presidents perceived that the military was keeping them on a tight leash 

with respect to the territorial dispute.  

We do not know the details of the decision to move Ecuadorean 

troops into the disputed territory; but it was not a secret move by the mil

itary, because President Jaime Rold6s (1979-1981) visited the outposts in 

August 1980.36 Once the fighting began in 1981, it is possible that the ci

vilian government had little control over military operations.37 President 

Rold6s made the decision to ask the OAS and the "four friendly countries" 

to mediate without consulting the military, however, whose leadership 

did not seek to overturn the request.38 Although the military may not have 

entirely agreed with President Sixto Duran Ball6n (1992-1996) in his 1995 

decision once again to accept the validity of the Rio Protocol as the best 

way to terminate the outbreak of war with Peru, it did not oppose the 

decision. 39
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It was clear that the Ecuadorean military could weigh into a dispute 
and affect the outcome, so a president had to consider its views. Because 
the military was not interested in governing, however, the accountabil
ity of presidents to that institution and its leadership was indirect and 
depended more on the military's influence with civil society. Politicians 
were failing to resolve the various political and economic crises that con
front Ecuador, making public clamor for a more direct military role in 
governing a distinct possibility.40 

Duran Ball6n did not want war but could not unilaterally withdraw 
in the face of initial Ecuadorean military success in resisting Peruvian 
efforts to dislodge its forces from Tiwintza, not only because the military 
opposed retreat but also because the public would not have accepted it.  
His government had been weakened by the economic crisis and a failed 
referendum to force economic policy changes blocked by congress. The 
war produced a "rally around the flag" effect, however, and lifted his ap
proval ratings.41 Fearing the economic and military consequences of fur
ther military escalation, Durn Ball6n quickly improvised. He made a de
liberately ambiguous reference to the guarantor countries to mediate the 
dispute, asking for an emergency meeting of the Rio Protocol guarantors 
to "inform them of the most recent border incidents ... [and to ask] these 
countries for help in resolving them." 42 While the guarantors and the Pe
ruvians interpreted this request as recognition of the protocol, in Ecua
dor the ambiguity resulted in a perception that the mediation request 
included reexamining the "illegitimate" treaty that was the underlying 

basis of the dispute.43 

Yet the willingness of the guarantor countries to mediate did not 
mean that Durn Ball6n would call off the troops. Seeking to recover the 
initiative, Fujimori and the Peruvian armed forces militarily engaged the 
Ecuadoreans despite declarations of cease-fire; the Ecuadoreans retali
ated and stood their ground in Tiwintza. Continuing to fight perceived 
Peruvian "aggression" was too important for the public, and the mili
tary desperately desired to preserve its localized success. Consequently, 
Duran Balln continued to pay the costs of war until Fujimori accepted 

the military status quo.  

Peru 

President Fujimori's accountability to his constituency in early 1995 was 
probably at its high point; as noted in Chapter 3, the very legitimacy of 
his new project for Peru was at stake, as embodied in the 1992 coup, the 
1993 Constitution, and the April 1995 election run-up in which he was a
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candidate for reelection. Fujimori did not try to govern without popular 

support; not only did his coup in 1992 have overwhelming approval and 

his 1993 Constitution pass in a referendum, but when scandal caused 

that support to collapse in 2000 he left office rather than attempt to ex

tend his rule by violence. Consequently, the decisions he made during the 

war implied great domestic political risks for him. Risk acceptance was 

not his only personality trait at work during this time; his personal au

thoritarian bent demonstrated his commitment to impose high costs on 

those who opposed his major projects.  

Fujimori seized upon the 1991 flare-up to push for a definitive settle

ment, although he was criticized in congress for not dealing harshly with 

Ecuador." In 1991, 1992, and 1993 he offered Ecuador a package linking 

economic development projects, a free port on the Amazon, and recipro

cal security measures and arms limitations along the border in exchange 

for a border demarcation associated with the Rio Protocol. His 1991 trip 

to Ecuador to offer details on the proposals represented the first by a Pe

ruvian president; he would eventually go three times.  

At the same time when Fujimori was extending the olive branch (on 

Peruvian terms), he demonstrated his unwillingness to compromise on 

fundamental points. In early 1991 Ecuador asked privately that Peru 

abandon the disputed outpost. Peru initially responded with threats, 

then accepted a gentlemen's agreement on mutual withdrawal of forces, 

which soon collapsed after the Peruvian military expressed its vehement 

opposition,4 5 setting the stage for war in 1995.  

We can gauge some of Fujimori's accountability to the people and 

congress at work during the 1995 war, as it coincided with the presiden

tial campaign. Fujimori's major opponent, former UN secretary general 

Javier P6rez de Cuellar, and his military advisors publicly wondered 

about Fujimori's ability to defend Peruvian interests and called for 

more severe action against Ecuador. In response, Fujimori claimed that 

his conciliatory policies had been designed to deceive Ecuador and in

creased Peru's efforts to win on the battlefield.46 Fujimori was not plan

ning to cede sovereign access to the Amazon to Ecuador, and regional 

economic development fit in with his neo-liberal outlook (he sought simi

lar programs with Peru's major rival, Chile). Hence one should take this 

claim to be defensive campaign rhetoric. In March he offered Ecuador 

the carrot of a possible free trade zone in the Amazon but retracted it as a 

result of congressional opposition.47 

Fujimori won in a landslide in April, although his victory probably 

had more to do with his success in bringing down inflation, stimulating
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economic growth, and curbing the Shining Path guerrillas as well as a 
deceptive public relations campaign in the media than with the war with 
Ecuador.  

Assessment of Cost Acceptance and Leadership Accountability 

Constituencies in both countries were knowledgeable about the dis
pute and favored a resolution, but each expected the other side to make 
greater concessions. Both countries' sets of constituencies repeatedly 

demonstrated a willingness to accept the costs of war if necessary to 
defend their countries' interests in the Amazon. As long as Peru refused 
to recognize the legitimacy of their claims for renegotiation, Ecuador
eans supported the militarized bargaining strategy even at the expense 
of the economic benefits they expected from better relations with Peru.  
For their part, Peruvians supported using military force to defend the Rio 
Protocol.  

Redemocratization did not imply greater accountability of elected 
heads of state to either the legislature or the electorate. In Ecuador, this 
slippage after election was largely the result of the prohibition on re

election and the weakness of the party system, especially in congress.  
In Peru, presidents were theoretically more accountable because they 
could compete for presidential office again after sitting out at least one 

term. President Belannde did not harbor expectations of winning another 
term, however, because he was already in his seventies. President Garcia 
felt little accountability to the electorate, apparently miscalculating that 
the APRA party could survive voter disapproval of his actions as head 
of state. President Fujimori, in contrast, was very accountable in 1995, 
not only because the war broke out during the presidential election cam
paign but also because this was the first election under the new constitu
tion and was supposed to complete Peru's return to democracy after the 
1992 coup. Fujimori needed to win this election with a minimum of fraud, 
so his accountability to the electorate was very high during the war.  

Conclusion 

The 1995 war was popular in both Ecuador and Peru. Each side would 
have preferred to attain its goals without the use of force, but both sides 
were willing to use military action rather than simply accept the other 

country's definition of the border. Policy makers understood these senti
ments and thus were prepared to raise the stakes in 1995 when a new op

portunity emerged for Ecuador to press its claims.
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Ecuador's population disputed the terms of the treaty ending the 

1941 war. Ecuador's leaders consistently sought the means to challenge 

the status quo, not as a diversionary tactic but because their constituen

cies wanted a favorable resolution of the Amazon issue. The geographic 

anomaly in the Rio Protocol provided Ecuador with an opportunity to 

devise a political-military strategy to pursue an outlet to the Amazon.  

Initially, however, it had neither the diplomatic nor the military ability 

to persuade third parties to pressure Peru into negotiating a new set

tlement. Changes in the characteristics of the force used, as well as in 

planning its use, were implemented across four different presidencies.  

These changes produced a shift in the strategic balance by 1995 at a cost 

acceptable to the majority of the population and to the military as well.  

Seizing the diplomatic initiative as peacemaker for the first time ever in 

its conflict, Ecuador enabled the guarantor countries to play an active 

role within the Rio Protocol for the first time in over forty years.  

Peru was the defender of the post-1941 status quo that granted Ecua

dor no sovereign access to the Amazon. Whereas Ecuador had an appre

ciation for the complexity of militarized bargaining, Peru did not. Fujimo

ri's economic carrots were not linked to military policies that could have 

deterred Ecuador's strategy. All Peruvian presidents adopted a straight

forward political-military strategy for defending the protocol. As a de

fender of an internationally recognized status quo, Peru refused to re

open the question. Coercive diplomacy was promised at the local level to 

dissuade incursions, and another blitzkrieg into southern Ecuador was 

threatened if the first approach failed. While these military policies were 

an appropriate response in 1941 and 1981, Peru's strategy became vulner

able to outside party influence when its military capability diminished.  

Because neither the Peruvian military nor Fujimori had a dynamic 

sense of the strategic balance and the population would not accept de

feat, Fujimori found himself forced to escalate the fighting. Not only did 

it fail to completely dislodge the Ecuadoreans, but in the eyes of many of 

its traditional international supporters Peru transformed itself from a 

defender of the status quo into a threat to regional peace.
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The 1995 war changed the international, bilateral, and domestic contexts 
in which this border dispute evolved. This chapter analyzes the domes
tic political dynamics among civilian politicians, diplomats, and military 
officers in Ecuador and Peru after 1995 that permitted adjustments in 
the negotiating positions of the two sides, thereby making resolution a 
realistic possibility. In Chapter 6 we examine the international changes 
produced by the war which helped Ecuadorean and Peruvian leaders ac
tually achieve resolution.  

The analysis does not focus on which side was "right" or make a judg
ment on the merits of the cases presented by the two sides. Over 165 years 
of tension and conflict regarding the border issue clearly demonstrated 
that each side perceived its position to be sufficiently correct and honor
able to defend with war. Rather, we focus on the way in which the result 
of the 1995 war changed the incentives of key players in the domestic 
institutional context in ways that made a settlement possible. Most of 
the important shifts in incentives came on the Ecuadorean side, both be
cause just about everyone in Ecuador and elsewhere perceived Ecuador 
as the winner of this war (see Chapter 2) and because Ecuador continued 
to find itself in the weaker diplomatic position.  

Ecuador's diplomatic weakness on the border issue stemmed most
ly from its efforts over decades to seek revisions of a treaty settlement 
that both parties had signed, which was long recognized by the inter-
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American community and was considered valid under international law.  

In addition, due to its smaller size and greater susceptibility to economic 

problems,1 Ecuador stood to benefit more than Peru from the increased 

economic interactions that resolution of the conflict was likely to pro

duce. Therefore, the country had a greater incentive to shift its position 

on economic grounds as well.  

These weaknesses existed before the 1995 war. So a key question is 

why Ecuador did not shift its negotiating position earlier. The answer 

is primarily that the dispute involved Ecuadoreans' underlying sense of 

identity as a nation, transcending the actual physical territory claimed 

(see the discussion in Chapter 4). Any solution to the dispute therefore had 

to provide Ecuador with both a concrete basis for its claim to be an Ama

zonian nation and a conviction that Peru was dealing with it as an equal.  

In addition, to be viable, any agreement also had to be in the inter

est of the political leadership itself. This chapter analyzes the conditions 

under which the Ecuadorean and Peruvian civilian leaders, diplomats, 

and armed forces found it in their respective interests to resolve the bor

der dispute by focusing on strategic interactions among the relevant 

institutional actors. We do not privilege either democratic processes or 

economic interdependence per se as determining conflict resolution, in 

spite of the abundant literature positing such a relationship.2 Rather, we 

examine the specific interests of each set of domestic actors within the 

Ecuadorean and Peruvian institutional contexts (analyzed in Chapter 3) 

to indicate how continuation of the conflict and specific resolutions of it 

affected those interests.  

The first section of this chapter examines public opinion on relations 

between the two countries at the time of the war and during the settle

ment negotiations. The subsequent three sections focus on the interests 

of diplomats, the military, and politicians as they relate to the border 

issue.  

Public Opinion and the Border Dispute in Ecuador and Peru 

Ecuador 

Public opinion on relations with Peru and the border issue was ambiv

alent, and its implications for policy were not straightforward. Ecua

dorean public opinion showed a distrust of Peru, a split on the tradi

tional nationalist stance regarding the border issue, and a concern over 

the possibility of war but, at the same time, a willingness to engage in 

war rather than give in to Peruvian demands. The dramatic outpouring 

of support for President Durin Ballan when the 1995 war broke out led
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many analysts to conclude that popular sentiment on the need for Ecua
dor to gain sovereign access to the Amazon River made it impossible for 
Ecuadorean leaders to resolve the issue. Nevertheless, the evidence also 
suggested that, if a settlement package was properly structured, broad 
popular support for a comprehensive resolution could be forthcoming.  

Following the war, Ecuadorean public opinion seemed to demand 
greater concessions in order to settle. In early 1995 (during the war), an 
opinion poll asked, "Do you believe that it is possible for Ecuador to re
cover all the territory lost in 1941?" In Quito 27.5 percent responded yes 
to the question, while in Guayaquil the figure was 32.8 percent. A year 
later, in 1996, when provided with the statement "There are people who 
say that Ecuador should recover the territory which it lost in the 1941 
war and that it should be done no matter what the cost," 44.3 percent of 
Quitefnos and 56.5 percent of Guayaquilenos agreed! On the issue of sov
ereign access to the Amazon, a significant majority in 1995 believed that 
it was possible despite the conflict (75.3 percent in Quito, 83.5 percent in 

Guayaquil; see Appendix C).  
However, polling questions that examine the border issue in isola

tion do not provide a sense of the importance of this issue in relation to 
others. A poll carried out in June 1996, just before the final round of the 
presidential election that year, asked potential voters in both Quito and 
Guayaquil if the candidate for whom they planned to vote would do bet
ter than his competitor on seven issues. One of these was negotiating 
with Peru, a particularly timely concern because the two countries had 
been engaged, along with the guarantor states, in working for the border 
dispute resolution for over a year.  

These poll results indicated that, for voters likely to support Bucar
am, the difference between the two candidates on negotiating with Peru 
was less important than the issues of controlling inflation, stabilizing 
the economy, decreasing poverty, combating corruption, and diminishing 
the number of strikes. For likely Jaime Nebot voters, however, negotiating 
with Peru and stabilizing the economy were the two issues on which they 
saw the greatest difference between the two candidates. In the 1996 elec
tions, Abdali Bucaram won in a landslide, beating Nebot in every prov
ince except Guayas, home to both candidates.  

The polling responses cited above (elaborated further in Table 5.1), 
along with Bucaram's overwhelming victory, indicate that the border 
dispute with Peru was an important issue but not the defining one in 
Ecuadorean politics. This finding suggests that members of the public 
would be prepared to accept a comprehensive settlement with Peru if
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Table 5.1. Performance Expectations among likely Voters (%)

Among Those likely to Vote for Bucaram

Question #18

There would be fewer poor 

Prices would increase less 

Would negotiate better with Peru 

Economy would be more stable 

There would be less corruption 

There would be fewer strikes and work stoppages 

Public employees would be let go

Does Not 
Joime Abdal6 Both Neither Know/No 
Nebot Bucaram Rsos 

Response 
3.2 70.3 6.0 17.6 2.9

2.2 79.7 

20.4 55.7 

7.3 74.9 

5.3 71.0 

6.1 68.1 

34.5 43.3

4.1 

8.5 

4.2 

8.7 

7.3 

8.1

11.1 

7.6 

9.3 

11.7 

11.2 

5.9

2.9 

7.7 

4.3 

3.3 

7.3 

8.4

Among Those likely to Vote for Nebot 

Jaime bdalaDoes Not 
Question #18 Joime Abdao Both Neither Know/No 

Response 

There would be fewer poor 63.4 5.1 3.9 24.2 3.4 

Prices would increase less 65.3 8.6 6.1 15.2 4.8 

Would negotiate better with Peru 86.6 4.2 1.2 3.9 3.9 

Economy would be more stable 84.3 4.3 2.0 5.6 3.7 

There would be less corruption 74.9 5.3 4.0 13.4 2.4 

There would be fewer strikes and work stoppages 70.8 4.7 6.2 13.4 4.9 

Public employees would be let go 47.0 30.0 9.2 6.3 7.4 

Source: Perfiles de Opinion (Quito: Perfiles de Opinion, Cia. Ltda.), No. 22,June 1996, 49-50.  

they perceived that supporting the status quo on the border would un

dermine their president's ability to achieve what they considered to be 

more important goals.  

Nevertheless, the border issue could still contribute to a president's 

political troubles. Bucaram became the first Ecuadorean president to 

travel to Peru, for which some groups criticized him. In a speech before 

the Peruvian congress, however, when he called for both sides to apolo

gize, the uproar at home was nearly unanimous. Ecuadoreans felt that 

they had no need to apologize, given their view that it was Peruvian ag-
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gression which had produced the problem in the first place. This faux pas 
contributed to Bucaram's impeachment a month later. 3 

Peru 

As noted in Chapter 4, Peruvian perceptions of Ecuador before the 1995 
war were more positive than the views of their Ecuadorean counterparts 
in regard to Peru. This was probably because a large plurality believed 
that the border issue had been resolved by the 1942 Rio Protocol and 
most of the rest believed that demarcation could only proceed accord
ing to its provisions. Like the Ecuadoreans, however, Peruvians rallied 

around their armed forces once war broke out in January 1995.  
Nevertheless, Peruvian opinion polarized around the manner in 

which the conflict could be resolved. A small majority in the two February 

1995 polls (59 percent and 54 percent) supported mutual concessions, but 
27 percent in one poll and 40 percent in the other were opposed to any 
concessions at all. At the end of the war, 61 percent believed that no one 
had won and 25 percent that Peru had won. Another war was seen as very 
likely by 27 percent and likely by 40 percent. Only 13 percent thought it 
highly unlikely (nada probable).4 

In short, Peruvians generally supported the war effort, although they 
desired peace. A significant minority were unwilling to make any conces
sions to Ecuador for peace, but the majority favored accommodation as 
long as it was within the parameters of the Rio Protocol.  

Bureaucratic Politics and the Diplomatic Corps 

Whether bureaucracies have an important impact on policy depends on 
how the decision-making unit is structured as well as the degree of the 
bureaucratic leadership's independence from the chief executive. 5 Al

though one might assume that a foreign ministry would have a tremen
dous impact on all foreign policies, policy making can be structured in 
such a way as to exclude or minimize the foreign ministry's influence. In 
addition, if the president selects ministers because they represent cer
tain political forces, the bureaucracy will be more likely to influence the 
policy process than if the ministers were selected for their personal ties 

to the chief executive.  

Ecuador 

Members of the diplomatic corps in Ecuador were very professional and 
capable but ultimately captive to the political leadership. They had no
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independent bargaining power to use at home; the international reputa

tion of Ecuador was not a powerful tool in domestic politics. As agents of 

the president, and subject to censure by the congress simply for policy 

disagreements, career diplomats in the foreign ministry would gain no 

advantage by blazing an independent path around new options to resolve 

the border dispute with Peru. Diplomats would play a role if Ecuador de

cided to accept nonsovereign access to the Amazon, because they would 

have to package the deal with Peru in such a way as to make it salable at 

home.  

Mares interviewed middle- and upper-level ministry officials (in con

fidence) and interacted with them during a two-week course at the Diplo

matic Academy of the Foreign Ministry of Ecuador a few months after the 

war. These interactions made it quite clear that many career diplomats 

were aware of the limitations of Ecuador's position on the protocol and 

were willing to resolve this issue in line with its provisions in order to 

move on to better economic relations with Peru.  

It was not a generational issue. One former minister commented 

that declaring the Rio Protocol "null" was a terrible mistake for Ecua

dor because it put the country in the position of unilaterally opposing an 

international treaty whose legitimacy had been recognized by all other 

relevant parties. During the administration of Rodrigo Borja Cevallos 

(1988-1992), in fact, the foreign ministry had been quite creative in put

ting together possible packages for negotiations. In 1991 foreign minis

ter Diego Cordovez made remarks which suggested that Ecuador might 

moderate its traditional demands and proposed increasing economic re

lations as a means to lay the groundwork for a future settlement. 6 

The Ecuadorean foreign ministry was ready to move ahead; the dip

lomats just needed the politicians to indicate that a solution without sov

ereign access to the Amazon, which was the fundamental conclusion of 

the Rio Protocol, was acceptable. Such signals came quickly: Bucaram 

retained foreign minister Leoro Franco in his post and consulted closely 

with him. Bucaram's decision to become the first Ecuadorean president 

to visit Peru and his courteous interactions with his hosts gave a strong 

signal of support for negotiations. Even after Bucaram's tumultuous 

ouster and the naming of a new foreign minister, Jos6 Ayala Lasso, the 

foreign ministry retained the lead in the negotiations.  

Under pressure on domestic issues as the economy began to crash 

and the social movements that overthrew Bucaram demanded political 

reforms, his successor, interim president Fabian Alarc6n, could not de

vote the necessary time and attention to molding Ecuador's negotiating
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position. Thus he accepted the foreign ministry's strategy to inform and 
consult with the relevant political, economic, social, and media forces at 
home in order to build a domestic consensus on the general negotiating 
strategy. Francisco Carri6n Mena's detailed analysis of these meetings 
never refers to Alarc6n making any contacts or saying anything about the 
peace process to these groups; instead, all of the public and private meet
ings were managed by the ministry. 7 

It is not that President Alarc6n did not care about the negotiations 

or their potential to create domestic problems. After almost a year in of
fice and with the negotiations moving into more complicated terrain, he 
began to worry that society might not be ready to accept the terms the 
ministry was indicating as likely. In January 1998 Alarc6n publicly sug
gested that a national plebiscite might be necessary before the negotia
tions proceeded further. The ministry held an internal discussion and 
communicated its fear that a plebiscite could derail the negotiations by 
politicizing them and by undercutting the guarantor countries. Alarc6n 
insisted on consulting with the three Latin American presidents among 
the guarantors. When they expressed concerns paralleling those of the 
foreign ministry, however, Alarc6n publicly backed away from his pro
posal, thereby ensuring that the ministry would remain in charge.8 

Peru 

The diplomatic corps in Peru was a highly professional body, dating back 
to the 1850s and trained as a career service for decades in a highly re
garded diplomatic academy.9 Early in his administration, however, Presi
dent Fujimori sought to impose his own stamp on the foreign ministry by 
naming noncareer ministers and by using his post-April 1992 autogolpe 

decree powers in December 1992 to purge the diplomatic corps of 117 
of its most experienced professionals and end the long-standing merit
based promotion system.10 With these initiatives, Fujimori gained virtu
ally complete control over the administration of Peru's foreign affairs 
well before the outbreak of hostilities with Ecuador in 1995.  

Due to the severity of internal political and economic crises plagu
ing Peru in the early 1990s, including the generalization of violence by 
Shining Path guerrillas, hyperinflation, and the virtual collapse of the 
government bureaucracy, Fujimori worked to reduce tensions with Peru's 
neighbors in order to concentrate on these domestic problems." He en
gaged in his own personal diplomacy with Ecuador, Chile, and Bolivia to 
accomplish this goal. When problems arose in this pursuit, however, as 
in the negative reactions by congress and the military to his initiatives 
in Ecuador, for example (see the discussion in Chapter 4), he responded
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by sacking his foreign minister, Carlos Torres y Torres Lara. 2 These dip

lomatic forays did permit Fujimori to redirect military forces to combat 

the threat posed by Shining Path. Ecuador's lack of formal response to his 

diplomatic proposals in 1991 and early 1992 served only to postpone the 

day of reckoning with Peru's northern neighbor, however, while the Fuji

mori government's attention was focused on overcoming major domestic 

problems.  

Once the conflict with Ecuador was moving to serious diplomatic ne

gotiations with the help of the guarantors, Fujimori named a hard-liner, 

Eduardo Ferrero Costa, as foreign minister in July 1997. He represented 

the dominant popular sentiment (fanned by an increasingly government

manipulated Peruvian media) that the only acceptable resolution of the 

dispute was the application of the Rio Protocol with no concessions 

whatsoever.' 3 This rigid stance represented the Peruvian government's 

public position until very shortly before a definitive resolution was 

achieved in October 1998. It helps to explain why violent protests broke 

out in Peru when the final terms were made public and why Ferrero Costa 

had resigned shortly before, after failing to prevent the symbolic territo

rial concession that enabled Ecuador to accept the final settlement.' 4 

The Armed Forces 

It is commonplace in the study of Latin American politics to perceive the 

military as xenophobic, antidemocratic, and focused on short-term orga

nizational needs (such as weapons, personnel, and pensions). As a result, 

cooperative regional relations seem to depend upon civilian control over 

the military; Peruvian behavior during the negotiations was in line with 

these expectations, largely because Fujimori had transformed Peruvian 

civil-military relations by the time of the 1995 war from a relationship of 

parallel spheres of action to one of civilian dominance. As the complexi

ties of the Ecuadorean case also illustrate, however, such a straightfor

ward view of the military institutions' posture is incorrect.  

Ecuador 

The civil-military relationship in Ecuador retained the character of par

allel spheres of influence before, during, and after the war. This is not to 

argue, however, that civilians were unable to set policy: President Galo 

Plaza provoked no institutional opposition when he closed the Military 

Academy from 1953 to 1956 after some officers grumbled that his bud

gets would keep Ecuador weak vis-a-vis Peru. Although the military may 

not have entirely agreed with the civilian presidents' decisions on how
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to terminate the military conflicts in 1981 and 1995, it did not resort to 
institutional actions to oppose them.  

Given this institutional dynamic of far less than full civilian con
trol in Ecuador, one might reasonably expect the country's military to 
constitute a major obstacle to accepting a treaty that did not provide for 
sovereign Ecuadorean access to the Amazon. Our conclusion, based on 
extensive interviews with Ecuadorean officers and a review of Ecuador

ean military literature and speeches, is quite different.  
The dramatic defeat at the hands of Peru in 1941, and again in 1981 

when Ecuadorean forces quickly withdrew in the face of Peruvian mili
tary superiority, propelled the Ecuadorean military to professionalize 
in order to have more success in carrying out its tasks, defined as both 
defending sovereignty and contributing to the economic and social de
velopment of the country. The military leadership recognized that profes
sionalization required turning over the day-to-day operations of govern
ment to civilians. While the military did accept democracy, officers did 
not see themselves as precluded from playing a role internally if civilian 

government threatened or produced political instability. Consequently, 
the military intervened briefly in 1964-1966 and again for a longer period 
as an institutionalized military regime between 1973 and 1979. This was 
the one significant if temporary variation in the parallel spheres of influ
ence dynamic that generally prevailed.' 5 

The Ecuadorean military endorsed a return to democracy after 1976 
in order to focus again on professionalizing and modernizing its force 
structure.' 6 Civilians also worked to achieve military professionalization 
as a process that would increase the likelihood of democratic continuity.  
Since the return of democracy to Ecuador in 1979, four presidents have 
overseen the expansion of military capability and institutional capacity, 
even though the military's share of GNP declined during these years of 
civilian political control.' 7 

Continued clashes with Peru on the disputed border further stimu
lated professionalization efforts in the military. Interviews by Mares as 
well as published accounts in Ecuador indicated that Ecuador's military 
leaders learned the lessons of their embarrassing defeat in 1981. The mil
itary undertook a sophisticated analysis of not just the military factors 
but also the domestic situation in Peru and the likelihood of regional dip
lomatic mediation and turned the tables on Peru in 1995.18 

What were the implications of the military's professionalization for 

the process by which the border issue with Peru was negotiated? Our 
analysis points to two major factors that impacted negotiations with
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Peru. First, the military could not play the leading role in resolving the 

dispute. The military could not make the jump from a focus on territo

rial defense to advocacy of a comprehensive national interest. For the 

military to declare unilaterally that it accepted the Peruvian decision 

on border demarcation would call into question its military budget and 

prerogatives. One cannot expect an institution unilaterally to choose a 

path toward marginalization. As a result, it was better for the military 

that a civilian set the agenda on the border, as long as that agenda gave 

the country something beyond what Peru had offered previously in its 

insistence that the Rio Protocol provided all that was necessary for a 

resolution.  

The second major point is that the time just after the 1995 war was 

ripe for the military to support a cooperative agenda. The "victory" of 

Tiwintza, after 150 years of defeats, was still fresh in the minds of the 

military and the populace. The consensus within Ecuador, however, was 

that Peru would not accept a low-level stalemate or defeat the next time.  

The Ecuadorean military was not anxious for a return to war, because 

the outcome was uncertain at best and the economic cost to the country 

would be totally unacceptable. Continuation of the border tensions thus 

put at risk the Ecuadorean military's hard-won prestige and its concern 

for national development.' 9 

In addition, because the military had professionalized, military lead

ers were skeptical of the economic and strategic value of access to the 

Maran6n (a tributary of the Amazon). The military's slogan "Ni un paso 

atris" (Not One Step Back) could thus be maintained by emphasizing that 

an acceptable deal was not possible before Tiwintza and highlighting the 

contribution that the military had made to the country's development by 

facilitating a cooperative agreement. So while the civil-military relation

ship was still one of parallel spheres of influence, the military was ready 

to support an agreement if that resolution recognized the "victory" at Ti

wintza and treated Ecuador with respect.  

Two potential situations, however, could have led the military to in

terpret its interests in a way opposed to those who were pushing for an 

agreement with Peru. The military feared attempts by politicians to mo

bilize the military in support of specific political agendas and the rise 

of populism. 20 The Abdal6 Bucaram government (1996-1997) raised the 

specter of both.  

Frank Vargas Pazzos, retired air force general, ex-congressman, and 

advocate of using the military for extremely broadly defined civic ac

tion,2
1 was minister of the interior in this administration. Vargas also led
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a military uprising against the government in 1986 which was forcefully 
put down by the army, thereby earning him its antipathy for tarnishing 
the military's reputation and for incurring a loss of life.  

In addition, the military coup in 1972 was carried out partly in order 
to keep Abdali Bucaram's uncle, Assad Bucaram, from winning the presi
dential elections scheduled for 1974. One of the points of negotiation for 
the transition to democracy in 1978-1979 was to keep the uncle from run
ning. Abdala Bucaram himself was seen as the successor to these popu
list movements and thus also a threat.22 Consequently, if the military got 
drawn into domestic politics once again to "save the nation," it would 
have been difficult for military officers to appear less nationalistic on the 
border issue.  

Peru 

The civil-military dynamic in Peru was more complex than in Ecuador.  
It varied over time from military dominance in the 1960s and 1970s to 
civilian control in the 1980s. From the early 1990s, however, civilian dom
inance came at the cost of significant erosion in the institutional integ
rity of the Peruvian military establishment. The military's institutional 
capacity grew significantly in the 1950s and 1960s through concerted 
efforts to professionalize through training at the Centro de Altos Estu
dios Militares (CAEM, Center of Advanced Military Studies) and abroad, 
especially in the United States, and the progressive implementation of 
rigorous merit-based promotion criteria. 23 By the 1960s one of the mani
festations of increased professionalism within Peru's military, especially 
the army, was the articulation of a national security doctrine that empha
sized state-led national development and reform as the best way to avert 
social polarization and Communist-led political violence.24 

When civilian governments faltered, as in an electoral impasse in 
1962 and a mishandled nationalization in 1968, the armed forces as
sumed control of the government in nonviolent military coups. After the 
first takeover, international pressure led to the calling of elections a year 
later. In 1968, however, the military, perceiving that the civilian govern
ment was failing to implement promised change, came to power as an 
institution with a determination to remain in control until its reform 
agenda had been carried out. 25 

Over the course of its twelve years in power, the self-named Revolu
tionary Military Government (RMG) implemented major changes, includ
ing an agrarian reform, the nationalization of most important foreign 
investments, the establishment of worker-managed firms, a turn to the
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Soviet Union for military training and major arms purchases, and a dra

matic expansion in the state bureaucracy. 26 When faced with increasing 

differences within the military leadership over the course of the 1970s, 

the illness and removal of head of state Gen. Juan Velasco Alvarado 

(1968-1975), and a foreign debt crisis provoked by the inability to acquire 

the resources needed to continue financing the reforms, the regime de

cided in 1978 to return power to the civilian political establishment. 27 

Exhausted and disillusioned by its twelve years in power, the mili

tary oversaw open elections for a constitutional convention in 1979, 

which drew up the Constitution of 1979 that restored civilian rule 

through Peru's first elections with universal suffrage in 1980. Although 

the new constitution retained several of the reformist ideals of the RMG, 

the principle of civilian control over the military was also reestablished.  

Civilian control was maintained in Peru throughout the turbulent 1980s 

in spite of a progressive deterioration in the economy, including an in

flationary spiral that impoverished millions and severely weakened the 

country's institutional fabric and a growing threat from the Shining Path 

guerrilla movement.28 

In the face of such multiple crises, Peruvians turned away from the 

established political parties in the 1990 elections to choose Alberto Fu

jimori, an outsider with no prior political experience or party affiliation, 

as their next president. Even with an opposition majority in congress, 

Fujimori confounded expectations by embarking on an economic shock 

program to stem hyperinflation and introduce market reforms in order 

to restore confidence and economic growth. Without party allies, he de

pended on military support to back his government. He backed multiple 

changes that the armed forces were beginning to implement to confront 

an increasingly violent and aggressive Shining Path, but also moved to 

assert control over the military leadership. He did so by forcing the re

tirement of over twenty top army general officers known for their profes

sionalism and selecting a head of the armed forces, General Nicolas Her

moza de Bari, on the basis of his personal loyalty rather than the merit 

criteria hitherto employed. 29 

The obvious cost of such reassertion of civilian control was a sig

nificant further erosion of the levels of professionalism of the Peruvian 

armed forces, even though this was masked for a time by the dramatic 

success against the Shining Path guerrillas. In September 1992 a small 

contingent of police tracked down and captured the group's leader, 

Abimael Guzman Reynoso. This event, combined with other initiatives, 

marked the beginning of the end of the guerrilla threat to the country.30
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The combination of the decline in the professional capacity of the Peru
vian military, the failure to reequip the armed forces as a result of the 
prolonged economic crisis, and the focus on internal subversion made 
it virtually impossible to devote the attention or the resources needed 
to respond to Ecuador's advances along the northern frontier within the 
unmarked area of the border in the Cenepa River watershed.  

Incentives of the Civilian Political Leadership 

The central assumption of a rational choice institutional analysis is that 
political leaders respond to the incentives embodied in the political in
stitutions within which they interact.31 In democratic polities politicians 
face important constraints arising from the need to stand for periodic 
elections. The logic underlying this argument assumes that a politician's 
interest can be usefully condensed to winning elections. The claim is not 
that politicians have no other interests but that in order to accomplish 
whatever their goals are in politics they need first to be elected. The poli
tician thus needs to offer the voters what they want in order to achieve 
electoral victory.32 

To undertake a specific case analysis, we need a realistic if complex 
model of electoral politics in that nation. Chapter 3 concludes that Ecua
dor had an inchoate party system. Ceteris paribus, such a party system 
has negative implications for the country: the president cannot get sup
port for policies in the legislature because the president's party neither 
controls congress nor has enough internal discipline to sustain policy 
coalitions.  

These disadvantages for policy making were mitigated to a degree 
because the president was not constrained by the need to support the 
party in congress or prepare it for the next presidential elections. Such 
a president can try to make policy on its intrinsic merits or for very per
sonal reasons, appealing directly to the public for support. Ecuador's 
constitution provided for a referendum when congress failed to pass leg
islation proposed by the executive. Going to the people presents its own 
challenges, however, as was demonstrated when President Sixto Duran 
Ballbn lost the referendum for economic reforms in 1995.33 

So how does this new incentive structure affect policy making in Ec
uador? With reelection permitted beginning in 1996 and a weak party 
system, an Ecuadorean president would be more susceptible to break
ing with tradition if medium-term benefits were likely; the payoff from
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a risky policy would need to occur by the time of renewed eligibility for 

office. The risk to the president (who is now betting on having the ability 

to win reelection) increases, so the payoffs need to be at least propor

tionately greater than they were before, when only considering the presi

dent's place in history. The medium-term benefits of viable resolutions of 

the Ecuador-Peru border dispute were not very great until 1995, largely 

because Ecuador had only a history of defeat at Peru's hands and because 

the internally oriented development strategies limited the possibilities 

for important economic cooperation.34 

By the late 1990s, however, the Ecuadorean economy was sufficiently 

worse, regional economic liberalization had expanded dramatically, and 

nationalism had been enhanced by the "victory" at Tiwintza. As a result, 

the potential payoffs for resolving the dispute had greatly increased (in 

the forms of greater international investment, regional market expan

sion, and the opportunity to achieve international recognition as the po

litical leader who negotiated the peace).  

Bucaram was a political entrepreneur who probably could have suc

ceeded in settling the border dispute had his term not ended premature

ly. He began his presidency with high levels of popular support and, as 

suggested by this analysis, quickly used his administrative powers to im

plement controversial reforms.35 These measures caused severe economic 

hardships for the working classes in the short term, but Bucaram's pop

ulism might have allowed him to survive until inflation decreased, the 

budget deficit was reduced, foreign investment increased, and economic 

growth accelerated. He was also laying the groundwork for a settlement 

with Peru by becoming the first Ecuadorean president to visit Peru and 

by suggesting to his counterpart there, Alberto Fujimori, that a mutual 

recognition of past errors would help the peace process.36 

Bucaram might have followed the political trajectories of other sur

prise reformers in Latin America, including Carlos Andr6s P6rez in Ven

ezuela, Carlos Menem in Argentina, and Fujimori in Peru. Unfortunately, 

Bucaram's enormous political skills could not control his lust for power, 

the spotlight, and wealth. He filled his cabinet and state agencies with 

friends and family members. A new ministry was created to deal with 

indigenous affairs, directly challenging the independent political leader

ship of a key electoral ally.37 Corruption, always a problem in Ecuador

ean politics, reached new highs during his brief tenure. Bucaram's public 

behavior grew more outlandish with each passing day, and he seemed 

to relish the criticism that such actions provoked. When the end came,
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a man who had seven months earlier won one of the greatest electoral 
victories in Ecuador's history stood alone as millions marched in the 
streets, demanding his removal.  

Bucaram's ouster demonstrated the willingness of Ecuadorean po
litical elites and civil society to act on the margins of the formal insti
tutional constraints when the stakes are high enough. On such a grave 
matter, the congress was willing to resort to extremes in order to use an 
obscure constitutional procedure (mental incapacitation) to depose the 
president. The Supreme Court, in turn, chose to stay out of the fight when 
the president contested congress's end run around an impeachment pro
cess that it could not win legitimately. The army initially supported con
stitutional procedures which favored Bucaram and subsequently his vice 
president but then resigned itself to treating the situation as a political 
rather than legal issue and stayed out of the controversy. Society sim
ply rejoiced that Bucaram was gone, irrespective of how that had been 
accomplished.38 

Congress placed its leader, Fabian Alarc6n, in the presidency and 
called for new elections. The interim president attempted to pursue eco
nomic and political reforms but could get neither public nor congres
sional support. The economy began a significant deterioration under his 
watch (the GDP increased by only 0.4 percent in 1998 and would fall by 
7.3 percent in 1999).39 His sole accomplishment seems to have been to 
have won a referendum legitimating his replacement of Bucaram; even 
the Constituent Assembly and new constitution owed more to the ability 
of social movements to threaten the existing political order than to Alar
c6n's political vision.40 

Jamil Mahuad won the 1998 elections and took office in August 1998 
but did not have a mandate to undertake significant reforms even as both 
the political and economic systems seemed to be teetering on the verge 
of collapse. The failures of Bucaram and Alarc6n indicated that an Ecua
dorean president seeking to be a political entrepreneur on controversial 
issues should tread lightly.  

Peru 

Unlike Ecuador, where political turbulence was complicating and delay
ing progress on negotiations, in Peru President Fujimori presided over an 
increasingly consolidated political process between 1995 and 1998. Un
der the new 1993 Constitution, he won reelection decisively in 1995 and 
even squeaked out a narrow majority in the new unicameral legislature.4 '
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Fujimori's electoral triumph at this juncture can be explained largely 

by his administration's success in overcoming the multiple crises that the 

country had faced when he came to office in 1990. Inflation had been re

duced from over 7,000 percent to single digits, economic growth had been 

restored (in 1994 it was the highest in the developing world, at almost 12 

percent), and Peru was once again in the good graces of the international 

financial community after restoring payments on the foreign debt.42 

Of equal if not greater significance, however, was the Fujimori gov

ernment's success in overcoming the threat of the Shining Path guer

rilla movement. Through a series of measures, the government was able 

to restore peace to the country after more than a decade of increasingly 

generalized political violence.43 Measures included a total readjustment 

in the military's counterinsurgency strategy, including support for local 

rondas campesinas (peasant militias or civil defense committees), the 

expansion of a specialized police unit to track and capture the Shining 

Path leadership, and a major microdevelopment program for the poorest 

districts in the country, overwhelmingly in the sierra highlands.  

This combination of major policy adjustments, which together over

came the multiple domestic crises that Peru faced when Fujimori first 

took office in 1990, served to maintain his popular support in spite of the 

outbreak of a war with Ecuador that did not go well for Peruvian military 

forces. Economic liberalization benefited the coast disproportionately, 

microdevelopment achieved the same results for the sierra, and the de

feat of Shining Path brought peace to the entire country. By cruising to an 

easy victory in the 1995 elections as a result of this dramatic domestic 

turnaround, Fujimori was in a position to negotiate from strength with 

Ecuador.  
Immediately after his political victory, Fujimori moved to solidify his 

support with the military by declaring a blanket amnesty for any abuses 

committed in the course of the insurgency. Over the next three years he 

used his popularity, his dominance of the executive branch, and his ma

jority in congress progressively to increase his control over the judiciary 

and the media. Nevertheless, what was to become his re-reelection proj

ect between 1998 and 2000, in violation of the constitution, did not figure 

prominently in the negotiation process with Ecuador.  

While resolution of the border dispute would free Fujimori to con

centrate on another electoral victory in 2000, his continued popular sup

port (at least through 1998), Peru's stronger legal position with regard 

to the Rio Protocol, and a somewhat indifferent public opinion on the
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issue were more important considerations in dealing with the border is
sue. Fujimori's dominant leadership during most of the time when the 
negotiations with Ecuador were taking place enabled him to control the 
process on the Peruvian side and to impose himself on both the military 

and the foreign ministry leadership to secure an outcome that neither 
supported.  

Conclusion 

The argument in this chapter assumes that Ecuador had to make the ma
jor changes in its negotiating position for the Ecuador-Peru border dis
pute to be resolved. Peru needed to provide tangible benefits in return 
for such changes, but such Peruvian offers would be for naught in the 
absence of important changes in the Ecuadorean position. Our institu
tional analysis demonstrates the conditions under which the incentive 
structure of Ecuadorean politics could produce a significant change in 
the country's position on this issue.  

The incentive structure confronting Ecuadorean presidents after 
1995 was characterized by democratic institutions, ambivalent public 
opinion, a congress with a demonstrated ability to block policy, a weak 

party system, and a professional military that was also victorious in the 
conflict. The conditions under which this incentive structure could sup
port a resolution were twofold. First, Ecuador needed a president who 
thought like a political entrepreneur and could see the benefits of resolv
ing the border dispute for major programs of national social and eco
nomic development. As we have seen, given the institutional structure 
of Ecuadorean politics, a reformist president had to fight every step of 
the way to achieve them. Second, economic reforms needed to generate 
payoffs relatively quickly for the president to be able to overcome the 
multiple institutional resistances.  

Could some other actor substitute for a president in Ecuador? If so, 
under what conditions might this occur? Our analysis suggests that ci
vilian elites, diplomats, and the military were unlikely to lead in a coop

erative direction on the border issue. In addition, at this time Ecuador
ean civil society itself was too focused on internal social and economic 
concerns to perceive the dispute with Peru in a new light and demand 

changes.  

As a result, the only possible alternative catalysts for a solution at 
this juncture would have been Ecuadorean nongovernmental organiza
tions (NGOs) which focused on the border issue.44 In the absence of dra-
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matically increased costs to Ecuadorean citizens from the status quo 

(which would only occur in a major war), however, a reoriented public 

opinion was less likely to occur through NGOs, given the institutional 

constraints, than through an appropriately entrepreneurial president 

able to seize the moment.  

This chapter's analysis of actor interests and strategic interaction 

suggests five conditions under which the likelihood of Ecuador's acqui

escence to an agreement increased.  

First, congress was unlikely to push for an agreement acceptable to 

Peru, but its approval of a settlement was essential. The constitutional 

change that permitted reelection meant that members of congress would 

be especially attentive to public opinion on this issue.  

Second, public opinion in Ecuador had a nationalistic rather than 

an economic perspective on the dispute. In the wake of the "victory of 

Tiwintza" in 1995, however, public opinion could be persuaded to accept 

a package deal which subordinated territorial claims to various forms of 

development aid.  

Third, while the military had historically opposed demarcating the 

border without attaining access to the Amazon/Maran6n, its success in 

the 1995 war helped to overcome such opposition within its ranks, as did 

the Commerce and Navigation Treaty contemplated in the Rio Protocol, 

which guaranteed equal access and free passage to Ecuadorean shipping 

there as part of a settlement.  

Fourth, the Ecuadorean situation was ripe for political entrepreneur

ship on the border issue; but, given the institutional constraints noted, 

such an entrepreneur would have to hold the presidency.  

Fifth, this political entrepreneur would need outside help to increase 

an agreement's material benefits, thereby reducing the perceived costs.  

Peru, in contrast, had a popular and dominant head of state in Fuji

mori, who had consolidated his power over the military by the time of the 

January 1995 war with Ecuador and soon thereafter also gained control 

over the legislature through the April 1995 elections. As a result, negoti

ated institutional adjustments in Peru's position were unnecessary: the 

president was in a position to call the shots, once the dust had settled 

on the conflict itself. The key for Peru came at the very outset of the war, 

when Ecuador accepted a return to the framework of the Rio Protocol 

after thirty-five years of denying its validity.  

This change in the historic Ecuadorean position opened the way for 

negotiations within the parameters of the protocol, with the assistance 

of the guarantor countries. As a result, it was not necessary for Peru to do
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more than recognize that a problem existed and that negotiations with 
Ecuador were necessary to resolve it. The drawn-out nature of the ne
gotiation process, due to a combination of multiple circumstances and 
internal institutional necessities, served to enable Ecuador to achieve 
the essential adjustments required to resolve the issue on terms quite at 
odds with its historic position.



6 HEMISPHERIC DIPLOMACY AND THE POLITICS OF A SOLUTION 

Diplomacy is an ancient tool used by states to promote cooperation as 

well as war. Perhaps diplomacy's greatest challenge lies in overcoming 

the residues of distrust produced by the existence of anarchy in the inter

national system. States may want to cooperate, but they need to consum

mate bargains on important issues to bring that cooperation to fruition.  

The priority that states give to those issues makes it fundamental that 

the credibility of goodwill and the transparency of cooperation win out 

over efforts to maximize gains by deception and treachery.  

We have seen thus far that prior diplomatic efforts failed to resolve 

the Ecuador-Peru conflict, even when high-prestige individuals became 

involved. Over the years at least thirteen major initiatives to solve-the 

problem failed to do so. Some involved periodic arbitration efforts by the 

pope, the Spanish Crown, and the president of the United States. Others 

included a number of draft treaties between the parties that, with the 

exception of the 1942 Rio Protocol, were never ratified.' 

The controversy never seemed to be quite ripe for resolution. During 

most of the nineteenth century the dispute was not sorted out between 

the two governments because they considered a vast, remote, and virtu

ally unpopulated jungle to be unimportant. In the twentieth century, with 

an early rubber boom and the later discovery of oil in the region, along 

with growing nationalism and a sense of national identity, no resolution 

was reached because the parties saw it as too important.
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With the 1995 war, however, the internal, regional, and international 
contexts became more conducive to a diplomatic approach to the dispute.  
Ecuador's success on the battlefield gave both the military and the gen
eral population a new sense of national pride that tempered the humilia
tion of past defeats and opened the government to negotiations within the 
provisions of a 1942 treaty with Peru that it had eschewed for decades.  
For its part, the Peruvian government, though unexpectedly stymied mili
tarily, saw an opportunity for diplomacy to achieve the definitive bound
ary settlement that it believed the 1942 treaty offered. The specter of a 
full-scale war with modern weapons if the dispute persisted also con
tributed to both parties' willingness to consider a negotiated alternative.  
The prompt action of other Western Hemisphere governments in calling 
for an end to hostilities and offering their assistance in finding a diplo
matic solution reinforced the more favorable context that was emerging.  

This chapter details how the institutional structure of the negotia
tions and the diplomatic skill of key individuals enabled Peru and Ecua
dor to take advantage of this historical opportunity, in spite of the deeply 
etched historical legacy of bilateral conflict over Latin America's oldest 
border dispute, unexpected domestic problems, and very different ne
gotiating approaches. It also explains how these key factors produced a 
definitive resolution instead of sliding back into confrontations or even 

a new war.  

The International Legal Context 

The boundary dispute between Ecuador and Peru involved the longest
standing multilateral mechanism for international conflict resolution in 
the region. It was established (as detailed in Chapter 2) in the 1942 treaty 
generally known as the Rio Protocol to bring an end to a full-scale war in 
1941, which Peru won decisively. 2 The treaty set out the terms by which 
four "guarantors"-Brazil, Argentina, Chile, and the United States
would assist the parties to mark the boundary and help them work out 
any disagreement in the process. It brought to bear an international 
presence on the process, bringing a higher level of concern to conflict res
olution for a problem that tended to be seen as of only minor importance 
outside the immediate region. It also provided a vehicle for bringing sug
gestions and alternative approaches to the table for consideration by two 
parties with a deep-seated distrust of each other.  

Although the treaty was heralded at the time as a final settlement of 
the border problem, the guarantors expected that their involvement after 
1942 would be short-term, a few years at most, and largely technical in
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nature. Nevertheless, the guarantors were still at work over fifty-three 

years later-indeed, facing their most daunting challenge. For under the 

Rio Protocol, their role ended only when the last boundary marker was 

set in place. Given the deeply embedded differences between the parties 

to the dispute, the involvement of the guarantors proved to be absolutely 

essential to its ultimate resolution. 3 The key points of the document note 

the continuing collaborative and assisting role of the guarantors but rec

ognize that ultimate responsibility for resolution rested with the par

ties. The 1942 treaty, in sum, contained the necessary provisions under 

international law for a diplomatic solution-as long as Ecuador and Peru 

could agree to it. 4 

Although implementation proceeded largely as envisioned for sev

eral years and all but a small segment of the border was marked, geo

graphical anomalies found after aerial mapping plus a more national

istic political climate in Ecuador led to suspension of participation in 

demarcation between 1948 and 1950 and to a unilateral declaration in 

1960 that the protocol was "null." As long as Ecuador took this position, 

which it did for more than three decades, no further progress could be 

made under the terms of the protocol. Furthermore, many governments 

after 1948 used the slogan "The Amazon is ours" to whip up popular sup

port and reinforce nationalistic sentiment, making it very difficult to ap

proach the issue with any degree of objectivity. 5 

Given such long-standing opposition to the validity of the Rio Proto

col by various Ecuadorean governments, a January 1995 announcement 

by President Sixto DurAn Ball n (1992-1996) took everyone by surprise.  

Just as a new armed conflict with Peru was escalating, he stated that 

Ecuador would welcome the assistance of the guarantors within the pur

view of the protocol. Whatever the motivation, this major shift in Ecua

dor's position reestablished the Rio Protocol as the international legal 

instrument within which discussions toward finding a solution to the 

dispute could begin.  

The Application of the Rio Protocol 

The central challenge for the guarantors at this historic juncture, then, 

was to provide the assistance contemplated within the Rio Protocol to 

help the parties overcome their long-standing and deeply held differ

ences on the border issue and to find a specific set of solutions within the 

protocol's provisions. Over the years both Peru and Ecuador had devel

oped positions on the dispute that had become increasingly intractable.  

They came to the negotiating table in 1995 with what amounted to non-
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negotiable stances. For Ecuador, no solution would be acceptable that 
did not include sovereign access to the Amazon River. For Peru, no solu
tion would be acceptable that did not adhere to international law and 
define the boundary in terms of the precise points specifically laid out 
in the 1942 Rio Protocol. Such positions on both sides had wavered little 
between 1948 and 1995, whether under military or civilian governments, 
and had thwarted repeated attempts by representatives of the parties 
and the guarantors to find some mutually acceptable resolution of the 
issue.  

Given its exceedingly long history, the multiple failures of both bilat
eral and multilateral efforts to resolve it, and intense nationalistic sen
timents expressed on both sides of the border, how can the successful 
resolution of the dispute be explained? The discussion that follows lays 
out the various elements that contributed to the peaceful settlement that 
eventually emerged.  

The only realistic option was to conduct negotiations within the pa
rameters of the Rio Protocol, but this was not possible as long as one of 
its signatories denied its validity. The results of the short border war in 
1995, however, gave Ecuadorean decision makers the ability to shift po
sition after thirty-five years, permitting the Rio Protocol once again to 
serve as the framework for resolving the long-festering border dispute.  
Without Ecuador's historic decision, no forward movement could have 
occurred, whether or not it ultimately proved successful.  

By reapplying the Rio Protocol, the guarantor mechanism, one of its 
crucial components, could once again come into play. Although under the 
treaty the guarantor countries were authorized only to assist and not to 
arbitrate, they could in principle play a decisive role in moving the par
ties forward. In the process, they could also serve as a kind of lightning 
rod to deflect public criticism from positions taken in the negotiating 
process by the parties themselves in ways that enabled the process to 
stay on track.  

Given the deep-seated distrust between the parties, however, the 
guarantors had little realistic hope of success without strong individual 
abilities, a clear sense of how to proceed, and a willingness to endure the 
tedium of their day-to-day work. As it turned out, the guarantor repre
sentatives were a very compatible and cohesive group. They were able to 
retain their legitimacy and even enhance it over time by consistent ad
herence throughout the entire process to five stated principles that they 
adopted at the outset as their official guidelines (see Chapter 2). Within 
these principles, the process of working toward a diplomatic resolution 
of the dispute passed progressively, if fitfully at times, through three dis-
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tinct phases. Each had to be achieved before it would be possible to move 

on to the next.  

Stage 1: Establishing a Multilateral Peacekeeping Mission 

In spite of the efforts of the guarantors, hostilities continued through 

February, ending only after Peru and Ecuador agreed on February 28 in 
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Montevideo, Uruguay, to commit their countries to peace. At that point, 
the provision in the Itamaraty Peace Declaration to create the Ecuador
Peru Military Observer Mission (MOMEP) could go forwards 

MOMEP included small contingents from each guarantor country as 
well as from Ecuador and Peru and was financed by the parties to the 
conflict themselves. From the outset, a Brazilian general officer served as 
"coordinator" of MOMEP, with a U.S. colonel as the head of the American 
contingent. During the first year the United States provided the complex 
logistical support as well. As the peace process dragged on, however, lo
gistics passed to the Brazilians in their role as overall coordinators un
der the protocol.  

This multilateral military presence played a vital role during the ini
tial months before diplomatic efforts got fully under way. Between March 
and August 1995 MOMEP was able to achieve the separation of contend
ing forces and their withdrawal from the disputed area as well as the 
establishment of a demilitarized zone where the fighting had taken place.  

This MOMEP contingent also played a major role much later in the 
peace process, at a critical moment in late July and early August 1998, 
just as the elements for resolution were being worked into their final 
form. Peruvian forces, frustrated by their losses in 1995 and by the lack 
of definitive diplomatic resolution after more than three years, were pre
paring for a preemptive armed assault at the border, alleging provoca
tions by Ecuadorean forces. At that juncture, the presence of the multilat
eral force helped to defuse a situation that could easily have caused the 
entire peaceful resolution process to unravel.  

Stage 2: Defining Issues and Building Mutual Confidence 

With the military situation stabilized by late 1995 thanks to MOMEP, by 
early 1996 the guarantors could begin ministerial-level discussions in 
Lima and Quito to assist the parties to identify the outstanding points 
of disagreement on each side and to set up the procedures to follow in 
future substantive negotiations. Remarkably, over all the years of tension 
and periodic confrontations, neither Peru nor Ecuador had ever specified 
in precise terms exactly what the points of disagreement were between 
them.  

At this point, the guarantors hoped that enough momentum could be 
generated to work out a solution before Ecuador's national elections on 
May 7, 1996. On January 17 and 18 Ecuador's foreign minister, Galo Leoro, 
met in Lima with his Peruvian counterpart, Francisco Tudela, along with 
representatives of the guarantors. This meeting, as anticipated, focused
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on procedural matters, with "accords ... on continuing the peace process, 

the site of the discussions, the structure of the delegations, the confiden

tial nature of the talks, the role of the guarantor nations, and the need to 

extend the operation of MOMEP." 7 

On February 22 and 23 the parties met again, in Quito, to continue 

discussions of procedural matters. This meeting occurred after other 

gatherings had taken place-a meeting of military representatives of 

Peru and Ecuador in the disputed area on February 10 and 11 concerning 

a possible nonaggression pact and avoidance of an arms race and a meet

ing of the parties and the guarantors in Brazil on the occasion of the first 

anniversary of the cease-fire. The parties agreed to create a bilateral com

mission to oversee arms purchases and a joint military working group to 

promote security and stability in support of the diplomatic negotiations 

as well as to adopt measures to lower the risk of troop clashes along the 

border.  
As an outcome of these first meetings, the parties took the significant 

and historic step of setting down in writing for the first time their re

maining substantive impasses concerning the boundary and exchanging 

their lists (see map, page 109).8 In spite of mounting tensions as the pro

cess went forward, with claims and counterclaims of over-flights, troop 

movements, and demilitarized zone incursions, by March 1996 each par

ty had recorded its respective concerns.  

For Ecuador, these included the following: 

1. Partial inexecutability of the Rio de Janeiro Protocol due to the ab

sence of a watershed between the Zamora and Santiago Rivers.  

Free access and Ecuadorean sovereignty to the Maran6n-Amazon.  

2. Boundary demarcation problems: 

a.The Cuzumaza-Bambuiza/Yaupi sector. [Ecuador claimed that this 

ridge was not part of the Cordillera del C6ndor because of differ

ing rock composition.] 9 

b. The Lagartococha-Gfiepi sector. [Ecuador claimed a problem here 

due to an issue of international law stemming from the Braz Dias 

de Aguiar arbitration.] 
3. Problems produced by the intersecting of the rivers by the survey 

lines. [Identified as three areas in the Pastaza, Tigre, and Curaray 

river sectors.] Problem on the Napo River in the Yasuni-Aguarico 

sector.  

4. The Zarumilla Canal.1 0 [A blockage issue-too much silt blocking 

the canal's water flow.]
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Peru described its substantive differences in the following manner: 

For Peru, as Ecuador knows, the phrase "enduring resolution of the 

substantive differences" means completing the demarcation of the 
boundary line as established in Article 8 of the Protocol of Peace, 
Friendship, and Boundaries subscribed to in Rio de Janeiro on Janu
ary 29, 1942, in conformity with its complementary provisions and 

with the Award of the Brazilian Arbiter Captain Braz Dias de Aguiar.  

For Peru there are two sections of the border where the demarcation 
differences may be found: 

1. In the Lagartococha sector: 
a. The source of the Lagartococha River-Gtiepi River.  

2. In the Cordillera del C6ndor: 

a. Between the boundary marker "Cunhuime Sur," point "D" noted 

in the Dias de Aguiar Brief (on the Cordillera del C6ndor from the 
point along the Zamora-Santiago height of land where the spur 
juts out) and the boundary marker "November 20." 

b. Between the boundary marker Cusumasa-Bumbuisa and the con

fluence of the Yaupi and Santiago Rivers." [Peru claims that this 

ridge, running adjacent to the Santiago River, is part of the Cordi

llera del C6ndor.] 

The most intractable point of Ecuador's list was that the only acceptable 
solution must include "free and sovereign" access to the Amazon. Peru's 
position was equally firm in its insistence that the boundary be defined 
along the watershed of the Cordillera del C6ndor as set out in the Rio Pro
tocol. Nevertheless, the formal articulation of the remaining impasses 
served to specify the areas of concern that had to be dealt with when the 
parties entered substantive negotiations.  

Finding some acceptable set of procedures within which Peru and 
Ecuador could begin to negotiate was the next major challenge that the 
guarantors had to face.This sensitive topic was first discussed in Buenos 
Aires in June 1996 and finally agreed to by the conclusion of a follow-up 
meeting in Santiago in October. The meeting was exceedingly contentious 
and difficult, according to participants;' 2 but after the dust settled, the 
parties did come to an agreement on the following key points: 

1. Substantive discussions to begin before the end of 1997 

2. Discussions to be "continuous" until final resolution 

3. Partial decisions to be final only after agreement on all points 

4. The parties to specify points of agreement and disagreement
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5. Guarantors to "enforce" agreements and to propose solutions where the 

parties can't agree among themselves. 3 

This accord, however difficult it was to achieve, permitted the conflict 

resolution process at last to move on to the third stage, substantive nego

tiations between the contending parties.
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Stage 3: Proceeding with Substantive Negotiations 

The first meeting to enter into negotiations under the rubric of the San
tiago Accord was scheduled for Brasilia in early 1997. Unforeseen events 
in both Peru and Ecuador, however, temporarily scuttled the diplomatic 
schedule.  

In Peru, the Tupac Amaru Revolutionary Movement (MRTA) took over 
the Lima residence of the Japanese ambassador to Peru on December 17, 
1996, just before substantive discussions were to begin in Brasilia (De
cember 20). Among the hostages was Peru's foreign minister, Francisco 
Tudela, whose participation in the negotiations with Ecuador to that 
point had been constructive by all accounts and whose continuing role 
was perceived as vital for any ultimately successful resolution of the 
dispute.  

In Ecuador, elected President Abdali Bucaram was voted out of of
fice on February 14, 1997, by his country's congress for "mental incapac
ity" after only six months on the job. In the course of his truncated term, 
whatever his foibles and mistakes at home, he was committed to solving 
the border problem once and for all. To this end, he made an impromptu 
if symbolic visit to the border only days after taking office and mingled 
with Peruvians. In addition, he quickly established good rapport with 
his Peruvian counterpart, Alberto Fujimori, and made the first state visit 
to Peru ever by an Ecuadorean president,just a month before his ouster.  

These events delayed negotiations for several months but gave time 
for the guarantors to work out a procedure for separating the key issues 
into discrete components. They concluded that an overall solution was 
more likely if the major concerns could be dealt with in four separate 
negotiations through meetings in the guarantor country capitals, headed 
by the country's representative and with the parties forming separate ne
gotiating teams for each venue. When the postponed discussions finally 
resumed in Brasilia in April 1997, Ecuador and Peru agreed to this ar
rangement; in September and October the parties were finally able to be
gin formal negotiations within the Santiago Accord's parameters in each 
of the guarantor capitals.  

In Washington, D.C., meetings covered border integration and exter
nal financing; in Buenos Aires, the Treaty of Commerce and Navigation; 
in Santiago, confidence-building measures; and in Brasilia, differences 
related to the border demarcation itself. The third and critical phase was 
finally under way.14 By separating the issues into their discrete parts, the
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parties made substantial progress over the next few months and were 

able to reach agreements in three of the four capitals. Only the border 

demarcation problem remained to be resolved.  

An important breakthrough was achieved in Buenos Aires. There 

Peru and Ecuador agreed on procedures to follow in the critical border 

demarcation negotiations in Brasilia, with Peru supporting a definitive 

arbitration by the guarantors while Ecuador proposed arbitration by an 

outside "eminent personage" in case of differences between the parties.' 5 

The willingness of both parties to consider arbitration in some form at 

this point in the negotiations suggested their mutual recognition that 

the "non-negotiable" portion of their stated impasses might have to be 

subject to resolution by outside parties. This adjustment in the two coun

tries' positions, however belated it was, turned out to be a crucial compo

nent in the final stages of the dispute resolution process.  

Nevertheless, two major stumbling blocks still had to be overcome.  

One was procedural. Could a mechanism be found (such as some form of 

outside party or guarantor review) to ensure resolution even if the par

ties could not agree? The other was substantive. Both the Peruvian and 

the Ecuadorean lists of remaining differences contained one point that 

did not appear to be negotiable.  

The Peruvian list included the demand "to complete the demarcation 

of the border as established . . . [by] the Rio Protocol." Ecuador's list in

cluded the assertion that the Rio Protocol was "partially inapplicable" 

and that Ecuador must have "free and sovereign" access to the Maran6n

Amazon. Peru was believed to have communicated to the guarantor coun

tries its unwillingness to negotiate these points." In effect, at least for 

public consumption, both parties adopted a non-negotiable position in 

one critical respect which appeared to leave the guarantors with very 

little maneuvering room to assist the parties to find common ground for 

final resolution of the dispute.  

Nevertheless, a way through this crucial remaining impasse was 

found in the mechanism of the expert commissions, set up by the guar

antors with the agreement of the parties and charged with preparing 

reports on the impasses for submission to each delegation involved in 

the negotiating process. The brief provided by the map experts on the 

boundary commission on May 8, 1998, proved to be the most important.  

Although its findings remained secret, information leaked out that, al

though several minor border issues favored Ecuador, they confirmed the 

long-standing Peruvian position that the watershed stipulated in the
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1942 protocol indeed existed along which the boundary should be drawn 
in the disputed area of the Alto Cenepa: the Cordillera del C6ndor." 

Given this conclusion by the experts, the crucial question was now 
(as it had been all along) just how to get both parties to agree to this line.  
In the following delicate and difficult negotiations, Peru acquiesced to 
a slight border adjustment in Ecuador's favor in another small area in 
dispute, in the Cuzumaza-Bambuiza-Yaupi zone. But Peruvian negotia
tors were not willing to concede any territorial adjustment along the Cor
dillera del C6ndor. Their Ecuadorean counterparts, believing that their 
country had already made a major concession in giving up insistence on 
sovereign access to the Amazon, were not willing to accept the Peruvian 
position that the watershed along the Cordillera del C6ndor was the only 
acceptable boundary line in the undemarcated area of the Alto Cenepa.  
This would mean, from an Ecuadorean perspective, that they would have 
nothing to show for their military successes against Peru in the 1995 con
flict, which would be unacceptable for key actors at home.  

So the historic impasse remained. The reintroduction of some troops 
into this area by both Peru and Ecuador created a new crisis during the 
first days of August 1998, which could easily have provoked an all-out 
war and the total collapse of the negotiation. This may well have been 
what some of the more nationalistic military and civilian elements on 
both sides were seeking. At the height of the crisis, however, President 
Fujimori insisted that there be no military reaction by Peruvian forces.  
MOMEP also assisted in defusing the situation by agreeing temporarily 
to expand its purview and to oversee troop withdrawal. This permitted a 
return to the negotiating table rather than succumbing once again to the 
use of armed force.  

The impasse was broken by a deft diplomatic stroke by which, af
ter multiple president-to-president meetings, the parties agreed to dis
agree on an Alto Cenepa solution (while accepting the negotiated agree
ments on the Treaty of Commerce and Navigation, confidence-building 
measures, and border integration) and leave definitive resolution in the 
hands of the guarantors.  

Furthermore, the parties agreed in advance (at guarantor insistence) 
that they would accept the guarantors' determination on the Alto Cenepa 
as final by submitting the arbitration proposal to their respective con
gresses. Both congresses met in their respective capitals at the same time 
and accepted the measure after extended discussion on October 23. Now 
it became possible for binding arbitration by the guarantors to become 
the instrument for a definitive agreement.'
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Peru and Ecuador had agreed in advance to accept the following key 

provisions of the guarantor decision: 

1. To draw the boundary along the Cordillera del C6ndor as indicated in 

the map experts' brief 

2. To establish a demilitarized nature preserve on both sides of the border 

thus established, under the administrative control of specially trained 

personnel from each country within its respective territory 

3. To give Ecuador's government control in perpetuity as a private owner 

of a small parcel of land (one square kilometer or 250 acres) at Tiwintza, 

within Peruvian territory, where Ecuadorean authorities could erect a 

monument to honor their fallen forces in the 1995 conflict and to which 

they would have unimpeded access from their side of the border over 

Peruvian territory.19 

The burden for the resolution of the non-negotiable negotiating positions 

of the parties thus fell to the guarantors, whose solution brought a de

finitive resolution to a dispute that had long eluded the best efforts of 

their predecessors. On October 26 the presidents of Ecuador and Peru 

signed the historic agreement, in November the Ecuadorean and Peru

vian congresses ratified the agreement and the Treaty of Commerce and 

Navigation, and in mid-December the instruments of ratification were 

exchanged, finalizing the historic agreement. Peace was at hand, at last! 

In assessing this long and difficult process over three and a half 

years of "getting to yes," the most important elements contributing to 

overcoming the weight of history surrounding the boundary dispute in

clude the role of the guarantors, the particular skills of its members at 

critical moments, their ability to maintain a unified approach, and the 

role of the parties themselves. Absent any one of them, it is hard to en

vision how success could have been achieved. In combination, however, 

they produced the success that had been so elusive for so long.  

The Role of the Guarantors 

It is quite unlikely that the border dispute, given its long historical trajec

tory and the entrenched positions of Ecuador and Peru, would have been 

resolved without the participation of the guarantors. They took their re

sponsibilities seriously, were committed to doing everything they could 

to help the parties solve the problem once and for all, and were prepared 

to devote the energies and resources necessary to that end. The success-
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ful establishment and continued operation of the multilateral military 
operation (MOMEP) in and around the disputed border area was a case 
in point. Another example of guarantor countries' commitment was the 
willingness of the U.S. State Department to second to the mission a se
nior person of ambassadorial rank and a more junior assistant virtually 
full-time as well as to provide short-term support from other appropri
ate agencies and offices when needed. In addition, the other guarantors 
named experienced vice ministers of foreign relations of ambassadorial 
rank. Brazil assumed its usual coordinating role and hosted some twenty 
guarantor country meetings in Brasilia, many with Ecuador's and Peru's 
participation as well. Argentina and Chile were also actively involved, 
including the hosting of the key confidence-building meetings in Buenos 
Aires and Santiago in 1996 and the discrete issue negotiations in 1997 
and 1998. Furthermore, all guarantor representatives were well regarded 
by their peers and were taken seriously by the parties themselves as well.  

The ultimate success of the guarantor mission's labors was enhanced 
by multitrack diplomacy initiatives that included support for conferenc
es of leading academics and civic leaders from both countries and mixed 
civilian-military groups, which combined to help weave networks favor
ing moderation and peaceful resolution. Military-to-military contacts 
through MOMEP and new U.S. bilateral military-to-military initiatives 
reinforced such networks in key institutions and among their leaders.  
Together such initiatives progressively improved the bases for construc
tive engagement between the parties and made even more self-evident 
the negative consequences of maintaining a boundary dispute without 
resolution. 20 The contact, consultation, and transparency which resulted 
helped to reinforce the diplomatic efforts and to provide a groundswell 
of support among influential constituencies over time that contributed 
to the legitimization of the negotiation process and to its successful 

outcome.  

The Special Skills of the U.S. Guarantor Representative 

While all of the guarantor representatives were highly qualified indi
viduals, the particular abilities of one, ambassador Luigi Einaudi of the 
United States, stood out. Working quietly behind the scenes, he gradually 
earned the trust and respect of the parties.2 ' Shortly after the conflict 
broke out, he was approached by assistant secretary for inter-American 
affairs Alexander Watson to take on the guarantor assignment and quick
ly accepted. He spent the next four years working almost full time on
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the issue, two of them at the explicit request of both parties after he had 

officially retired from the State Department. He was the only guarantor 

representative who could spend this kind of time on the task. The others 

were distinguished and respected professional diplomats as well, but all 

had continuing parallel responsibilities in their own foreign ministries 

that limited the attention they could give to the border problem. Partly 

because of this limitation, in fact, they designated Ambassador Einaudi 

as the guarantor intermediary representing the body between their for

mal meetings. This in effect made him the first among official equals.  

By all accounts, Einaudi played an indispensable role throughout the 

process. He is credited by various key actors with everything from find

ing ways to express issues that would not offend either party (such as the 

"substantive impasses" designation), to coming up with the private prop

erty idea for Tiwintza that opened the way to the breakthrough needed 

for resolution.22 Both parties came to trust his judgment, his fairness, his 

scrupulous adherence to appropriate procedures, and his discretion. The 

general conclusion among participants is that without his persistent, 

sometimes tenacious, involvement the Ecuadoreans and the Peruvians 

would never have signed and ratified an agreement. 23 Ambassador Ein

audi's participation confirms the adage that diplomacy transcends cold 

calculations of costs and benefits, balance points, and game theory

individuals do make a difference.  

A Unified Approach 

Another important component of the guarantor dynamic as the dispute 
resolution process moved forward was the members' positively reinforc

ing rapport. This often enabled them to move forward as a single body 

in their interactions with the parties, even though the United States ap

peared to be the guarantor most interested in a rapid resolution and Bra

zil the most willing to let the diplomatic process work at its own pace. On 

this occasion, guarantor representatives brought less of their respective 

countries' foreign policy agendas to the table than in the past.  

Several pre-1942 initiatives, in fact, had to be abandoned when the 

parties and their citizens mounted major protests against what they per

ceived as attempts to impose outcomes more aligned with the outside 

participants' interests than their own.24 During the 1950s as well, when 

the Rio Protocol was in effect and the guarantors had been regularly 

called upon to resolve periodic border incidents, the regional foreign pol

icy dynamics of the time had worked against a unified guarantor position
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on the issue. Argentina tended to favor Peru, while Chile frequently acted 
on behalf of Ecuador. In addition, rivalry for regional influence between 
Brazil and Argentina at this time often produced tension among them in 
guarantor meetings and impeded the dispute resolution process.  

A further difficulty during the 1950s, when the parties regularly re
quested guarantor assistance to help resolve incidents, was the slow and 
passive nature of the response. Guarantors proved reluctant to make de
cisions on their own, delayed resolutions until foreign ministries had vet
ted drafts, and bent over backward to avoid antagonizing either party. As 
a result, final statements tended to be so watered down that little prog
ress could be made, with the delays often contributing to the escalation 
of minor incidents into full-blown crises. 2 5 Such problems were generally 
avoided once the guarantor mechanism was reinstated in 1995, although 
all was not smooth sailing on this occasion either. There were revelations 
of Argentine sales of military equipment to Ecuador through Venezuela 
and Panama during the fighting and concern that the traditional enmity 
between Chile and Peru (dating from Peru's defeat in the War of the Pa
cific in 1879-1883) might affect Chile's views as a guarantor.26 Neverthe
less, these issues failed to provoke the kind of reactions that had scuttled 
peace initiatives in the past, largely because the guarantors on this occa
sion were able to hew to their unified approach to the process.  

The Role of the Parties 

In this round of negotiations, both Ecuador and Peru had their own rea
sons to be amenable to outside assistance. Peruvian diplomats had con
cluded that the guarantors would favor their international law-based 
interpretation of the most appropriate solution. Ecuador's counterparts 
felt that there was a good possibility of a third-party judgment in favor of 
their historically based claim. 27 At the same time, however, long-standing 
positions were retained. Ecuador could not accept a final agreement that 
did not include a territorial concession by Peru in the long disputed area 
that had not yet been demarcated. Peru could not accept any resolution 
that did not place the boundary at the height of land of the Cordillera del 
C6ndor watershed, as stipulated in the Rio Protocol.  

Working through this major impasse was a complex and multifac
eted process that involved adjustments on both sides and faced various 
obstacles along the way. Peruvian diplomacy was thrown off stride at a 
critical point in the negotiations, with the surprise resignation of foreign 
minister Francisco Tudela in mid-July 1998 due to his opposition to Pres-
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ident Fujimori's domestic political maneuvers, thereby removing Peru's 

most credible spokesperson from the border dispute negotiating process.  

His replacement in August by Dr. Eduardo Ferrero Costa, a knowledge

able international relations academic from a prominent political family 

but without government experience himself, set the process back even 

more. Ferrero Costa came to be seen over the succeeding months as a 

less flexible negotiator than his predecessor and as one who did not have 

Tudela's independent stature.28 

Change in the leadership of Peru's Negotiating Commission, howev

er, had a different effect. The replacement of Ambassador Alfonso Arias

Schreiber, a distinguished retired military officer and diplomat known 

for his hard line on the border issue, with Dr. Fernando Trazegnies, a 

well-known professor of international relations at the Catholic Universi

ty, introduced a more moderate perspective to that important body from 

the Peruvian side, even though he, too, lacked an independent base of 

support. The overall result was a process over which President Fujimori 

could exercise greater personal control, which turned out to be a positive 

development: it became increasingly evident that he had become com

mitted to a full and final resolution of the dispute.  

Ecuador's interim president Fabian Alarc6n, who was expected to be 

little more than a transitional caretaker calming domestic waters after 

the tumultuous regime of President Bucaram, strengthened both his own 

internal position as well as his country's in the discussions with Peru 

by winning a national referendum in May 1997 confirming his position 

as interim head of state until elections scheduled for May 1998. Foreign 

minister Jos6 Ayala Lasso's experience and apparent ability to gain inde

pendent control over the intra-Ecuadorean position in the bilateral dis

cussions also gave Ecuador an advantage. The country was further aided 

by the presence of ambassador Edgar Terin as head of its Negotiating 

Commission. He was Ecuador's former ambassador in Washington and a 

person closely involved in discussions on the issue from the beginning of 

the 1995 conflict.  

Such coherence and professionalism within Ecuador's negotiating 

team undoubtedly contributed to a more pragmatic stance regarding the 

country's historic position and produced a critical shift in January 1998, 

when Minister Ayala Lasso dropped the word "sovereign" for the first 

time in a public speech. By declaring that a goal of the negotiations was 

"access to the Amazon," the phrase used in all subsequent official state

ments, Ecuador was signaling its readiness to find some solution to the 

impasse short of the nation's historic aspirations.
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In a follow-up television interview several months later, the foreign 
ministry general secretary, Diego Ribadaneira, articulated what that so
lution might entail and how it could still accomplish the basic objective.  
He explained Ecuador's position as one that retained the goal of full ac
cess to the Amazon region but that would be accomplished by the Treaty 
of Commerce and Navigation within the parameters of the Rio Proto
col. 29 To the guarantor community, these official Ecuadorean foreign 
ministry statements signaled that Ecuador had found a way to reconcile 
historic aspirations within international legal mechanisms and that ne
gotiating space within them was now available for working toward a 
final settlement of the dispute. Ecuador's more flexible position shifted 
the burden for a reciprocal adjustment of historically non-negotiable 

positions to Peru.  
The July 12, 1998, election victory of Jamil Mahuad as president of 

Ecuador over Jaime Nebot, in a closely contested runoff, turned out to be 
another major development. Even though the campaign, by mutual agree
ment, had scarcely mentioned the border dispute, it was widely believed 
that the victor held a more moderate position on the issue than his ri
val. Between the election and the inauguration, however, new Peruvian 
military incursions into part of the disputed area in late July and early 
August threatened to provoke a renewal of hostilities.The president-elect 
nonetheless chose to make the border question his first order of business 
and offered to meet with his Peruvian counterpart to seek a negotiated 
peace in his inaugural address on August 10. The Peruvian foreign min
ister's immediate negative response to the new Ecuadorean president's 
olive branch only heightened the perception that a new outbreak of hos
tilities was imminent.  

At this critical moment, a combination of developments averted 
disaster and brought the conflict back to the negotiating table. The Ar
gentine foreign minister, Guido di Tella, visited Lima on his way back to 
Buenos Aires from President Mahuad's inauguration. Exercising his role 
as a guarantor representative, he succeeded in securing an agreement 
from President Fujimori that Peru would indeed return to negotiations.  
The Peruvian president immediately imposed his authority on his own 
hard-line foreign and defense ministers, and MOMEP was then able to 
extend its purview temporarily beyond the demilitarized zone to secure 
the withdrawal of Peruvian and Ecuadorean troops from the area. And 
in addition to Argentina's vital role in Lima, the good offices of the other 
guarantors, especially Brazil as coordinator, included President Fernan
do Henrique Cardoso's extensive personal diplomacy with both the Peru-
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vian and the Ecuadorean heads of state at critical junctures.30A parallel 

track of private diplomacy was also starting at this time. One of President 

Mahuad's closest advisors persuaded him to invite his Peruvian counter

part to lunch at a neutral site. Their four-hour private repast in Brasilia 

in early August 1998, with aides sitting outside and unknown to the pub

lic at the time, proved foundational to the peace that would later emerge.  

With President Fujimori now committed to a resolution of the dis

pute, it became a question of finding the right formula which would meet 

Peru's demand for a solution within the terms of the Rio Protocol. In Au

gust he forced the resignation of the long-term commander in chief of the 

armed forces, Nicols Hermoza de Bari, believed to oppose the terms of 

a final settlement with Ecuador as they were emerging; Hermoza de Bari 

was also thought to have allowed the July 1998 infiltration of Peruvian 

military forces back into the disputed area of the border. As the negotiat

ing situation evolved in August and September 1998, Fujimori increas

ingly took charge of the day-to-day strategy. This provoked the resigna

tion of Minister Ferrero Costa early in October, on the eve of the final 

agreement, both because he felt that he was being shunted aside in the 

negotiations and because he had always opposed a territorial concession 

of any kind to Ecuador.  

Throughout August and September presidents Mahuad and Fujimori 

had followed up on their initial private lunch with a series of meetings.  

In spite of the positive dynamic that the presidents' meetings created, the 

two heads of state could not overcome one last hurdle. President Mahuad 

felt that he could not take to the people of Ecuador a boundary document 

that did not include access and territory on the Peruvian side. President 

Fujimori felt that he could not take to the people of Peru one that did.  

So the two presidents agreed to disagree but at the same time 

brought their political skills and newfound rapport to bear to find a way 

out of this final impasse. They turned to the guarantors and agreed in ad

vance to accept their solution in what amounted to binding arbitration.  

Their personal diplomacy, along with the presence of a preexisting mech

anism to which they could turn (the guarantors), paved the way for the 

historic agreement that provided a definitive resolution of the dispute.  

The Role of Internal Political Dynamics 

Finding a comprehensive solution to the Ecuador-Peru border dispute 

confirms the maxim that the last mile of a marathon is the most difficult 

for all participants. In this particular case, many of the challenges faced
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in the final stretch arose from internal political dynamics in both coun
tries. One challenge was posed by internal events quite apart from bilat
eral issues that delayed the peacekeeping negotiating process for several 
months (as described above). Another related to the distinctive features 
of domestic politics in each country.  

Peru's internal political dynamics were much more stable and pre
dictable than those in Ecuador. President Fujimori, in power since 1990 
(which he consolidated with a self-initiated coup in 1992, a new consti
tution in 1993, and his reelection in 1995 by a significant margin), was 
firmly in control of the government, had the military behind him, and had 
a pliable majority in congress. This was confirmed by an unrelated devel
opment, congress's August 1998 rejection of a referendum on whether he 
could run for a third term in office, even with more than the constitution
ally mandated number of signatures required for its submission to a na
tional vote. Ecuador's democracy, in contrast, was weak and fragile, with 
a legislature that was almost always controlled by different parties than 
occupied the executive branch. Over the course of the 45-month effort to 
defuse and solve the border problem, Ecuador had four presidents, sym
bolizing the instability of domestic politics there.  

Such differences in internal political dynamics led to radically dif
ferent approaches in the way each government dealt with domestic con
stituencies on the status of the border dispute negotiating process as 
it proceeded. Ecuadorean officials consulted regularly with key elites, 
including congress, the military, business, and the media, at each step 
of their discussions with Peru. Even though this slowed down the inter
national negotiation process, to the consternation and frustration of all 
involved, important sectors of Ecuador's public were kept informed and 
felt that they had some input into the process. Peru's leaders, however, 
kept their diplomatic strategy and initiatives to themselves. They made 
little effort to consult outside a narrow official circle. Key elites and the 
general public in Peru were not kept abreast of developments and had no 
input into the process.3 ' Ecuador's leaders felt that they had no option 
but to pursue a more inclusive public diplomacy at home, because the 
government and population alike had long considered the trans-Andean 
territory to be a defining component of national identity.32 

Another important difference between the two countries was that 
Ecuador's military was stronger in terms of domestic political influence 
and more unified than Peru's. It had built up strength over more than a 
decade to prepare for an eventual confrontation with Peru. In the 1995 
conflict Ecuador's military showed it was ready, successfully keeping Pe-
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ruvian forces at bay. Because Ecuador's armed forces had the most at 

stake in any settlement with Peru, top officers needed to be consulted 

regularly by the diplomats involved in the negotiating process. Peru's 

military had been caught unprepared in 1995 but had overcome its mate

rial differences quickly and wanted the opportunity to get back at Ecua

dorean forces. The Peruvian armed forces were also much more depen

dent on President Fujimori, however, who had over the course of his long 

presidency made military leadership appointments based on personal 

loyalty rather than independent capacity.  

In short, internal political considerations in Ecuador required that 

the diplomats check back regularly with key sectors to apprise them of 

developments and to get their feedback. Over the course of the extended 

negotiating process, then, many Ecuadoreans were informed in general 

terms of what was going on and had time to reflect on and reconsider 

their long-held views. In addition, top-ranking diplomats made public 

statements from time to time, making it clear that Ecuador could not ex

pect its historic position to win out. When the outside mapping experts 

named by the guarantors to a special border commission submitted their 

report in May 1998, one of their key conclusions was that there was no 

separate watershed other than the Cordillera del C6ndor in the disput

ed area, thereby undermining Ecuador's historic position. At this criti

cal moment, Ecuadorean authorities disseminated some of the conclu

sions in the most general terms to prepare the public without violating 

the proviso forbidding any public declaration of the report. In addition, 

these same officials began to tout the Treaty of Commerce and Navigation 

contemplated in the 1942 Rio Protocol as the vehicle by which Ecuador 

would pursue its Amazonian ambitions, and the country's major newspa

pers came out in support of the proposed settlement. So when the signing 

actually took place, most of Ecuador had been prepared for the outcome 

and accepted it.33 

This did not happen in Peru. Official information on the diplomatic 

process was carefully filtered. A government ad campaign in the Peru

vian media emphasized the need to "respect the protocol and make it be 

respected," treating it as an inflexible instrument. This gave the explicit 

impression that the Peruvian government would be firm and that a terri

torial adjustment of any kind was totally out of the question. Because the 

government made no effort to inform the public, even in general terms, 

most Peruvians were not prepared for the symbolic private property so

lution that was reached. In addition, most did not understand that the 

Treaty of Commerce and Navigation was actually referred to in the origi-
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nal Rio Protocol as an instrument that could be negotiated to help imple
ment the terms of the protocol.  

As a result, in the disquiet created when the actual terms of the set
tlement became public in Peru, the political opposition took advantage of 
the moment to organize a popular protest, which turned violent in some 
parts of the country, especially in the northern jungle city of Iquitos.  
While the government quickly quelled the opposition to the agreement, 
with a number of civilian deaths in the process, to many Peruvians the 
outcome represented surrender rather than victory.  

Peruvian government officials achieved acceptance because they 
had the domestic political and military power to do so, not because they 
convinced their citizens that they had achieved almost all that they had 
sought. Ecuador, even with much more at risk in the negotiations after 
decades of claims of sovereignty in the Amazon and a population whose 
national identification rested to a significant degree on these claims, did 
not experience a violent popular reaction even though the agreement did 
not satisfy these aspirations.34 The major reason for such a response was 
authorities' carefully considered process of consensus building through 
constant consultation and effective domestic public diplomacy.  

Conclusion 

The "weight of history" was very much against a peaceful resolution of 
the Ecuador-Peru conflict. The longer the dispute festered without reso
lution, the more nettlesome it became. Ecuador's performance in the 1995 
small-scale war, combined with the availability of modern weapons, 
could easily have propelled the two countries into a catastrophic major 
war.  

Fortunately for Ecuadoreans, Peruvians, and everyone in the West
ern Hemisphere, important changes in the balance of military and diplo
matic power as a result of the 1995 hostilities gave a new relevance to the 
international institutional context within which the conflict was embed
ded. Leadership, including the diplomatic skill of hemispheric diplomats 
and the personal courage and foresight of Ecuadorean and Peruvian 
presidents alike, helped to generate terms that allowed each nation to 
conclude that resolution at last made more sense than continued conflict.  
As difficult, drawn out, and problematic as the process was, eventually 
the diplomacy of cooperation won out over the diplomacy of war.  

What could be considered the most important elements that contrib
uted to this felicitous outcome? One is certainly the prior existence of a
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framework within the international system-the 1942 Treaty of Peace, 

Friendship, and Boundaries (the Rio Protocol)-that made this dispute, 

however long-standing, less subject to the system's anarchic characteris

tics. The problem was that this framework could not be utilized for some 

thirty-five years due to the shift in position of one of the parties to the 

treaty, with the result that the dispute returned to its anarchical con

text, characterized by constant tension and unpredictability. Therefore, 

the crucial first step toward any possible resolution through cooperation 

rather than war required a return to the international framework offered 

by the treaty. Ecuador's decision to do so in early 1995, based on its cal

culation that the costs of return would be less than the uncertainties of 

continuing with the status quo, immediately increased the chances for a 

negotiated settlement.  

Another major element was the degree to which the Rio Protocol con

tained the provisions needed for moving forward toward resolution of 

the dispute. These included specifics as to how and where the boundary 

should be drawn, a complementary treaty of commerce and navigation 

to be negotiated separately, and a multilateral instrument by which four 

specified friendly countries could provide their good offices to help the 

parties work out their differences.  

The role of the guarantors proved to be another absolutely essential 

element once the diplomatic process got underway. Unlike the 1950s, this 

time they responded quickly, worked effectively together, operated at all 

times with patience and forbearance, made certain that ultimate respon

sibility for decisions rested with the parties, and had the skills necessary 

to devise solutions to multiple impasses as they came to the fore. At no 

point was this more in evidence than in the final stages of the negotia

tions, when they devised a solution based on what amounted to binding 

arbitration with a symbolic cession of one square kilometer of territory 

in the disputed area to Ecuador in permanent usufruct, not sovereignty.  

In addition, the U.S. guarantor representative, who came to fulfill the role 

of coordinator among his colleagues through his individual abilities, was 

able to utilize his standing with the parties to work successfully through 

the most difficult moments in the process.  

The establishment in the disputed area of a multilateral military 

mission (MOMEP) that included contingents of all of the guarantors 

as well as the parties as the first major initiative proved to be a critical 

step. While MOMEP's presence was small and almost symbolic (less than 

seventy-five personnel permanently deployed), it served as a deterrent to 

further military confrontations by the parties. By including contingents
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from both Ecuador and Peru, it also offered a continuing basis for regular 
contact and confidence building to help defuse the long tradition of hos
tility and mistrust. Furthermore, since the cost of MOMEP was assumed 
by the parties to the conflict, they also had a stake in ensuring its effec
tive operation.  

Ecuador had always had a greater stake in finding a solution that 
would satisfy long-held and deeply embedded national aspirations, so 
the process by which its leaders worked to prepare domestic constituen
cies for an outcome that would fall short of meeting them was another 
critical element in resolving the dispute. Officials not only consulted 
with key elites at each step of the negotiations but also made public 
statements that expressed adjustments in historic positions and sup
ported alternative options to help set the stage for a settlement that 
would have public acquiescence, if not support. They succeeded in this 
effort, in spite of operating within a democratic context that was both 
fragile and unstable.  

Ecuador's pursuit of domestic public diplomacy contrasted marked
ly with Peru's approach, which consistently kept the details of the negoti
ating process confined to a small group of officials. Given Peru's stronger 
initial hand in the context of international law and negotiation dynamics 
that further strengthened that position over time, the failure to consult 
or share information about developments at any point was surprising, to 
say the least. The explanation may lie in a combination of an authoritar
ian presidential leadership style and an internal democratic process at 
the time in which the president's supporters had a majority in congress 
and were amenable to responding as they were asked. Whatever the rea
sons, the government paid a high price for its hermetic approach when 
the terms of the final settlement did become public. Even though any ob
jective observer would conclude that Peru gained virtually everything 
that it had been seeking, violent popular protests rocked the government 
and spoiled a moment that should have been one of celebration.  

Finally, whatever the differences in the ways each country informed 
its citizens on the state of the negotiations, the roles of the heads of state 
proved decisive at the final stage of the process. Both President Fujimori 
and President Mahuad engaged in a remarkable feat of personal diplo
macy to break through the resistances of some of the actors, particularly 
the military and the Peruvian foreign minister, to find a way to a final 
settlement that made imaginative use of but did not violate the terms of 
the Rio Protocol. Without their initiative and resolve, it is unlikely that a 
definitive resolution of the dispute would have been achieved.
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Considered separately, none of these elements would have been suffi

cient in and of itself to provide the basis for a comprehensive settlement.  

Taken together, however, they worked over time to reinforce the negotiat

ing process and, ultimately, to resolve the conundrum of Latin America's 

oldest and most enduring border dispute as well as to sustain momen

tum through the implementation process that followed. This included the 

placing of the final boundary marker in May 1999, which brought an end 

to the role of the guarantors under the Rio Protocol after fifty-seven tur

bulent years.



J CONCLUSIONS 
Lessons Learned, Progress Achieved, and Implications 
for Other Boundary Disputes 

The economic benefits of a resolution of the boundary dispute were clear 
to both Ecuador and Peru. At the same time, however, some observers felt 
that such benefits, while positive, were unlikely to have a significant mac
roeconomic effect on either country.' Diplomats on both sides were inter
ested in putting the dispute behind them. Yet the dispute festered for an
other fifty years after war and a peace treaty ostensibly had produced a 
settlement. With hindsight, we can describe the Ecuador-Peru boundary 
dispute as not yet "ripe" for resolution; from our analytic perspective that 
means that political leaders on both sides would be punished politically 
if they made the key concessions that would resolve this dispute.  

The institutional structure of the democracies created in the late 
1970s in both countries was such that it produced a situation in which it 
was not in any politician's interest to agree on settlement terms. For Ec
uador, with no reelection, legislators might have taken a moderately un
popular stance that promised important benefits in the medium term and 
voted for a settlement. But the economic benefits were likely to be large 
only for the lightly populated border regions rather than for the nation 
as a whole. In addition, with Peru insisting on the sanctity of a treaty de
nounced in Ecuador by democratic and authoritarian leaders alike over 
decades, no Ecuadorean president who cared about a place in history or 
legislator hoping to become president or run for other public office in the
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new democracy could accept a treaty under such terms. For Peru, where 

reelection was permitted, no legislator or president could accept a reso

lution adjusting any terms of the 1942 treaty without expecting punish

ment at the hands of the electorate, given multiple governments' historic 

position on the border issue.  

The stalemate produced in the 1995 war, however, in sharp contrast 

with Peru's quick military victory in 1981, shifted the power relations 

between the two countries. This shift altered both the internal and inter

national context within which the institutional constraints on leaders 

operated. Regionally, the probability of a renewal of hostilities and its 

development into a major war propelled third parties to commit time, en

ergy, and resources to resolve this dispute. Domestically, Ecuador's abil

ity to stand up to Peru in the battlefield now instilled in both leadership 

and citizens alike a sense of honor and justice. The potential for war, in 

turn, threatened both Peruvian president Alberto Fujimori's strategy for 

strengthening his increasingly authoritarian hold on domestic politics 

and his neo-liberal economic plan.  

The 1995 war, along with the institutional changes that were taking 

place in Peru, combined to achieve an important goal for Ecuador; they 

forced Peru to the negotiating table. There, with the active partnership 

of the guarantor countries, a package of items could be put together that 

had the potential to turn a zero-sum issue (my territory or yours) into one 

that was divisible and thus positive-sum.  

Ecuador's military performance and Fujimori's willingness and abil

ity to take an unpopular stand made it possible for both sides to accept 

the guarantors' decision to recognize Peruvian sovereignty over almost 

all of the territory in dispute while giving Ecuador a symbol of respect 

in Tiwintza and potentially significant economic benefits as well. 2 Ecua

dorean legislators, facing reelection, could now find it in their political 

interest to accept a resolution that-while far less than the banner in 

Quito's central plaza proclaiming that "Ecuador is, and has always been, 

an Amazonian nation"-brought respect and put an old issue behind 

them as they confronted newer and more pressing domestic political and 

economic challenges.  

Within the ambit of bilateral relations since the 1998 peace agree

ment, the range of activities which helped to consolidate the peace has 

significantly increased. Commercial activities have expanded markedly, 

with Ecuadorean exports to Peru increasing by more than twenty-fold, 

from just $69 million in 1995 to almost $1.5 billion in 2007 (over half 

made up of oil and oil products). 3 During the same period, Peruvian ex-
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ports to Ecuador, while less dramatic in their expansion, still grew over 
700 percent, from $47 million to $347 million. 4 Private investment be
tween the two countries also grew significantly, from less than $1 million 
in 1992 to over $35 million a decade later.5 These changes have occurred 
along with a tripling of border area commerce and a five-fold increase in 
vehicle traffic across the frontier over the past decade.6 

Another area of significant positive change as the result of the peace 
treaty is through the Binational Development Plan, which focuses on a 
variety of infrastructure projects to benefit the almost 5 million residents 
of the frontier region (1.6 million Ecuadoreans and 3.1 million Peruvi
ans). The projects cover a gamut of basic improvements (such as highway 
construction, electrification, potable water, sanitation, public health and 
education facilities) and are financed by a variety of sources (including 
local and national governments of Peru and Ecuador, over a dozen foreign 
governments, and a substantial number of NGOs). From 1999 through 
2006 total expenditures on such types of projects on the Peruvian side of 
the border came to almost $1.3 billion, with the total on the Ecuadorean 
side during the same period reaching just over $700 million. 7 For Peru, 
the resources expended have financed about 360 separate projects pro
viding benefits to close to one-third of the total frontier area population.8 

On their side of the border, Ecuadorean officials have financed some 530 
projects for the benefit of about 340,000 residents of the country's eight 
frontier provinces. 9 

A third arena of substantial change since the 1998 signing of the 
peace treaty can be found in the progressive expansion of bilateral meet
ings by government officials, with regular joint gatherings of cabinet 
members and key military authorities as well as state visits by both 
presidents. Symbolizing the degree to which historic barriers have come 
down was the incident-free 2008 visit to Lima by Quito's mayor, retired 
general Francisco "Paco" Moncayo, commander of Ecuadorean forces in 
the 1995 war, during which he characterized bilateral relations as "mag
nificent."10 Among other signs of full official normalization are agree
ments for bilateral military cooperation to demine the frontier over the 
next five years and for a five-year extension of the Peru-Ecuador Bina
tional Plan for Peace and Development." 

Some differences remain, however, as in the delays in utilizing the 
significant resources promised by international financial institutions 
(IFIs) due to the complexities of coordinating projects at multiple levels 
of both governments and to the difficulties of local authorities in meeting 
the requirement that they provide 20 percent of the financing needed for 
the projects to go forward.'2 Another difference is to be found in the ap-
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proaches that the governments of Peru and Ecuador are following in their 

economic development strategies. Peru is committed to economic liberal

ization and closer relations with the United States through a Free Trade 

Agreement, while Ecuador pursues a more statist approach and closer 

ties with Venezuela. The possibility of a sea boundary conflict is another 

potential issue, as Peru has taken a different interpretation of the 1950s 

tripartite accords with Ecuador and Chile for the location of the Peru

Chile line in a submission to the International Court of Justice (ICJ) that 

could reopen the issue of the Peru-Ecuador line as well.' 3 A final potential 

source of tension is the failure to date either to complete the road from 

the border to Tiwintza (as agreed in the peace treaty) or to build the docks 

and storage facilities for Ecuadorean products on the Amazon, part of the 

complementary 1998 Treaty of Commerce and Navigation.  

In spite of such lingering issues and potential areas of bilateral 

problems, however, the advances achieved in relations between Peru and 

Ecuador in the decade since the resolution of the border dispute offer 

clear signs that the problems that divided the two nations for so long 

have been overcome. Given the progress that has been made in such a 

short time and the growing interrelationships in both political and eco

nomic arenas that have been achieved, it appears likely that any remain

ing differences will be worked out in constructive and mutually satisfac

tory ways.  

Lessons from the Ecuador-Peru War and Peace 

Though Ecuador and Peru resolved their boundary dispute, Tables 1.2 

and 1.3 (see Chapter 1) remind us that border issues in Latin America 

still abound. Eight disputes have been resolved since 2000 (see Table 

1.1), most recently Nicaragua/Costa Rica in 2009 and the Peru/Ecuador 

(maritime boundary) in 2011.14 In addition, two are at various stages of 

ICJ processes (Nicaragua/Colombia and Peru/Chile), another one is in an 

OAS-mediated process (Guatemala/Belize), and there appears to be a new 

willingness on the part of Chile and Bolivia to address their dispute.' 5 

In addition, although it was not a border dispute per se, Argentina took 

Uruguay to the ICJ, alleging a treaty violation dispute over presumed en

vironmental damage from a paper mill along the Parana River border

ing both countries.1 6 A decision on April 20, 2010, on balance supported 

Uruguay.' 7 

Even with such positive developments, however, the overall picture 

is less sanguine. The 2003 ruling by the ICJ to resolve the Honduras/El 

Salvador dispute in the Gulf of Fonseca inadvertently created a new con-
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troversy over the Isla de Conejo. The court's decision on the Nicaragua/ 
Colombia dispute over the San Andres Islands in 2006 specifically left 
maritime boundaries to be worked out by the parties. The need to negoti
ate sea boundaries has also become important in the Peru/Chile relation
ship despite the final resolution of their land-based disagreements; it is 
also interfering with the Bolivia/Chile discussions over Bolivia's claim 
to sovereign access to the sea. When Bolivia and Chile appeared to be on 
the verge of a tentative solution in 1977, Peru invoked the clause in the 
1879-1883 War of the Pacific settlement that gave it the right to decide 
on any proposed territorial transfer involving lands which were formally 
Peruvian (the Department of Tarapaci). Chile could not cede former Bo
livian territory without physically dividing the country, so Peru's objec
tions rendered moot any possible territorial transfer.1 8 The high price of 
energy has turned maritime boundaries into an issue much larger than 
fisheries, as countries scramble to sign contracts with international oil 
companies to explore for fossil fuels in disputed territorial seas.  

Nonboundary disputes have also become more salient over the past 
few years. Colombia's efforts to resolve its decades-old civil war have 
created new tensions along both the Ecuadorean and Venezuelan bor
ders. Controversies over Brazilian public and private investment in Ec
uador have led to the recall of the Brazilian ambassador. Brazil has also 
warned Paraguay over the seizure by landless peasants of Brazilian
owned farms. Peru has protested to both Ecuador and Bolivia over their 
activities promoting leftist organizations involving Peruvian citizens 
within their territories and in Peru as well.  

The vast majority of these disputes, territorial or not, are unlikely 
to deteriorate into violent conflict; but disturbing signs suggest that we 
should not believe that Latin America has reached a state in which the 
use of force as an instrument of statecraft has been rendered illegitimate 
or null. The willingness to appeal verbally to force, to demonstrate one's 
ability to mobilize force, and even to employ force short of war has not 
disappeared in the region.' 9 For example, when Paraguay's government 
insisted on a new accord that would increase the price of electricity that 
it sold to Brazil from the binational Itaipd Dam installations and failed 
to respond quickly to invasion of Brazilian-owned farms by landless Par
aguayan peasants, Brazil's government mobilized troops to the border.  
Believing that it was being unduly pressured by its powerful neighbor, 
the Fernando Lugo government complained to the OAS Permanent As
sembly about Brazil's behavior.20
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In this context of boundary and other disputes, a long-postponed 

modernization of Latin American militaries fuels uncertainty and sus

picion. Honduran purchases of military aircraft increase tension with 

Nicaragua, which refuses to destroy more SAM-7 missiles unless Hon

duras and El Salvador rid themselves of military aircraft.2' Chile's pur

chase of F-16C fighter jets, state-of-the-art Leopard tanks, and Humvees 

are reported to be "of great concern to Peru, Bolivia, and Argentina."22 

Venezuela's military modernization project has accelerated in the last 

two years, with US$4 billion spent on fighter jets, attack helicopters, and 

100,000 Kalashnikov assault rifles and ammunition. There are also plans 

to build a Kalashnikov production facility. This, combined with claims 

that the specific caliber of ammunition used in these Kalashnikovs is also 

usable in the older models employed by Fuerzas Armadas Revoluciona

rias de Colombia (FARC, Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia), raises 

fears about leakage from the Venezuelan army to guerrilla groups in the 

region.23 Venezuela's military assistance to Bolivia is nontransparent 

and confusing to Bolivia's neighbors especially after Hugo Chivez an

nounced that his military would come to the aid of the Evo Morales gov

ernment when the autonomy movement among the eastern departments 

showed signs of leading to civil war.25 

The U.S. agreement with Colombia over access to seven military 

bases also contributes to concern. The two countries insist that the U.S.  

military presence will continue the fight against the drug trade within 

Colombia. Yet U.S. support for Colombia's cross-border incursion into Ec

uador makes many worry that a threshold in the war against drugs and 

terror has been crossed. Proclamations by the U.S. Department of Defense 

before the U.S. Congress about achieving increased operational capabili

ties in South America once the bases are upgraded are disconcerting to 

Colombia's neighbors. 26 

The military balance is thus becoming more ambiguous at a time 

when the institutional constraints on political leaders are making them 

more accountable to their citizens. The Ecuador-Peru case demonstrates 

that democratic citizens can favor the use of military force when they 

believe the costs are low and national interests are at stake. It is discon

certing that 82 percent of Colombians supported President Alvaro Uribe 

V6lez's decision to use army units to pursue the FARC across the border 

into Ecuador,27 in clear violation of international law.  

Unfortunately, a number of Latin American leaders of countries with 

outstanding boundary and other disputes fall into the category of risk
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Table 7.1. Militarized Interstate Disputes, 2005-2009 

Date Countries MID score 

January 2005 Venezuela, Colombia 3 

October-November 2005 Costa Rica, Nicaragua 2 

February 2006 Colombia, Ecuador 3 

April 2007 Nicaragua, Costa Rica 4 

May 2007 Argentina, Uruguay 3 

July 2007 Colombia, Nicaragua 3 

February 2008 Colombia, Nicaragua 3 

March 2008 Colombia, Ecuador 4 

March 2008 Colombia, Venezuela 3 

2009 Venezuela, Colombia 3 

Sources: "Venezuela Breaks Ties with Colombia after Rebel Spokesman Kidnapped from Caracas," NotiSur, January 28, 2005; 
"Rio San Juan: From Nicaragua and Costa Rica to The Hague," NotiCen, November 3, 2005; Gabriel Marcella, War with
out Borders: The Colombia-Ecuador Crisis of 2008; "Security Update," Latinnews Daily (Intelligence Research Ltd), April 25, 
2007, http://www.latinnews.com (accessed May 22, 2007); "Interstate Conflict in Latin America: A Thing of the Past?" 
Latin American Special Reports, April 2007, http://www.latinnews.com (accessed May 22, 2007); Simon Romero, "Talk 
of Independence in a Place Claimed by 2 Nations," New York Times, February 1, 2008; Keesing's Record of World Events, 
54 (March 2008), Colombia, 48456; Brian Ellsworth, "Venezuela Mobilizes Forces to Colombia Border," Reuters, March 5, 
2008, http://www.reuters.com/article/2008/03/05/us-venezuela-colombio-idUSN0227633020080305 (accessed June 
24, 2011); Guy Adams, "Tensions Grow as Chavez Masses Troops on Border," Independent, November 10, 2009, http:// 
www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/tensions-grow-as-chovez-msses-troops-on-border-1817728.html (accessed 
April 18, 2010).  

takers, but without being innovators. Outside of Bolivia and Brazil, both 
the Left (Venezuela, Ecuador, Argentina, and Nicaragua) and the Right 
(Colombia, Peru, and Mexico) are using traditional approaches to ad
dress today's challenges. That means that they are not working to find 
new ways to solve problems, which arise precisely because the old ap
proaches have proven incapable of resolving them. In interstate disputes, 
such "old ways" of addressing issues include militarizing them.  

The relevance of the Ecuador-Peru war and subsequent peace has 
been thrust into the Western Hemisphere by the March 2008 Colombian 
attack on a guerrilla camp across the border in Ecuador after Colombia 
claimed that the guerrillas had opened fire. Ecuador denounced the viola
tion of its territory and mobilized its military. Venezuela jumped into the 
fray, breaking relations with Colombia and ordering troops to the border 
while warning Colombia that violation of its territory would mean war.
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Nicaragua also suspended relations with Colombia. For a few days Latin 

Americans and many observers outside the region held their breath, until 

at last reconciliation was brokered. Although Colombia's relations with 

both Ecuador and Venezuela soon deteriorated again, President Juan 

Manuel Santos Calder6n (2010-2014) has taken several significant steps 

to reestablish normal ties.  

Militarization occurs even in conditions of great power disparities 

and the presence of international institutions. In 2009 the ICJ resolved a 

disagreement about the rights of Costa Rica in the San Juan River, which 

defines the border with Nicaragua; but in October 2010 Costa Rica dis

covered that the Nicaraguans were clearing a channel on a marshland in 

a disputed section of the Isla Calero. Costa Rica has no army, but Nica

ragua sent dozens of troops to the area in a clear effort to intimidate the 

Costa Ricans when they complained. The OAS attempted to mediate the 

dispute, but Nicaraguan president Daniel Ortega claimed that the orga

nization had no jurisdiction over territorial disputes. Costa Rica filed a 

claim with the ICJ in November 2010. In March 2011 the court issued an 

order for the two parties to remove their personnel (Costa Rica had dis

patched police to the area) while the case proceeds.28 

Unfortunately, as Table 7.1 indicates, in the period from 2005 to 2009 

military force has been threatened, mobilized, and even used ten times, 

involving seven Latin American countries, not just Colombia, Venezuela, 

and Ecuador.  

The Role of Third Parties 

As our case study demonstrates, third parties can play a fundamental 

and positive role in helping countries to find ways to resolve their dis

putes. An offer by third parties of help in resolving interstate disputes 

may have unintended consequences, however, because of "moral haz

ard." This situation arises when an insurance policy against some risky 

behavior lowers that risk sufficiently so that the covered party decides 

that the benefits of such behavior now outweigh the costs. As a result, 

the insurance winds up stimulating risky behavior. Ignoring "moral haz

ard" possibilities may encourage hard-line positions by weaker parties 

in the dispute, including violence, in the hope that an interested hemi

spheric community might increase pressure on a rival to settle. Although 

the hemisphere rejoices that Ecuador and Peru have settled their dispute, 

one should remember that it took a small war in 1995 and the threat of a 

large one in 1998 to help convince the parties to settle. By guaranteeing
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that conquest will not be recognized and that escalation into a costly and 
long war will be unlikely, the presence of the OAS in the 1981 conflict and 
the guarantor country mechanism established in the Rio Protocol may 
have helped convince Ecuador to engage in the adventurous behavior 
that developed into the short war of 1995.29 

Insurance companies deal with the problem of moral hazard by in
cluding clauses in their contracts that either discourage such behavior 
directly (for example, charging lower fees for nonsmokers) or free the 
company from covering losses due to certain behavior. The hemispheric 
community will need to pay as much attention to providing these dis
incentives as to promoting resolutions themselves. We end this book by 
offering some suggestions for distinguishing between those boundary 
disputes which might be ripe for settlement and those which might be 
moving toward a dramatic escalation of tensions.  

We need to begin with a prudent understanding of the benefits of dis
pute resolution rather than assume that dispute resolution per se should 
drive policy. The focus should be on the defusing or resolution of those 
specific disputes that are ripe for militarization or may be significantly 
undermining democracy, economic cooperation, or social welfare due to 
particular national situations. Boundary disputes that have minimal if 
any impact on bilateral economic, political, or social relations, such as 
those between Uruguay and Brazil, should be left to find their own time 
for "ripening" toward resolution.  

Prudence does not necessarily imply waiting for a conflict to mili
tarize before focusing attention upon it. Yet "early warning systems" are 
notoriously unreliable. The challenge is that many points of potential 
conflict exist and many disagreements begin to become tense yet never 
develop into the type of crises that bring third-party states and interna
tional institutions to invest resources into attempts to defuse or resolve 
the dispute. Early indicators of success can also be misleading; promis
ing bilateral negotiations between Ecuador and Peru (1990-1995), Bolivia 
and Chile (1977), and Chile and Argentina (1972-1977) collapsed and pro
duced war scares among two of the dyads as well a short war in the third.  
The wealth of false positive signals can produce multiple problems by 
well-meaning third parties. Hemispheric institutions or individual par
ties may become involved, encouraging the disputants to expect their aid 
in resolving the issue; however, when the issue turns out not to escalate, 
the outsiders back off, leaving at least one of the disputants to feel aban
doned; Ecuador and Bolivia are such examples.  

Given the problems of moral hazard and early warning, perhaps 
the best approach for third parties is the traditional one: to wait for the
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disputants themselves to ask for mediation or arbitration. Forcing the 

disputants to the bargaining table is unlikely to prepare the domestic 

context for the bargains that have to be struck. Once both parties make 

such a request, the international institutional structure is well set up to 

respond to requests for mediation or arbitration, at the global (for ex

ample, ICJ), regional (for example, OAS), or even subregional (for example, 

Mercado Comnn del Sur [Mercosur, Southern Common Market]) levels.  

Conclusion 

Our conclusion about the optimal situation in which a settlement is most 

likely considers three elements. First, domestic institutional structures 

will emphasize accountability over representation. Second, the costs of 

using force will be clear and considerable for at least one of the parties to 

the conflict. Third, leadership will be innovative and risk acceptant. Given 

this context, international aid can help tip the balance; but if any of the 

three elements are absent, third-party involvement will be insufficient.  

At times nations may have goals that cannot be reached or whose 

achievement would undermine efforts to reach more important goals.  

Because international politics takes place in a context of strategic in

teraction and resources are distributed unequally, "sovereignty" cannot 

mean that a nation can do whatever it pleases but rather that the national 

government has the ability to choose which response serves its interests 

best, given that international context. Leadership entails recognizing 

these instances and devising policies to settle the issue or relegate it to 

the back burner until such time as the nation can accept what it once re

garded as an unfavorable solution.  

Because the relevant decision maker is not a bureaucrat or simply 

an appointed administrator, settlement is not a matter of political will 

but of politics. In foreign policy matters, the head of government (wheth

er president, prime minister, or dictator) must authorize decisions that 

commit the government either to continue or to resolve a boundary dis

pute. Therefore, the costs and benefits to politicians' constituencies are 

key items upon which to focus.  

Policy choices are best understood from this perspective. While 

domestic policy choices probably matter more for elections,30 in cases 

where foreign policy is disputatious it must matter to important domes

tic actors (or else there would have been a settlement). Leaders therefore 

will approach boundary disputes with a sense of the domestic political 

limits and opportunities created by the coalition of political forces that 

support them in office.
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Even periods of domestic strife offer opportunities for taking posi
tive actions in foreign affairs, rather than simply emphasizing threats 
from outsiders. Taking a major step toward resolving a contentious issue 
can benefit a leader at these times by illustrating the ability to rise above 
"partisan" politics and act for the good of the nation.  

Our institutional analysis suggests that the conditions under which 
the incentive structure of politics can support a resolution are twofold.  
First, a president needs to think like a political entrepreneur who can 
see the benefits of resolving the disputes for the head of state's major 
programs. These programs are likely to be oriented around the social and 
economic development of the country. Any reformist president will have 
to fight important political battles for the government's major programs.  
This brings us to the second requirement. Economic reforms need to gen
erate payoffs relatively quickly. (The international community can con
tribute to the peace process with support for economic development, as 
it did with Ecuador and Peru.) Once those programs begin to produce, the 
head of state may be able to use these successes to bring public opinion 
and the army around to the position that settling the international issues 
is a contribution to the continued development of the nation.  

Because politics is the art of the possible, leaders are rational actors, 
and individuals and groups can be expected to respond to appropriate 
incentives, boundary disputes are not "destined" to remain a part of the 
hemispheric landscape. The challenge for the international community 
is to avoid becoming overzealous on the issue. By demonstrating a cau
tious willingness to help when asked and having the patience to work to 
develop "ripeness" for resolution, the hemispheric community can best 
contribute to advancing the day when the Americas can turn their un
divided attention to political stability, economic prosperity, and social 
welfare for all.



APPENDIX A 
Effective Number of Parties 

Octavio Amorim Neto 

The nearly consensual solution to the problem of determining the effec

tive number of parties is to employ the Laakso and Taagepera effective 

number of legislative (or electoral) parties.1 The Laakso and Taagepera 

index has the formula N= 1/Ex2, where xL is the percent of seats or votes 

held by the ith party. By squaring the legislative or electoral size of par

ties, this index overestimates the weight of larger parties and underesti

mates the size of smaller ones, thus providing a nonarbitrary criterion to 

identify the number of relevant parties either in elections or in legisla

tures. It varies from 1 (when all seats or votes are held by one party) to the 

number of seats available in a given legislature (when each seat belongs 

to a different party).  

Yet there is a problem in applying N to Ecuador. The index assumes 

that all seats are held political parties. However, it turns out that the Ec

uadorean legislature sometimes has an impressive number of indepen

dents. Fortunately, Taagepera has recently proposed an index to calculate 

the effective number of parties in the presence of independents. 2 The new 

index proposed by Taagepera uses a formulation of N that avoids detailed 

calculation of fractional shares:

N = P2IZP 2
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where P. stands for the number (rather than fractional share) of seats 
or votes for the ith party, and P is the total number of seats or valid votes.  
If there is a residual of R votes or seats lumped as "Other," the expression 
becomes 

NTC = P2/[f(R) + ZP 2] 

where f(R) is a function of R to be estimated and the summation ex
tends only over the individually specified parties. One can determine the 
smallest and largest values thatf(R) could possibly take for a given R and 
then calculate the corresponding N. This determines the possible error 
range for N, and in the absence of other information the average of the 
extremes might be used.  

The largest value of N is obtained when every item in R (votes or 
seats) belongs to a different party, so that the sum of their squares is f(R) 
= 12 + 12+ .. .= R. In most cases it is very small compared to the summa
tion of known PL2, so that we can approximate f(R) = R with f(R) = 0.  

To calculate the effective number of parties in Ecuador, we will aver
age N and NIC. As for NLC, P is the total number of legislative seats, and 
P. is the number of seats held by the ith party. Independent legislators 
have the function of the residual in NIC. I will assume that each indepen
dent represents a different party exactly to obtain the largest fractional
ization of the legislature. As for N, we will consider all independents as 
though they formed one party. This will allow me to calculate the small
est fragmentation of Ecuadorean legislatures. The final number of effec
tive parties is the average of the values of N and NIC for each legislature.  

Example: suppose a legislature with 20 seats. Party A has 8 seats, 
party B holds 6, and independent legislators hold 6 seats. The effective 
number of parties of this legislature is calculated as follows: 

NIC = 202/12 + 12 + 12 + 12 + 12 + 12 + 82 + 62 = 400/6 + 64 + 36 = 

400/106 = 3.8 

N = 1/0.42 + 0.32 + 0.32 = 2.9 

Effective Number of Parties = (NIC + N)/2 = 3.35



APPENDIX B 
Ecuadorean Attitudes toward Relations with Peru 
(November 1992) 

1. Some people say that Peruvians and Ecuadoreans are very similar peo

ple. Others say that there is a great difference between a Peruvian and an 

Ecuadorean. With whom are you more in agreement? 

34% very similar; 60% great difference 

2. Do you believe that it would be convenient to open commerce between 

Ecuador and Peru completely, as was done with Colombia? 

55% yes; 39% no 

3. Do you believe that a solution to the border problem could contribute 

to the economic development of both countries? 

79% yes; 15% no 

4. Do you see Peru as a friendly country or an enemy? 

39% friendly; 49% enemy 

Source: Jaime Duran Barga, "Actitud de los ecuatorianos frente al Peru: 

Estudio de opinion pnblica."



APPENDIX C 
Polling Data on Border Issues (1994-1996) 

Figures given in percentages; numbers do not necessarily add to 100 per
cent due to rounding.  

Do you believe that the government has accepted the Rio Protocol or does it continue to consider it null? 
(February 1994 and January 1996) 

Year No Answer Accepted Not Accepted 

1994 

Quito 7.3 23.3 69.5 

Guayaquil 5.3 14.0 80.0 

1996 

Quito 12.0 34.5 53.5 

Guayaquil 10.0 32.8 57.3 

Do you agree or disagree with the position of the government on the Rio Protocol? (February 1994) 

Quito 

Of those who did not answer, 54.5 percent did not answer the question 
about whether the government had accepted the protocol or not; 18.2 per-
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cent believed that it had accepted the protocol; and 27.3 percent believed 

that it had not.  

Of those who agreed with the government, 5.8 percent did not answer 

the question about whether the government had accepted the protocol 

or not; 24.0 percent believed that it had accepted the protocol; and 70.1 

percent believed that it had not.  

Of those who disagreed with the government, 6.2 percent did not an

swer the question about whether the government had accepted the pro

tocol or not; 21.0 percent believed that it had accepted the protocol; and 

72.8 percent believed that it had not.  

Guayaquil 

Of those who did not answer, 37.5 did not answer the question about 

whether the government had accepted the protocol or not; 12.5 percent 

believed that it had accepted the protocol; and 50.0 percent believed that 

it had not.  

Of those who agreed with the government, 5.3 percent did not answer 

the question about whether the government had accepted the protocol 

or not; 14.2 percent believed that it had accepted the protocol; and 80.5 

percent believed that it had not.  

Of those who disagreed with the government, 1.4 percent did not an

swer the question about whether the government had accepted the pro

tocol or not; 17.6 percent believed that it had accepted the protocol; and 

81.1 percent believed that it had not.  

Was the declaration of peace signed by Peru and Ecuador in Brazil beneficial or prejudicial for the 
country? (February 1995) 

City No Answer Beneficial Prejudicial 

Quito 9.8 47.5 42.3 

Guayaquil 5.8 55.0 39.0 

Do you believe that the international observers who are in the war zone can stop it? 
(February 1995) 

City No Answer Yes No 

Quito 3.0 40.0 57.0 

Guayaquil 4.0 44.8 51.3
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Would you be in favor or opposed to the convocation of a referendum (consulta popular) to reach 
a definitive settlement to the territorial conflict with Peru? (February 1995) 

City No Answer In Favor Opposed Indifferent 
Quito 1.5 52.0 45.0 0.8 

Guayaquil 2.0 65.0 33.0 0.0 

Do you believe that after the last armed conflict Ecuador can still attain a sovereign outlet to the 
Amazon River? (February 1995) 

City No Answer Yes No 

Quito 4.0 75.3 20.8 

Guayaquil 4.3 83.5 12.3 

Do you believe that it is possible for Ecuador to recover all the territory lost in 1941? 
(February 1995) 

City No Answer Yes No 

Quito 1.0 27.5 71.5 

Guayaquil 2.0 32.8 65.3 

If the Peruvians take Tiwintza, what should Ecuador do: undertake a new offensive to recapture it 
no matter what the cost or continue negotiating? (February 1995) 

City No Answer Offensive Negotiate 

Quito 4.0 65.3 30.8 

Guayaquil 1.5 74.5 24.0 

Of the Peruvian candidates for president, who is less of an enemy of Ecuador: Javier Perez de 
Cuellar or Alberto Fujimori? (February 1995) 

City No Answer De Cuellar Fujimori Both Neither 

Quito 5.0 31.0 13.8 26.0 24.3 

Guayaquil 2.3 69.3 7.8 5.8 15.0
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Is the Rio Protocol null or valid? (January 1996)

City No Answer Null Valid 

Quito 5.3 53.3 41.5 

Guayaquil 5.0 48.3 46.8 

There are people who say that Ecuador should recover the territory which it lost in the 1941 war 
and that it should be done no matter what the cost. (January 1996) 

City No Answer Agree Disagree Indifferent 

Quito 1.3 44.3 52.8 1.8 

Guayaquil 0.0 56.5 42.0 1.5 

Do you believe that it is necessary to delimit the border (cerrar la frontera) according to the Rio 
Protocol in order to end the territorial problem with Peru? (January 1996) 

City No Answer Yes No 

Quito 4.0 51.8 44.3 

Guayaquil 2.0 47.8 50.3 

Who do you think won the war between Ecuador and Peru last year? (January 1996) 

City No Answer Ecuador Peru Neither 

Quito 5.0 55.0 4.5 35.5 

Guayaquil 3.3 74.3 2.8 19.8 

Which of the two countries was more affected economically by the war? (January 1996) 

City No Answer Ecuador Peru Both Neither 

Quito 2.8 53.0 18.0 26.0 0.3 

Guayaquil 1.8 38.5 38.5 21.0 0.3
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Do you believe that it is possible that armed confrontations will recur in the near future? 
(January 1996) 

City No Answer Yes No 

Quito 5.3 78.5 16.3 

Guayaquil 5.3 80.8 14.0 

If a new conflict develops, who do you think will win this time: Peru or Ecuador? (January 1996) 
City No Answer Ecuador Peru Both Neither 

Quito 18.8 39.5 28.5 4.5 8.8 

Guayaquil 16.5 52.0 12.0 8.5 11.0 

Source: Archives, Informe Confidencial (Quito) for February 9, 1994, February 25, 1995, and January 6, 1996.
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ies attacking Panamanian villages).
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20. Ranl Zibechi, "Is Brazil Creating Its Own 'Backyard'?" After multiple exchanges 

and conversations between President Lugo and President da Silva, Brazil agreed in 

late 2009 to pay a higher price to Paraguay for the Itaipn-generated electricity.  

21. "Nicaraguan Missiles and Honduran Warplanes on Political Collision Course." 

22. Council on Hemispheric Affairs, "Memorandum to the Press: Venezuela's Secu

rity Factors and Foreign Policy Goals." 
23. Susan Abad,"Fabricas de armas y municiones de Venezuela desequilibrarian la 

region." 

24. Simon Romero, "Venezuela Spending on Arms Soars to World's Top Ranks." 

25. Jeremy McDermott, "U.S. Condemns Bolivia and Venezuela Ambassador Expul

sions as 'Grave Error."' 

26. John Lindsay-Poland, "New Military Base in Colombia Would Spread Pentagon 

Reach throughout Latin America"; Simon Romero, "Increased U.S. Military Presence 

in Colombia Could Pose Problems with Neighbors." 

27. Angus Reid, "Colombia, Ecuador Assess Cross-Border Incursion." 

28. BBC News, "Troop Pull-out Urged in Nicaragua-Costa Rica Border Row"; 

Nicky Pear and Alexandra Reed, "Dredging Up an Old Issue: An Analysis of the Long

standing Dispute between Costa Rica and Nicaragua over the San Juan River"; Alex 

Sanchez, "Costa Rica: An Army-less Nation in a Problem-Prone Region." 

29. See the analysis in David R. Mares, "Deterrence Bargaining in the Ecuador-Peru 

Enduring Rivalry: Designing Strategies around Military Weakness." 

30. It had long been assumed that foreign policy had little impact on U.S. presi

dential elections, but recent work is calling this into question. John H. Aldrich, John 

L. Sullivan, and Eugene Brogida, "Foreign Affairs and Issue Voting: Do Presidential 

Candidates 'Waltz before a Blind Audience'?" A historical case is made in Charles P.  

Korr, Cromwell and the New Model Foreign Policy: England's Policy toward France, 
1649-1658.  

Appendix A 

The collaboration of Octavio Amorim Neto on this appendix is gratefully acknowl

edged.  

1. Markku Laakso and Rein Taagepera, "'Effective' Number of Parties: A Measure 

with Application to West Europe"; Gary Cox, Making Votes Count: Strategic Coordi

nation in the World's Electoral Systems; Arend Lijphart, Electoral Systems and Party 

Systems: A Study of TWenty-seven Democracies, 1945-1990; Rein Taagepera and 
Matthew Sobert Shugart, Seats and Votes: The Effects and Determinants of Electoral 

Systems.  

2. Rein Taagepera, "Expansion and Contraction Patterns of Large Polities: Context 

for Russia," International Studies Quarterly 41 (1997), 475-504 (formula on 478).
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